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ABSTRACT 
This research investigates Earth structure in the core-mantle boundary 
(CMB) region, where the solid rocky mantle meets the molten iron alloy core. At 
long wavelengths, the lower mantle is characterized by two nearly antipodal large 
low shear velocity provinces (LLSVPs), one beneath the Pacific Ocean the other 
beneath Africa and the southern Atlantic Ocean. However, fine-scale LLSVP 
structure as well as its relationship with plate tectonics, mantle convection, 
hotspot volcanism, and Earth’s outer core remains poorly understood. The recent 
dramatic increase in seismic data coverage due to the EarthScope experiment 
presents an unprecedented opportunity to utilize large concentrated datasets of 
seismic data to improve resolution of lowermost mantle structures. I developed an 
algorithm that identifies anomalously broadened seismic waveforms to locate 
sharp contrasts in shear velocity properties across the margins of the LLSVP 
beneath the Pacific. The result suggests that a nearly vertical mantle plume 
underlies Hawaii that originates from a peak of a chemically distinct reservoir at 
the base of the mantle, some 600-900 km above the CMB. Additionally, acute 
horizontal Vs variations across and within the northern margin of the LLSVP 
beneath the central Pacific Ocean are inferred from forward modeling of 
differential travel times between S (and Sdiff) and SKS, and also between ScS and 
S. I developed a new approach to expand the geographic detection of ultra-low 
velocity zones (ULVZs) with a new ScS stacking approach that simultaneously 
utilizes the pre- and post-cursor wavefield.. Strong lateral variations in ULVZ 
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thicknesses and properties are found across the LLSVP margins, where ULVZs 
are thicker and stronger within the LLSVP than outside of it, consistent with 
convection model predictions. Differential travel times, amplitude ratios, and 
waveshapes of core waves SKKS and SKS are used to investigate CMB 
topography and outermost core velocity structure. 1D and 2D wavefield 
simulations suggest that the complicated geographic distribution of observed 
SKKS waveform anomalies might be a result of CMB topography and a higher 
velocity outermost core. These combined analyses depict a lowermost mantle that 
is rich in fine-scale structural complexity, which advances our understanding of 
its integral role in mantle circulation, mixing, and evolution. 
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 1. INTRODUCTION 
Heat flow from the molten iron alloy outer core into the lowermost mantle 
of the Earth is estimated to be more than 5 TW [e.g., Lay et al., 2008]. Hence the 
silicate rock lower mantle of Earth acts as a conductive thermal boundary layer 
and plays critical role in Earth’s whole mantle dynamics, chemistry, and 
evolution. On the mantle side of the core-mantle boundary (CMB), with the 
largest absolute temperature and density contrasts in the earth, the CMB and the 
lowermost mantle may contain levels of thermal, chemical, and dynamical 
complexity similar to that seen in the earth’s top boundary layer, namely the 
crust-lithosphere system. The depth zone of the lowermost few hundred km of the 
mantle is referred to as the D" layer (a remnant from a classification scheme in 
which the mantle layers were named by letters) [Bullen, 1949]. In regions with 
lower-than-average velocities, the D" layer has been argued to be the source 
region of mantle plumes causing hotspots and possibly large igneous provinces 
[Stacey and Loper, 1983; Loper and Lay, 1995; Garnero et al., 2007; Garnero 
and McNamara, 2008; Burke et al., 2008; Torsvik et al., 2010]. In regions with 
relatively higher velocities, the D" layer is also viewed as the graveyard and 
recycling factory of the subducted oceanic lithosphere material [Richards and 
Engebretson, 1992; van der Hilst et al., 1997; Grand, 2002]. D" is characterized 
by strong lateral heterogeneities [Dziewonski, 1984; Ishii and Tromp, 1999, 2004; 
Kuo and Romanowicz, 2002; Trampert et al., 2004; Lay and Garnero, 2007], and 
a seismic discontinuity on top, where 1-3% shear velocity increase has been 
documented at a few hundred kilometers above the CMB [Lay and Helmberger, 
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1983; and review by Lay and Garnero, 2007], which coincides with the depth 
range of the mineral phase transition from perovskite to post-perovskite 
[Murakami et al., 2004; Iitaka et al., 2004; Oganov and Ono, 2004]. Many 
uncertainties remain, thus it is critical to further understand the lowermost mantle 
and D" structures, which might relate to the plume origin [e.g., Morgan, 1971; 
Stacey and Loper, 1983; Zhao, 2001; Romanowicz and Gung, 2002; Garnero et 
al., 2007; Garnero and McNamara, 2008], whole mantle convection [e.g., 
Tackley, 1998, 2000; Garnero and McNamara, 2008], and even core evolution 
and the geodynamo [e.g., Nakagawa and Tackley, 2004, 2010; Aubert et al., 
2008].  
At the longest wavelengths (e.g., 3000+ km), the lowermost mantle is 
characterized by two nearly antipodal large low shear velocity provinces 
(LLSVPs) [Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1987; Mégnin and Romanowicz, 2000; 
Masters et al., 2000; Grand, 2002; Ritsema et al., 2011], one beneath the Pacific 
Ocean the other beneath Africa and the southern Atlantic Ocean, with high 
velocities surrounding these regions. The nature of LLSVPs remains in question. 
Tomographic and geodynamical analyses suggest elevated lower mantle density 
in LLSVP regions [Ishii and Tromp, 1999, 2004; Gurnis et al., 2000; Trampert et 
al., 2004], as well as an anti-correlation between P wave velocity (Vp) and Vs 
heterogeneity in some LLSVP areas [e.g. Su and Dziewonski, 1997; Kennett et 
al., 1998; Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Masters et al., 2000; Trampert et al., 2004; 
Houser et al., 2008].  
Several geodynamic models have been developed to explain these 
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LLSVPs. Isochemical models tend to organize plumes into clusters away from 
downwellings [e.g., Schubert et al., 2004], which might manifest LLSVPs due to 
the strong damping of tomography models [Ritsema et al., 2007]. However, it 
appears that thermochemical models provide better fit to the LLSVP 
characteristics. Superplumes are large thermochemical plumes that are unstable 
due to the competing force between positive thermal buoyancy and negative 
buoyancy associated with elevated density anomaly [e.g., Davaille, 1999; Forte 
and Mitrovica, 2001; Davaille et al., 2002, 2005]. Although the superplume 
model remains a viable hypothesis, here we focus on thermochemical pile models, 
which produce stable, long-lived, dense piles consisting chemically distinct 
material [e.g., Tackley, 1998; Garnero and McNamara, 2008]. Numerical 
convection simulations predict that these piles will be laterally swept by 
subduction-related downwellings and piled beneath the upwelling regions, that 
might explain the geographic shape of LLSVPs from tomography models 
[McNamara and Zhong, 2005].  
Seismic waveform analyses that sample LLSVP margins appear to also 
support the hypothesis that LLSVPs are chemically distinct. Sharp interfaces with 
strong seismic velocity gradients perturb the traversing seismic wave field and 
give rise to multipathing induced broadened waveforms [e.g., Ni et al., 2002; Sun 
et al., 2007, 2009]. Seismic wave multipathing has been well modeled with a 1st-
order vertical boundary in shear velocity between the LLSVP and surrounding 
mantle despite trade-offs between velocity reduction and the size of the LLSVP 
[Ritsema et al., 1998; Luo et al. 2001; Ni et al., 2002; Ni and Helmberger, 
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2003abc; Ni et al., 2005; Ford et al., 2006; To et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2007; Sun 
et al., 2009]. The sharpness of these edges has been modeled to be as large as 3% 
in velocity contrast over only 50 km distance laterally, which may be difficult to 
explain by a solely thermal origin. Surprisingly, the locations of sharp edges 
inferred from high-resolution body wave studies are strongly correlated with the 
strongest lateral shear velocity gradients in tomography models, which are also 
found to geographically correlate with the surface locations of hotspot volcanism 
[Thorne et al., 2004]. This coherency is particularly significant, suggesting the 
velocity gradients from tomography models can guide us to find sharp edges of 
the LLSVPs. Tomography models show that strong shear wave velocity 
heterogeneities extend many hundreds of km above the CMB, e.g., up to 1000 km 
[e.g., Grand, 2002; Ritsema et al., 2011]. However, most of the forward-modeling 
sharp edge studies have focused on the deepest couple hundred kilometers of the 
mantle. Thus the vertical extension of the edge up off the CMB, as well as the top 
of the chemically distinct LLSVPs, remains poorly resolved by high-resolution 
analyses except a few model dependent studies [Ni et al., 2002; He et al., 2009]. 
Yet, the detailed size and morphology of the LLSVP are important parameters 
that ultimately relate to its rheology, deep mantle plume initiation, and lower 
mantle convection current. As a consequence, resolving LLSVP topography 
might provide us important insight to the origin and dynamics of the LLSVP and 
the missing roots of hotspots [Montelli et al., 2006; Wolfe et al., 2009].  
Within the LLSVP, seismological analyses have presented a variety of 
relatively small scale features, including: strong lateral shear velocity variations 
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[Garnero and Helmberger, 1993; Russell et al., 1998; Bréger and Romanowicz, 
1998; Russell et al., 1999; Wysession et al., 1999; He and Wen, 2009], shear-
wave anisotropy [Vinnik et al., 1995; Ritsema et al., 1998b; Russell et al, 1999; 
Fouch et al., 2001; Moore et al., 2004], localized lenses of post-perovskite (pPv) 
[Lay et al., 2006; Avants et al., 2006a], and ultra-low velocity zones (ULVZs) 
[e.g., Mori et al. 1995; Kohler et al. 1997; Revenaugh and Meyer, 1997; Thorne 
and Garnero, 2004b; Avants et al., 2006a; Avants et al., 2006b; Hutko et al., 
2009; McNamara et al., 2010]. These small to intermediate scale structures (e.g., 
10s to 100s of km) imply thermal, chemical and dynamical complexities within 
the LLSVP. Further constrains of internal velocity structures of the LLSVP are a 
necessary step in understanding the origin and dynamics of the LLSVP. 
The origin of ULVZs has long been speculated and several hypotheses 
have been proposed (see, Thorne and Garnero [2004]). They might be partial 
melt of the deep mantle material [Williams and Garnero, 1996], accumulated 
silicate sediments from the core [Buffett et al., 2000], subducted rocks containing 
banded iron formation [Dobson and Brodholt, 2005], iron-enriched post-
perovskite [Mao et al., 2006], iron-rich (Mg,Fe)O [Wicks et al., 2010], segregated 
mid-ocean ridge basalt from subduction [Christensen and Hofmann, 1994] or 
even zones of intense core mantle interaction [Knittle and Jeanloz, 1991; Garnero 
and Jeanloz, 2000]. Recent mineral physics experiments also suggest ULVZs 
might be remnants of the basal magma ocean from the early earth differentiation 
process [Nomura et al., 2011]. However, no consensus has been reached because 
of limited geographical coverage and uncertainties associated with velocity 
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structure and the morphology of ULVZs.  
The distribution of ULVZs statistically correlates with the surface 
locations of hotspots [Williams et al., 1998], which might indicate hotspots 
originate from whole mantle plumes with little deflection by the mantle 
convection [Thorne et al., 2004]. Additionally, many ULVZs occur near the 
margin of the LLSVPs, which geographically correlates with the surface eruption 
of most Phanerozoic kimberlites [Torsvik et al., 2010]. This further implies 
ULVZs might be the plume generation zone at LLSVP edges [Burke et al., 2008; 
Torsvik et al., 2010]. Recently, a high resolution geodynamic modeling study 
indicates that vigorous convection currents inside the thermochemical piles are 
able to focus and support these dense ULVZs locally at the boundaries of the piles 
[McNamara et al., 2010; Lay et al., 2008], consistent with seismic observations. If 
ULVZ is composed of partially molten dense material, dense melt might be 
suspended by stirring within ULVZ driven by viscous coupling to convective 
currents in the overlying mantle, resulting in a positive gradient with depth in VS 
velocity [Hernlund and Jellinek, 2010]. Consequently, a more complete 
geographical coverage is essential to further understanding the plume generation, 
dynamics of the LLSVP and lowermost mantle, and the origin of ULVZ. If the 
ULVZ is truly being focused to the edges of thermochemical piles by strong 
convection flows as predicted by physical models, it might be the source for 
plume generation due to its excessive temperature and partially molten 
composition [Rost et al., 2005]. The present incomplete CMB sampling in ULVZ 
studies precludes constraint of its origin and dynamical implications. 
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Recent high-resolution geodynamic modeling shows CMB undulations 
may accompany thick ULVZs at the edges of themochemical piles dynamically 
supported by strong upwelling currents [McNamara et al., 2010; Lassak et al., 
2010]. If this is true, ULVZs and CMB topography could be geographically 
linked. Constraining CMB topography is thus a necessary step for us to 
understand thermal, chemical and dynamical structures of the mantle [Hide and 
Horai, 1968; Hager and Richards, 1989; Forte and Peltier, 1991; Steinberger and 
Holme, 2008; Yoshida, 2008; Lassak et al., 2007, 2010], as well as core-mantle 
coupling, which is capable of generating strong torques to explain the correlation 
of decadal angular momentum variations between mantle and core [e.g., Le Moüel 
et al., 1981; Kuang and Bloxham, 1997;  Asari et al., 2006]. There have been 
numerous efforts to seismically determine global CMB topography and regional 
undulations mainly through inversions of travel times of CMB reflected and 
transmitted phases [e.g., Morelli and Dziewonski, 1987; Doornbos and Hilton, 
1989, Sze and van der Hilst, 2003; Tanaka, 2010]. Involving much more data, 
recent global long wavelength models of degree 4 to 6 appear to agree with each 
other on the relief amount of CMB topography at ±2-3 km despite a couple 
kilometers difference, while a higher resolution model suggested very large relief 
around 9 km [Boschi and Dziewonski, 2000]. In addition, regional observations 
suggest similar amount of CMB relief for hundreds kilometers wavelengths at ±2-
3 km [e.g., Neuberg and Wahr, 1991].  However, at a lateral scale length of 7 to 
10 km, only a couple hundred meters of CMB relief is inferred on the basis of 
scattered waves [Earle and Shearer, 1997], elucidating its statistical nature or 
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localized features.  
On the core side of the CMB, the liquid outermost core is a special portion 
of the outer core due to its contact with the solid rocky mantle, where chemical 
interaction, heat and momentum transfer can take place [e.g., Bloxham and 
Gubbins, 1987; Gubbins, 1991; Loper and Lay, 1995; Le Moüel et al., 1997]. The 
core is believed to be composed of a metallic, iron-nickel alloy plus a 10 wt % 
mixture of light elements [Birch, 1952; Poirier, 1994; Anderson and Isaak, 2002]. 
With the viscosity near that of water, high conductivity of electricity and heat, and 
compositional buoyancy energy created by light element expulsion at the inner 
core boundary, the alloy convects to create geomagnetic field [e.g., Fearn and 
Loper, 1981]. Light elements extracted during the inner core formation process, 
plus products of core-mantle chemical interaction, might form a liquid but stably 
stratified light layer at the top of the metallic alloy core [Fearn and Loper, 1981; 
Ito et al., 1995; Franck, 1982; Helffrich and Kaneshima, 2004; Braginsky, 2006; 
Buffett and Seagle, 2010] that couples with the mantle through topographic and 
hydromagnetic coupling [e.g., Le Moüel et al., 1981]. Stable stratification at the 
top of the core has previously been proposed on the basis of geomagnetic 
[Whaler, 1980] and geodetic [Braginsky, 1984] observations. However, mainly 
using SmKS travel time measurements, seismological studies result in varied P-
wave velocity models and subsequent interpretations [Lay and Young, 1990; 
Souriau and Poupinet, 1991; Garnero et al., 1993; Tanaka and Hamaguchi, 1993; 
Souriau et al., 2003; Tanaka, 2004, 2007; Helffrich and Kaneshima, 2010]. 
Strong trade-offs exist between outermost core structure and strong D" 
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heterogeneities [e.g., Garnero and Helmberger, 1995]. Nonetheless, the 
outermost core structure and CMB topography might provide unique insights to 
the geodynamo, core evolution, and core-mantle interaction. 
An unprecedented densification of seismic sampling of the deep mantle 
beneath the central Pacific Ocean has been recently made possible by 
EarthScope’s (see http://earthscope.org) USArray seismic network that consists of 
over 400 broadband sensors in the United States. An array deployment started in 
2004 on the west coast and over a 10-year period is incrementally repositioned 
eastwardly reaching the east coast in 2012.  Abundant deep focus earthquakes in 
the southwest Pacific recorded by USArray stations enable new investigations of 
the deep mantle beneath the Pacific at much higher resolution using multiple 
phases. Figure 1.1a shows an example deep event that occurred on September 15, 
2011 in the Fiji-Tonga region in the southwest of the Pacific Ocean. 1054 
seismograms were collected globally for this single event, of which about 400 are 
recorded by the broadband Transport Array (TA) of the EarthScope project. 
Figure 1.1b displays the location of the TA array in North America during this 
event. For this event, the epicentral distance range of densely distributed TA 
stations is from about 90 to 105 degrees, which is an ideal distance range for 
investigation of the lowermost mantle beneath the Pacific.  
The work presented in this dissertation uses phases on the transverse and 
radial components of motion to investigate the lowermost mantle, CMB and 
outermost core structures. For the transverse component (Figure 1.2a), we mainly 
use ScS, S, and Sdiff, which are clear and strong phases without any notable 
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interference from other phases. In particular, S and Sdiff are densely recorded by 
TA stations, whose large lateral span orthogonal to the great circle path direction 
enables investigations of lateral variations of the lowermost mantle structures. 
Although the epicentral distance range of TA stations is too large for studying ScS 
phases for the event in Figure 1, a large amount of data was collected during the 
period when TA stations were on the west coast of North America covering an 
ideal distance range to observe ScS. At the same time, TA enables us to utilize S, 
Sdiff, SKS, and SKKS on the radial component of motion to infer the lowermost 
mantle and outer core properties. For S, SKS, and SKKS, TA provides the 
excellent distance range, during which S, SKS and SKKS are distinguishable from 
each other, which makes it possible to study the birth of the SKKS that is sensitive 
to the outer core structure. 
Consequently, data from the EarthScope project provides an 
unprecedented opportunity to use large concentrated datasets, multiple phases, 
and various techniques to investigate the sharp edges around the Pacific LLSVP, 
velocity and reflectivity of fine scale structures inside this LLSVP, the ULVZ 
properties and geographic distributions beneath the central Pacific, fine-scale 
CMB topography, and the outermost core velocity structures. Here, I summarize 
the contents of our studies devoted to further understand some critical matters 
regarding the lowermost mantle and outer core seismic structures.  
1.1 Sharp Edges 
In Chapter 2, rather than relying on forward modeling, we developed an 
algorithm to quantitatively document broadened waveforms caused by sharp 
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edges to directly pinpoint its lateral and radial boundaries. Unlike its vague form 
in tomography models, we found that the northeastern portion of the Pacific 
LLSVP is ~ 600 km high with a seismically sharp top, a ridge-like topography 
with acute steep sides joining from southeast and northwest directions, with an 
anomalous plume-like structure extending from its top to about 900 km above the 
CMB, possibly connecting with the deep root of Hawaiian plume. The plume can 
entrain material long sequestered in the LLSVP reservoir, explaining unique 
isotopic signatures of Hawaiian basalts [Hofmann, 1997; Weis et al., 2011]. We 
argue that tomographically-derived nearly antipodal large low shear velocity 
provinces in the lowermost mantle are chemically distinct, with whole mantle 
plumes rooting at their topographical peaks or ridges. Cold, dense subducted 
material descending to the deep mantle shapes the reservoirs, and in the case of 
central Pacific, have been a relatively stable process in recent times. Plumes 
ascend in convective upwellings associated with subduction-related viscous forces 
that shape the deep reservoirs. Thus hotspot volcanisms overlying reservoirs are 
simply explained by whole mantle plumes originating at the deep reservoirs. 
1.2 LLSVP Internal Velocity Variations 
In Chapter 3, differential travel times between S (or Sdiff) on the tangential 
component of motion and SKS on the radial component, and also between ScS and 
S (both on the tangential component) were analyzed to investigate the internal 
velocity structures of the Pacific LLSVP. Data display a sudden change in S–SKS 
differential travel times across the northern Pacific LLSVP boundary, consistent 
with a sharp, near vertically dipping LLSVP edge, similar to that proposed in 
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other regions. Data sampling inside of the LLSVP displays a sharp decrease in S–
SKS differential times within a small azimuth range, which can be explained by S 
waves speed up from a localized velocity increase, consistent with the presence of 
a localized lens of pPv. In a forward modeling exercise of perturbing Vs 
perturbations in a previously published tomographically derived model, we show 
our data are consistent with: (1) a sharp LLSVP edge: > 2% shear velocity 
perturbation across 500 km or less, at least 2 times sharper than the original 
tomography model consistent with a chemically distinct LLSVP; (2) a 1–2% high 
velocity wedge inside of the LLSVP, roughly 200–400 km wide and a few 
hundred kilometers thick, plausibly related to a lens of pPv; and (3) a very low 
shear velocity layer (up to –8%) at the base of the LLSVP, possibly an ultra-low 
velocity zone. 
1.3 ULVZ 
In Chapter 4, we developed a new ScS stacking approach that 
simultaneously utilizes the pre- and post-cursor wavefield to uniquely probe the 
thin ULVZs. We stacked source-denconvolved ScS waveforms within 1.5 degree 
radius geographic bins to extract the ScS pre- and post-cursors with ScS stripped, 
which greatly suppressed noise and interferences. Bins with similar stacked ScS 
residuals are grouped into clusters to produce a more robust result. The amplitude 
and time of the stacked ScS residuals are sensitive to the thickness and the 
velocity structure of ULVZ according to synthetic waveforms. We processed 
13,850 1D synthetic models with various ULVZ thicknesses and properties using 
the same method. A best fitting model was found for each cluster using an 
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amplitude sensitive cross-correlation algorithm. We found strong lateral 
variations of ULVZ thicknesses and properties across LLSVP margins, where 
ULVZs are thicker and stronger within the LLSVP than outside of it, consistent 
with the dynamically active environment at the CMB.  Inside the LLSVP, ULVZs 
appear unevenly distributed, suggesting 3D variations of convection currents that 
might explain the isotopic variability of hotspots. 
1.4 CMB Topography and Outermost Core 
In Chapter 5, a regional data set sampling the CMB underneath Pacific 
consisting of 1643 waveforms at SKKS initiation (i.e., “birth”) distances has been 
analyzed to investigate the seismic velocity structure around the CMB. SKKS is a 
wave that traverses the mantle as S waves, converting to P-waves in the core and 
reflecting 1 time on the underside of the CMB. Differential travel times of SKKS-
SKS, amplitude ratios of SKKS to SKS, and SKKS waveform anomalies are 
measured on SKS source-deconvolved seismograms. After corrections for 
tomographically derived mantle heterogeneity and ULVZ models, the differential 
travel time residuals yield a PREM-like [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] 1D 
trend with respect to distance, while their geographic distribution displays a slow- 
to-fast SKKS wave trend from southwest-to-northeast, which correlates with a 
high-to-low relative amplitude ratio trend. SKKS waveform anomalies are 
quantitatively documented by measurement of the anomalously low amplitude 
downswing after the initial upswing of the SKKS pulse compared with the Hilbert-
transformed SKS waveshape. Lateral variations of SKKS waveform anomalies 
appear to be more continuous at the SKKS bounce locations, where stripes of 
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anomalous SKKS waveforms are parallel to tomography inferred edges. 1D 
reflectivity synthetic models suggest high velocity structures on either the mantle-
side or the core-side of the CMB may give rise to the observed SKKS anomaly. 
High velocity structure on the mantle-side is unlikely in this case, because our 
data mainly samples the lower mantle regions characterized by low shear 
velocities. However, the complex geographic distribution of SKKS anomalies 
implies that 1D homogeneous high velocity outermost core might not be the only 
cause. Various styles of CMB topography models are investigated using the 
parallel computing enabled [Jahnke et al., 2008] PSVaxi wavefield simulation 
code [Igel and Weber, 1996], which suggests CMB topography has strong 
influence on SKKS waveforms. Hence the complicated geographic distribution of 
SKKS anomalies might be resulted from a combination of CMB topography and 
high velocity outermost core.  
1.5 Summary 
The investigations of this thesis work suggest that the Pacific LLSVP is a 
highly heterogeneous, chemically distinct thermochemical pile and dynamically 
couples with the surrounding mantle and the outer core. Geodynamic models 
suggest that subducted paleoslabs swept the primordial dense layer at the bottom 
of the mantle to form ridge like thermochemical piles. Our sharp edge topography 
study indicates that the boundaries of these piles are particularly hot and viscously 
coupled with the surrounding mantle. Due to strong upward viscous flow at the 
margin of the LLSVP, ULVZs are probably focused and thickened at the edge on 
top of the possibly elevated CMB topography. Acute lateral variations of shear 
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velocity inside of the LLSVP are probably associated with temperature and 
composition difference caused by vigorous convection current of the interior.  
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Figure 1.1. (a) The epicenter (star), stations (black triangles) and great circle 
raypaths (color lines) are plotted for seismograms collected for an example event 
on 15 September 2011. Colors of raypaths correspond to epicentral distances. (b) 
TA stations (triangles) and raypaths (violet lines) are plotted on top of the 
topography map of North America. Red lines stand for the epicentral distance in 5 
degree increment from the event.  
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Figure 1.2. (a) Distance bin stacks (black traces) of seismograms on transverse 
component are plotted with respect to epicentral distances. Phases used in this 
study are highlighted. PREM predicted travel time curves (red lines) are 
calculated for various phases with phase names plotted beside the curve. (b) 
Similar with (a), distance bin stacks of seismograms on radial component are 
plotted relative to distances. (c) Number of records stacked for each distance bin.  
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2. HAWAII: EARTH’S LARGEST PLUME RISING VERTICALLY FROM 
THE TOP OF A LOWERMOST MANTLE COMPOSITIONAL 
RESERVOIR 
The Hawaiian volcanic chain is commonly attributed to an underlying 
mantle plume having the highest volume flux of any plume on Earth.  Plume 
morphology reflects the dynamics and structure of mantle material from the 
plume root to the surface--quantities typically poorly known. In this study we 
developed an algorithm that identifies seismic waveforms that are anomalously 
broadened relative to the mean population of wave shapes, and explore deep 
mantle structural causes to the anomalous pulses. Locations of sharp contrasts in 
shear velocity properties across the margins of the large low shear velocity 
province beneath the Pacific coincide with locations where the anomalous waves 
have propagated.  These results combined with other studies show that a nearly 
vertical mantle plume underlies Hawaii, originating from a peak on top of a 
chemically distinct reservoir at the base of the mantle, some 600-900 km above 
the core-mantle boundary. The plume can thus entrain material long sequestered 
in the reservoir, explaining unique isotopic signatures of Hawaiian basalts. Our 
findings argue that tomographically-derived nearly antipodal large low shear 
velocity provinces in the lowermost mantle are chemically distinct, with whole 
mantle plumes rooting at their topographical peaks or ridges. Cold, dense 
subducted material descending to the deep mantle gives rise to viscous forces that 
shape the large reservoirs. In the central Pacific, such descent has been a 
relatively stable process in recent times (e.g., 100s of millions of years). Thus 
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hotspot volcanism overlying reservoirs can be simply explained by whole mantle 
plumes originating at the deep mantle reservoirs. 
2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 Hawaii and the putative mantle plume 
The nature of dynamical circulation of mantle rock and plumes of material 
that result in hotspot volcanism remains actively debated, with arguments 
centering on the depth of plume origin and whether the mantle convects in a 
whole or layered fashion [e.g., Spohn and Schubert, 1982]. Since hotspot magmas 
contain isotopic signatures not readily apparent in mid-ocean ridge basalts 
(MORBs), geochemical arguments have favored a separated long-lived lower 
mantle reservoir that is not mixed with or accessed by processes responsible for 
the creation of MORB and new seafloor [e.g., Hofmann, 1997; Kellogg, 1999; 
Weis et al., 2011]. Thus, it has long been advocated that mantle plumes 
responsible for hotspots tap an unmixed, more primitive lower mantle, while 
processes making MORB and new tectonic plates rely solely on upper mantle 
rock. 
The Hawaiian hotspot has attracted considerable interest in this debate. It 
is estimated to have a significantly higher flux than any other hotspot volcano on 
Earth [Morgan, 1971], and plays an important role in a broad spectrum of 
scientific disciplines, including seismic, geochemical, petrological, geodynamic, 
geomagnetic, and tectonic analyses. The specific style of mantle convection, 
combined with the chemical make up of the mantle, has fundamentally important 
consequences for plume morphology, entrainment, and time evolution. Hawaii 
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serves as an important test bed for theories of plume mechanics and mantle 
circulation within Earth. This includes interesting observational complications 
such as parallel volcanic tracks within the Hawaiian chain with unique isotopic 
signatures [Weis et al., 2011]. 
A number of seismic studies have imaged structures in some limited depth 
range of the mantle that support the hypothesis that Hawaii is due to a mantle 
plume [Montelli et al., 2004; Wolfe et al., 2009] with a deep mantle root [Russell 
et al., 1998; Thorne, 2004]. While most global seismic tomography studies image 
structure at longer wavelengths (3000+ km laterally) than a plausible plume 
(100’s of km or less), many studies display reduced wave speeds beneath the 
volcanically active main island of Hawaii well into the lower mantle [Dziewonski 
and Woodhouse, 1986; Mégnin and Romanowicz, 2000; Grand, 2002; Zhao, 
2001, 2004; Ritsema et al., 2011], supporting early suggestions of a core-mantle 
boundary source [Morgan, 1971].  
While past seismic work establishes consistencies between observations 
and a whole mantle plume, the plume morphology is not constrained in any given 
study. Resolution issues of seismically constraining a crust-to-core plume have 
been raised [van der Hilst and de Hoop, 2005]. Abundant data coverage 
throughout the mantle is required to investigate the velocity structure of the plume 
region. Furthermore, other dynamical possibilities [e.g., Tackley, 2000; Schubert 
et al., 2004] cannot be ruled out.  Alternative interpretations of seismic data 
include a large-scale plume head at the top of the lower mantle with tendrils 
“leaking” up create the volcanic chain [Cao et al., 2011].  
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If Hawaii has a deep mantle source, deep mantle structure should reflect it. 
Past seismic work has imaged two large, nearly anti-podal zones of reduced shear 
wave velocities in the lowermost mantle [Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1987; 
Tanimoto, 1990] with Hawaii situated over the northeast edge of the one beneath 
the Pacific (Figure 2.1a).  Subsequent work has refined these patterns, as well as 
identifying high velocity perturbations at the base of the mantle beneath present or 
past subduction zones [Mégnin and Romanowicz, 2000; Grand, 2002; Ritsema et 
al., 2011], which surround the large low shear velocity provinces (LLSVPs). The 
first order geographic correlation between LLSVPs and surface hotspot 
volcanism, and between past or present subduction and deep mantle high 
velocities has been used to argue for whole mantle convection, especially with the 
addition of tomographically derived high velocity lineaments extending from 
subduction zones into the lower mantle [Morgan, 1971; van der Hilst et al., 1997; 
Grand, 2002; Ritsema et al., 2011]. 
2.1.2 LLSVP and the mantle plume 
A number of findings suggest that LLSVPs may be chemically distinct 
from the bulk lower mantle material. LLSVPs appear to have elevated density 
[Ishii and Tromp, 1999, 2004; Gurnis et al., 2000; Trampert et al., 2004], as well 
as a sharp (possibly discontinuous) transition between LLSVPs and the 
surrounding mantle [Bréger and Romanowicz, 1998; Ford et al., 2006; He et al., 
2006; He and Wen, 2009; Luo et al., 2001; Sun et al., 2007; To et al., 2005] 
(Figure 2.1b). Anti-correlated bulk sound and shear wave velocities have been 
noted [e.g. Su and Dziewonski, 1997; Kennett et al., 1998; Ishii and Tromp, 1999; 
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Masters et al., 2000; Trampert et al., 2004]. The African LLSVP has been shown 
to extend up into the lower mantle [Ritsema et al., 1998; Ni et al., 1999, 2002; Ni 
and Helmberger, 2003a, 2003b, 2003c; Wang and Wen, 2007a], with properties 
that are best explained with a chemically distinct component [Simmons et al., 
2007]. These phenomena taken together are difficult to explain with a thermal 
origin alone, and are further support by numerical convection experiments: 
subduction currents sweep chemically distinct and dense material into stable piles, 
collecting beneath mantle upwelling and plumes [Tackley, 1998]. When Earth’s 
plate velocities are imposed as a surface boundary condition, thermochemical 
piles accumulate with patterns similar to LLSVPs [McNamara and Zhong, 2005], 
having the hottest regions at the margins of the distinct material (Figure 2.1c). 
Both numerical and laboratory convection experiments have studied the 
effect of convection on basal chemical layering and resulting plumes.  Two key 
factors relating to the stability and morphology of the chemical layer, and hence 
deep mantle plume initiation, are its density and viscosity compared to that of the 
surrounding deep mantle. If sufficiently dense and viscous, the layer will remain 
at the core-mantle boundary (CMB) with plumes forming from its topographical 
peaks [Jellinek and Manga, 2002; Garnero and McNamara, 2008], commonly 
manifesting as the top of triangular shaped bodies. If two such chemical 
anomalies merge, the morphology of the composite can be temporarily much 
wider, nearly trapezoidal with peaks near each edge [Garnero and McNamara, 
2008; McNamara and Zhong, 2005]. Some selections of parameters can result in 
fairly steep, i.e., vertical or near vertical, sides to these stable deep chemical 
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reservoirs, with plume initiation at the reservoir sides [Tan and Gurnis, 2005]. If 
the density is not great enough, laboratory experiments have shown that very 
large-scale chemical plumes result, with whole scale upwelling of the chemically 
distinct material, with suggestion of plumes off the top [Davaille, 1999]. This 
latter case is commonly dubbed “superplume”. Therefore, better imaging of the 
deep Pacific beneath Hawaii addresses two fundamentally important questions: 
(1) what is the dynamical nature of the deep chemical reservoirs, and (2) how is 
the Hawaiian plume formed? 
Plumes initiating at the top of chemically distinct piles at the bottom 
boundary layer in convective systems can entrain material from the chemical 
reservoir [Tackley, 1998; Jellineck and Manga, 2002; Garnero and McNamara, 
2008]. Thus unique isotopic signatures seen in hotspot volcanism may tap 
chemical reservoirs long sought by geochemists [Hofmann, 1997; Kellogg et al., 
1999]. Hotspots are statistically more likely to overly LLSVP edges than their 
centers [Thorne et al., 2004], and estimated locations of large igneous provinces, 
Earth’s most massive eruptions, also overly the edges [Burke et al., 2008; Torsvik 
et al., 2010]–both supportive of Earth’s highest deep mantle temperatures near 
LLSVP margins, not the center (as would be expected for a solely thermal origin 
to LLSVPs).  However, the precise morphology of the margin of an LLSVP, 
particularly the Pacific LLSVP under Hawaii, has not been constrained. 
Plumes tend to form at peaks or ridges or high spots in the lower mantle 
piles, and depending on the density and viscosity differences between the pile 
material and the surrounding mantle, plumes have the ability to entrain the more 
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dense pile material and transport it to the surface [Garnero and McNamara, 
2008]. We thus seek to better image mantle structure beneath the Hawaiian 
mantle plume, particularly at the base of the mantle where the plume has been 
hypothesized to originate. 
Other geodynamic possibilities for the origin of LLSVPs include 
superplumes (e.g. Davaille, 1999; Forte and Mitrovica, 2001; Davaille et al., 
2002, 2005) and plume clusters [Schubert et al., 2004], though each has its own 
challenges and advantages in explaining seismic observables (e.g., see Garnero 
and McNamara, 2008). While incomplete seismic wave path coverage remains an 
issue, there is suggestion that ultra-low velocity zones (ULVZs) may be 
preferentially located near the margins of LLSVPs, which is geodynamically 
predicted for thermochemical piles [Hernlund and Jellinek, 2010; McNamara et 
al., 2010]. ULVZs as well as LLSVP margins are found to strongly correlate with 
surface hotspot locations [Williams et al., 1998; Thorne et al., 2004; Burke et al., 
2008; Torsvik et al., 2010], whereas the centers of LLSVPs are less well 
correlated, suggesting plumes are more likely to be formed from boundary layer 
instabilities near lowermost mantle thermochemical pile margins.   
A number of recent high-resolution seismic waveform analyses have 
documented waveform broadening and wave multipathing from deep mantle 
waves that propagate near LLSVP margins (Table 2.1, Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2). 
The strongest lateral shear velocity gradients in tomographic maps of the 
lowermost few 100 km of the mantle (i.e., the D˝ layer) exist at LLSVP margins 
[Thorne et al., 2004]. Figure 2.1 and 2.S1 demonstrate that these lateral gradients 
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also strongly correlate with LLSVP edges inferred from forward modeling. Past 
work has imaged the velocity change across the LLSVP margin to be as large as 
3% over 50 km or less [Ni et al., 2002]. 
Waveform broadening, wave multipathing, and LLSVP edge detection 
have characterized edges at the lowest couple 100 km of the mantle. While 
tomography images [Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1986; Mégnin and 
Romanowicz, 2000; Grand, 2002; Zhao, 2001, 2004; Ritsema et al., 2011] and 
forward modeling of travel times [Ritsema et al., 1998; Ni et al., 1999, 2002; Ni 
and Helmberger, 2003a, 2003b, 2003c; Wang and Wen, 2007a] suggest that, 
LLSVP structure extending up into the lower mantle off of the CMB by as much 
as 1000 km, although the sharpness of the edges of the elevated structures and the 
LLSVP top have not been well documented by multipathing. Resolving LLSVP 
edges up off of the CMB is important, since the topography of any chemically 
distinct large scale deep mantle structure may hold important clues for deep 
mantle dynamics, including plume initiation. Furthermore, resolving the shape of 
LLSVP structure in greater detail is essential to discriminate between different 
dynamical models of large-scale thermochemical pile behavior.  
 In this study, we study a large new data set of S waves that bottom at a 
variety of depths in the deep mantle beneath the Pacific Ocean, in and around the 
Pacific LLSVP. We document systematic waveform broadening at the edges of 
LLSVP structure inferred from tomography up to 900 km above the CMB. Our 
results support the hypothesis of a chemically distinct origin to LLSVPs and 
plume genesis from topographical ridges in thermochemical pile structure. 
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2.2 Seismic Dataset 
An unprecedented densification of seismic sampling of the deep mantle 
beneath the central Pacific Ocean has been recently made possible from 
EarthScope’s (http://earthscope.org) USArray seismic network that consists of 
over 400 broadband sensors in the United States – an array deployment that 
started in 2004 on the west coast, and over a 10 year period is incrementally 
repositioned eastwardly, and will reaching the east coast in 2012.  Abundant deep 
focus earthquakes in the southwest Pacific recorded by USArray stations enable 
investigations of the deep mantle beneath Hawaii at much higher resolution than 
previously possible. 
Deep focus earthquakes in the southwest Pacific recorded in North 
America have S waves that bottom in the Pacific LLSVP (Figure 2.S2). The high 
density of seismic stations in North America offers the opportunity to sample the 
deep mantle with unprecedented wave path density, particularly in the 
northeastern portion of the Pacific LLSVP beneath the Hawaiian hotspot.  We 
focused on earthquake data recorded as part of EarthScope’s USArray 
experiment, in order to have a high number of seismic stations per earthquake, 
and hence dense deep mantle sampling. We collected data for the distance range 
from 50 to 130 degree, in order to focus on mantle S waves and S diffracted 
(Sdiff) waves; our initial data set consisted of 13 earthquakes and 970 stations. 
After viewing all the data for clear impulsive source-time functions and good 
signal to noise ratios for S-waves on the transverse component of motion, 
including close inspection to only retain data in absence of close or interfering 
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phases (e.g., ScS or SKS which often bleeds to the transverse component), we 
retained 11 intermediate- to deep-focus (>120 km) Fiji-Tonga earthquakes (Table 
2.2) with simple source time functions. Deep earthquakes were selected to avoid 
contamination with depth phases (e.g., sSKS that can bleed to the transverse 
component). This dataset consisted of over 8500 seismograms with source-
receiver geometries mainly in the epicentral distance range of 70-120 degree. We 
deconvolved instrument responses to obtain ground displacement seismograms 
and rotated traces to the great circle reference frame to obtain vertical, radial and 
transverse components of motion. Data were bandpass-filtered between 1 and 100 
sec. After filtering, S waves were aligned on the PREM predicted times and 
stacked arithmetically. Cross-correlation coefficients were computed between 
each record and the stack on an event by event basis to exclude bad records with 
coefficients lower than 0.7. Further visual inspection was conducted to retain the 
highest quality traces. Our final dataset consists of more than 4700 extremely high 
quality transverse component seismograms that densely sample a 30 × 40 degree 
area in the lowermost 1000 km of the mantle beneath the northeastern Pacific 
(Figure 2.3a).  
2.3 Data Processing Method 
The large number of seismic stations in the Transportable Array (TA) of 
EarthScope’s USArray permits construction of an empirical source time function 
for each event which is then used as a reference to document wave shape and 
travel time anomalies. We developed an automated method to simultaneously 
document travel times and waveform broadening of S waves. We define a 
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waveform “misfit” in terms of a percentage of waveform deviation from the mean 
source shape and determine the travel time perturbation relative to a reference 
model by the following steps:  
(1) Empirical source construction. For each event, a time window from 15 sec 
before and 30 sec after direct S (or Sdiff) is defined, using predictions from 
the PREM model [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]. The maximum 
amplitude in this time window is normalized to unity. These 45 second long 
time windows are linearly summed to make an initial stack. Records with S-
waves close to ScS are omitted. The initial stack is iteratively updated by the 
following procedure: (a) each record is aligned with the stack using cross-
correlation, polarity-checked and corrected if necessary; (b) its shift time and 
cross-correlation coefficient (CCC) is stored; (c) using the CCC’s as weights, 
records are summed to make a new stack, omitting any record with CCC<0.5, 
an empirical value. This iterative procedure, sometimes referred to as 
adaptive stacking [Rawlinson and Kennett, 2004], is continued until the 
updated stack wave shape is nearly identical with the previous stack, as 
defined by the first occurrence of the CCC being greater than 0.999. We 
define this final stack as the empirical source stack (ESS) for this event.  
(2) Define empirical source timing onset. The ESS is used to estimate the timing 
of individual stations relative to PREM.  We employ an algorithm to 
objectively and automatically define the relative onset timing of the ESS 
pulse. First, a noise level is defined as the maximum amplitude in a 5 sec 
long time window, starting 14 sec before the S-wave peak in the ESS. S-wave 
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onsets are typically smooth in the ESS’s. Therefore, we take the time 
derivative of the displacement ESS, which sharpens the onset. The onset is 
then defined as the time value where the onset of the ESS pulse (in velocity) 
exceeds the noise level value. While this approach is empirical, it is robust in 
that it produces ESS onset times for our event population in a uniform 
fashion.   
(3) Compute individual waveform misfit and timing. For each event, S-waves are 
cross-correlated with the ESS. They are then windowed from the ESS onset 
time to an end time defined by 2.5 times the peak-minus-onset time. This 
adds 50% more time window after the S-wave peak than the onset-to-peak 
time, which we chose based on inspection with the data and which show 
steeper ramp up to the peak than decay from the peak. The aligned and 
normalized record (R) and ESS (E) are subtracted, then integrated, then 
divided by the integrated ESS.  We thus define a misfit as the relative 
difference between each record and the stack for this time window, in 
percent: 
€ 
Misfit = Sd − SsSs
×100%  
Sd stands for the area under the curve of the data and Ss denotes the area 
under the curve of the stack. Thus, records narrower or broader than the ESS 
will have negative or positive misfit values. Records that are broadened due 
to wave multi-pathing [e.g., Ni et al., 2002; Ford et al., 2006] may have 
contributed to erroneously broadening the ESS. We circumvent this 
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possibility by re-computing Step 2 solely with records containing negative 
misfit values, resulting in a new empirical source stack, denoted ESS’, which 
represents the narrowest half of the waveshape population. Waveform misfit 
for each record, as defined above except using ESS’, is then re-evaluated. 
This process also produces the timing anomaly of each S-wave onset, relative 
to PREM. 
These choices in windowing and stacking parameters were developed by 
extensive trial and error tests to achieve the most stable ESS, onset times, and 
misfit measurements across different earthquakes with different source time 
functions. While subjective, the procedure described is consistent in how it 
documented relative waveform broadening for our event population.  Figure 2.S2 
compares waveforms for a larger range of misfit values. 
Figure 2.3 presents an example of our waveform broadening 
documentation approach for a single event. Waveforms that were initially in the 
negative misfit population (called “normal waveforms”, Figure 2.3) are plotted 
above the ESS’ (Figure 2.3b) which is compared to large misfit, highly broadened 
waveform examples (Figure 2.3c). Benchmarking of waveform misfits is also 
conducted by stretching/squeezing half of the sinusoid (Figure 2.S3). Waveforms, 
misfit and travel time values for this event are shown in Figure 2.S4. The plotted 
examples of broadened waveforms in Figure 2.3 have misfits larger than 40%, 
and are circled in Figure 2.S4. The displayed normal waveforms in Figure 2.3 
have misfits of around 0% (relative to the ESS’). The waveform quality in this 
example event is representative of our whole dataset. 
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Waveform misfits and travel time delays relative to PREM for all data are 
plotted relative to the S wave bottoming depth above the CMB in Figure 2.S5. We 
have fairly dense sampling up to 900 km above the CMB with sampling density 
decreasing above that (Figure 2.S5). The overall trend of the misfits and times are 
emphasized by the mean values (colored symbols in Figure 2.S5) plotted every 30 
km in depth. The standard deviation is also plotted (as lines). Waveform misfits 
increase below 200 km due to ScS overlapping with S waves:  S and ScS become 
asymptotic to each other, and our S windowing scheme erroneously includes some 
ScS energy for delayed S waves. Thus, these measurements are most robust for S 
waves bottoming between ~ 200-900 km above the CMB. Strong variability is 
seen in the misfit and time plots at any given depth in Figure 2.S5, plausibly 
caused by lateral variations of the sampled mantle structure. Interesting variations 
with depth are also present: increased waveform misfits near 600 km above the 
CMB correspond to an onset in increasing travel time delays (see the averages of 
misfits and times in Figure 2.S5c), although the exact nature of this increasing 
trend depends upon the reference model. Figure 2.S6 demonstrates this latter 
point by comparing the travel time anomalies relative to the M1 model of Ritsema 
et al. [1997]. A correlation between the bottoming depth variation of the 
waveform misfits and travel time delays motivates investigation of models that 
depart from the PREM reference model, such as models with strong shear 
velocity reduction from PREM at about 600 km above the CMB to delay S waves 
while giving rise to waveform broadening effects.  
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2.4. Synthetic Seismogram Predictions 
Synthetic waveform modeling is necessary to assess this and other 
possibilities, including the possibility that the observations may relate to the top 
of the Pacific LLSVP. As previously mentioned, all global tomographic studies of 
shear waves note the presence of a large LLSVP in the deepest mantle beneath the 
Pacific. However, the top of the LLSVP is not well constrained seismologically.  
In the southwestern portion of the LLSVP, He and Wen, [2009] noted a sharp 
upper boundary in two different areas of the Pacific LLSVP, some 340 and 740 
km above the CMB. Portions of the African LLSVP have also been modeled with 
a sharp top [Ni et al., 2005].  The vertical extent of the LLSVPs, to date, has been 
primarily constrained by travel time information [Ni et al., 2005; He and Wen, 
2009]. If these studies are correct, we expect an accompanying waveform 
broadening effect from the sharp top to the LLSVP. We note that ideologically, 
that an abrupt change in velocity radially is not different from azimuthal 
discontinuities, and hence multi-pathing (and attendant waveform broadening) 
can occur from discontinuous changes in velocity with respect to depth. 
To explore the effects of the top of an LLSVP on waveforms, and 
particularly how it manifests as misfits and travel time delays, we computed 
synthetic seismograms for more than 1,000 one-dimensional (1-D) models using 
the reflectivity method [Fuchs and Müller, 1971; Müller, 1985]. We varied three 
principle features associated with a lowermost mantle LLSVP: (a) the velocity 
reduction magnitude, from 0 to -3.5%, in 0.5% intervals; (b) the sharpness of the 
transition from “normal” (PREM) overlying mantle to the LLSVP, from 0 to 350 
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km for the thickness of the gradient zone, in 50 km intervals; and (c) LLSVP 
thickness, in 50 km increments, defined as the distance from the CMB to the base 
of the gradient zone (or the discontinuity, if the gradient is zero). Figure 2.S8 
displays the synthetic results and details how the misfit and travel time anomalies 
depend on the different modeling features. Waveform misfits and delay times are 
shown for synthetics measured exactly the same way as the data. They show 
significant effects depending on the details of the LLSVP structure. Larger 
LLSVP shear velocity reductions yield larger waveform misfits and delay times 
(Figure 2.S8b). A 20% increase in the maximum waveform misfit can be caused 
by only 0.5% added velocity reduction in the LLSVP. The depth of the peak in 
the waveform misfit plot depends strongly on LLSVP velocity reduction, but is 
generally close to that of the discontinuity at the top of the LLSVP (800 km here). 
The velocity gradient on top of the LVZ affects the misfit amplitude and depth 
range over which the waveform misfit variations occur (Figure 2.S8c). Thicker 
velocity gradients result in weaker misfit values, and broadened misfit peaks near 
the depth of the LLSVP top. For a fixed LLSVP velocity reduction and gradient 
width at the LLSVP top, Figure 2.S8d shows the dependency of the misfits and 
travel times on the LLSVP thickness. Figure 2.S7 shows the synthetic waveforms, 
measured misfit and travel times for one such model.  The details of the misfit 
measurements are shown to also depend on interfering phases (e.g., ScS). These 
synthetic tests demonstrate that waveform misfits are very sensitive to LLSVP 
internal and edge properties, with misfit amplitude corresponding to the amplitude 
of velocity reduction, the broadness (in depth) of misfit variation relating to the 
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sharpness of LLSVP velocity reduction, and misfit peak location relating to the 
depth of the top of the LLSVP.  Also, these tests demonstrate that errors induced 
by assuming ray paths predicted by the PREM model do not significantly alter 
results, in that the top of the LLSVP is well predicted. 
2.5. Spatial Patterns of Anomalies  
 The lower mantle beneath the Pacific Ocean contains significant lateral 
heterogeneity at multiple scale lengths.  We thus are motivated to inspect the 
misfit and travel time anomalies for spatial patterns. Our wave path geometry is 
predominantly from the SW (earthquakes) to NE (stations) (Figure 2.S2).  Thus 
our ability to resolve spatial patterns is greatest perpendicular to this direction 
(NW to SE), and we construct a cross-section accordingly (Figure 2.S4a), whose 
location is shown in Figure 2.1a, which runs through the center of the raypath 
cluster (Figure 2.S10). The distribution of events along the strike of the Fiji-
Tonga trench in fact produces some constraints on structure in the along path 
direction, but fewer constraints than perpendicular to it. Figure 2.4a shows a 
cross-section map with waveform misfit measurements projected onto it where S-
waves pierce the cross-section. Clear spatial patterns are present, including strong 
misfit (and hence waveform broadening along the margin to the SE, and some 
concentration within the region near the CMB. These misfits are displayed on top 
of the LLSVP velocity reductions of the TXBW model, as well as lateral velocity 
gradients of the TXBW model (Figure 2.S9), which emphasizes that our strongest 
misfits appear linked to structure that produces the delays. 
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Waveform broadening is also compared to a temperature map (Figure 
2.4b) from a numerical convection model with a compositional reservoir 
[McNamara and Zhong, 2005], where an initially uniform 255 km thick dense 
basal layer is assumed, then imposing plate motions at the surface results in the 
chemically distinct layer being swept into piles. While the choice of parameters in 
the convection simulation is not well constrained and subjective, it is clear that 
temperature and chemistry effects associated with a chemically distinct LLSVP 
can plausibly explain patterns of broadened waveforms near LLSVP edges 
(Figure 2.4b) from wave multi-pathing [Ni et al., 2002; Ni and Helmberger, 
2003abs; Sun et al., 2007; To et al., 2005]. As previously mentioned, the 
lowermost 200 km shows large misfits that are likely due to ScS contamination. 
However, above this depth large misfits are observed extending upward from 
CMB to ~ 1,000 km above, tilting toward the NW. The strongest waveform 
broadening occurs ~ 200-300 km above the CMB on the NW side of the cross-
section, although this is not as well sampled as the central part of the cross-
section. There appears to be some connectivity in large misfits along the NW and 
SE edges, that tilt upwards and connect at a depth of about 600 km above the 
CMB, which may correspond to a portion of the top of the LLSVP. This region is 
well sampled (Figure 2.S11), so it is unlikely to be an artifact. We note that the 
misfit patterns cannot be due to the earthquake source or receiver regions because 
events are distributed up and down the Fiji-Tonga trench, whereas misfits have 
geometric consistencies with their spatial distribution of waveform broadening 
near their bottoming depths.  
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The high density of sampling in the central portion of the cross-section 
(Figure 2.S11b) and near uniformity of the misfit trends in the middle azimuths of 
our cross-section (Figure 2.4a) motivate an investigation of a localized 1-D 
synthetic modeling experiment for a restricted portion of this cross-section. Figure 
2.4a shows vertical lines in a restricted region, within which all the misfit and 
time delay observations are analyzed and modeled. Figure 2.4c and 2.4d displays 
the misfits and time delays, respectively, of the data restricted to this azimuthal 
slice. We measure misfit and time delay for synthetics from our large family of 
1D models as a function of PREM-predicted wave bottoming depth.  In a grid 
search fashion, we establish a measure of goodness of fit of each model to the 
observations as follows. (a) We compute the cross-correlation coefficient (CCC) 
between the depth distribution of predicted and observed misfits (for the 
observations, we use the averages). This establishes the degree to which the 
shapes of the depth distributions agree. (b) We account for the amplitude of the 
misfit versus depth variation by comparing the peak misfit amplitude of synthetics 
and observations, and combining with the CCC for a measure of goodness of fit: 
€ 
ccc _weight = ccc × (1− As − AdAd )
2  
where As is the peak misfit amplitude in synthetics and Ad is the peak misfit 
amplitude in the data averages. The best fitting model to the misfits has a 600 km 
thick LLSVP with a 1.5% internal shear velocity reduction, and a 100 km thick 
linear transition gradient between the overlying mantle and the LLSVP interior. 
This model compares excellently to the data of the restricted slice of the cross-
section (Figure 2.4e). The travel times predicted for this model are overlain with 
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the observations in Figure 2.4d, and agree well with the general data trend with 
depth.  Thus, the misfits seen near the 600 km depth in the cross-section panel of 
Figure 2.4a are consistent with a top to the LLSVP there, and the misfits above 
this depth may be a morphological ridge of the LLSVP.  
The inferred shear velocity reduction (-1.5%) in this part of the Pacific 
LLSVP is markedly less than that reported for the African LLSVP (e.g., -3%, Ni 
et al., 2002), and less sharp at the top (100 km for the Pacific in this study 
compared to 50 km reported for the African LLSVP). However, our imaged 
reduction at the same location is nearly twice than that inferred at the top of the 
LLSVP from double-array stacking [Lay et al., 2006]. The waveform misfits in 
the NW and SE edge regions of the Pacific LLSVP that we study are larger than 
those for the apparent top, which suggests a greater sharpness and/or contrast of 
these two edges than that of the flat top.  
Clear correlation exists between the strongest lateral gradients in 
tomographically derived shear velocities and abrupt “edges” in the LLSVP from 
forward modeling of waveforms (Figure 2.1). We are thus motivated to 
investigate our waveform broadening in the 3-D volume sampled by our data. We 
project the waveform misfit measurement of each record to the lowermost 50 km 
of the raypath. This information is then averaged and compared to 
tomographically-derived lateral shear-wave velocity gradients (Figure 2.5). While 
both our data and that used in global tomography suffer from smearing (in the SW 
to NE direction) due to lack of crossing ray path information, clear trends are 
apparent: large waveform misfits are found in close proximity to strong velocity 
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gradients. As implied in the cross-sections of Figure 2.4, the strong misfits appear 
to slope upwards to eventually concentrate beneath the surface location of the 
Hawaiian hotspot (e.g., the 810 km map view slice in Figure 2.5). Above this 
depth, our data coverage is greatly reduced. This location is in good agreement 
with the inferred location of the Hawaiian plume (shown in the 910 km slice, 
Figure 2.5), from both P and S wave tomography [Montelli et al., 2006; Wolfe et 
al., 2009], though the tomography studies do not resolve the plume down to these 
depths.  
2.6. Implications and Conclusions 
In this study we used waveform-broadening detections to obtain evidence 
for LLSVP edges extending up off the CMB. There is strong similarity between 
the misfit-inferred LLSVP shape and the shape of a thermochemical pile 
produced from a numerical flow model with a 255 km thick, intrinsically-dense 
basal layer [McNamara and Zhong, 2005]. A thermochemical pile from 
McNamara and Zhong [2005] resembles the seismologically imaged 
thermochemical reservoir (Figure 2.5). This pile-like morphology further 
demonstrates that the northeast portion of the Pacific LLSVP is probably a dense, 
chemically distinct pile, which might be a portion of all the ridges focused by 
subduction history to make the extensive Pacific LLSVP [McNamara and Zhong, 
2005]. The superplume conceptual models are also likely able to form pile like 
morphology during the beginning of their ascending. Hence they are not 
precluded but less favored due to their transient nature [e.g., Davaille, 1999; Forte 
and Mitrovica, 2001; Davaille et al., 2002, 2005]. 
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In addition, the implied sharp top at 600 km above the CMB suggests the 
Pacific LLSVP is composed of long-lived primordial material other than 
subducted oceanic crust [Garnero and McNamara, 2008]. The large misfits above 
the LLSVP top may be a morphological ridge of the chemically distinct pile 
[Tackley, 1998; Jellinek and Manga, 2002; McNamara and Zhong, 2005; 
Garnero and McNamara, 2008]. Geodynamic simulations indicate that plume 
upwellings will form from ridges in lowermost mantle thermochemical piles (e.g., 
Figure 2.4b, also, McNamara and Zhong, 2005). We argue that the low velocities 
extending from Hawaii well into the lower mantle imaged in tomographic studies 
are due to a plume rising off the peak of the thermochemical pile detected here.  
Furthermore, numerical models predict that the basal boundaries between 
the LLSVP and surrounding mantle are the hottest mantle rock on Earth due to the 
basal heating and internal flow, and thus giving rise to ULVZs occurring there 
[Garnero et al., 2007, McNamara et al., 2010]. Waveform broadening is present 
within the implied LLSVP, which may correspond to internal structure, such as 
possible partial melt accumulations [Mori and Helmberger, 1995; Kohler et al., 
1997; Revenaugh and Meyer, 1997; Avants et al., 2006; Lay et al., 2006; Hutko et 
al., 2009; Courtier et al., 2007] or even a post-perovskite lenses [Lay et al., 
2006]. The steeply-dipping sharp edges guide upwelling flow which might align 
the anisotropic lower mantle minerals [e.g. Wookey et al., 2005] and serve as sites 
of thermal instabilities causing ascending thermal plumes to produce surface 
hotspots; this is consistent with seismic anisotropy studies in D” in this local area 
[Russell et al., 1998]. Strong anisotropy might develop at the edges of LLSVPs 
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due to lattice-preferred orientation of anisotropic lowermost mantle material 
aligned by flow current near edges [Wang and Wen, 2007b; Long, 2009], which is 
capable of manifesting strong velocity gradients between LLSVPs and the 
surrounding mantle. However, such anisotropic structures are difficult to 
constrain given the current data coverage and our incomplete knowledge of the 
anisotropic properties of the lowermost mantle material.  
A whole mantle plume is often invoked to explain the Hawaiian hotspot 
[Morgan, 1971], which may be one of the longest-lived hotspots with the largest 
mantle material flux [Davies, 1988; Sleep, 1990] and distinct isotope signature 
from that of the mid-ocean ridge [Bennett et al., 1996]. With the depth extent 
being poorly resolved due to lack of raypath coverage, the Hawaiian plume has 
been modeled down to 2800 km deep using P wave tomography, and 1900 km 
using S wave tomography [Montelli et al., 2006]. However, so far no thermal 
boundary layer has been observed at mid-lower mantle depth and so these depths 
are unlikely to where plumes originate. Here we show direct evidence that the 
Hawaiian plume might be a thermal plume initiated from the top of the Pacific 
LLSVP from 600 km above the CMB (Figure 2.5). Geodynamic models indicate 
that if the Pacific anomaly is a thermochemical pile, the thermal plume will 
entrain some of the dense material and bring it up to the surface, which is 
consistent with Hawaiian lavas episodically tapping a long-lived basal 
geochemical reservoir, especially if one considers the dense material of the 
thermochemical pile to be primitive in nature and relatively unmixed with the 
surrounding mantle. If correct, the long-lived Hawaii hotspot may persist, since 
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the processes shaping the deep mantle chemical pile appear to be on-going at 
present. Currently, it appears to be a continuous columnar structure traversing the 
whole mantle with a mild tilt toward northwest direction.  
Moreover, our automatic algorithm holds promise for detecting more 
LLSVP edges by analyzing data from other source-receiver geometries. Important 
information may be extracted from the shape of the LLSVPs. We expect future 
work to bring better focus to the LLSVP shape and volume, which will permit the 
calculations of the size and volume of the LLSVPs that can be used to refine the 
Earth’s heat budget. Elevated temperature inside of the LLSVP gives rise to 
weaker heat flow from the outer core, which might also affect the outer core flow, 
Earth’s magnetic field [Sumita and Olson, 1999], and even the inner core growth 
[Aubert et al., 2008].   
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 Table 2.1. Past edge studies 
Study Reference Edge Number  Phase Used 
1 Bréger and Romanowicz [1998] 3 S, SKS, SKKS 
2 Luo et al. [2001] 2 PKP 
3 Ni et al. [2002] 10 S, ScS, SKS 
4 Ni and Helmberger [2003a] 10 S, ScS, SKS, SKKS 
5 Ni and Helmberger [2003b] 10 S, ScS, SKS 
6 Ni and Helmberger [2003c] 10 S, ScS, SKS, P, PcP 
7 Wang and Wen [2004] 8 S, ScS, SKS, SKKS 
8 Ni et al. [2005] 10 S, ScS, SKS 
9 To et al. [2005] 5 S, SKS, SKKS 
10 Ford et al. [2006] 6 S, SKS, SKKS 
11 He et al. [2006] 1 S, ScS 
12 Sun et al. [2007] 9 S, ScS, SKS, SKKS 
13 Sun X. et al. [2007] 4 PKP 
14 He and Wen [2009] 7 S, ScS, SKS, SKKS 
15 Sun et al. [2009] 9 S, ScS, SKS, SKKS 
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Table 2.2. Event list 
Date Latitude (deg) Longitude (deg) Depth (km) Mag. 
07 Aug. 2006 -15.80 -167.79 150 6.8 
26 Aug. 2007 -17.46 -174.34 127 6.0 
05 Oct. 2007 -25.19 179.46 509 6.0 
16 Oct. 2007 -25.77 179.53 509 6.0 
15 Jan. 2008 -21.98 -179.54 597 6.0 
03 Jul. 2008 -23.37 -179.78 581 6.0 
19 Jul. 2008 -17.34 -177.31 391 6.0 
22 Oct. 2008 -18.42 -175.36 233 6.0 
04 Nov. 2008 -17.14 168.46 206 5.7 
08 Nov. 2008 -15.20 -174.20 121 5.4 
26 Apr. 2009 -30.35 -178.51 131 6.5 
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Figure 2.1.  (a) Hotspot locations (yellow circles) are plotted on top of a global 
tomography model TXBW [Grand, 2002] at 2750 km depth. The size of each 
yellow circle is scaled to the flux of each hotspot. The black box denotes the study 
region of this paper. The solid black line inside of the box indicates the location of 
the cross-section in Figure 4. (b) Lateral shear velocity gradients of tomography 
model TXBW overlying with sharp edge studies (thick black lines) and hotspot 
locations (crosses). Gradients are calculated following the algorithm of Thorne et 
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al. [2004].  The number of each edge corresponds to studies listed in Table 1. 
Black solid lines stand for sharp edges inferred from waveform studies while 
dashed lines denote sharp edges suggested by travel time studies. (c) Similar as 
(b), lateral gradients of the temperature field calculated from a thermochemical 
convection model [McNamara and Zhong, 2005] are underneath edges and 
hotspots. 
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Figure 2.2. Examples of multipathing induced waveform broadening 
observations. In each Figure, source (star) and receiver (triangle) raypath 
geometries are plotted in black lines, where raypaths with broadened waveforms 
have dashed segments. Gray shades are produced from -1.1% contours of 
tomography model TXBW (Grand, 2002). Waveforms are numbered according to 
raypaths. Numbers on the right of waveforms are the turning depth of raypaths in 
km. (a) Ni et al. [2005]. (b) Ford et al. [2006]. (c) This study. 
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Figure 2.3. (a) 10 Normal waveforms with misfit value around 0% of an event on 
26 August 2007 are aligned by cross-correlating with the empirical source shape 
in (b) (thick black line). (b) Gray shading stands for the standard deviation of this 
stack. (c) Similar to (a), 10 broadened waveform examples (thin black lines) with 
misfit value around 40% of the event on 26 August 2007 are plotted in 
comparison with the empirical source shape (thin gray lines). 
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Figure 2.4. (a) A 50 degree wide cross-section are plotted with misfit values 
projected to the intersecting locations of raypaths. The location of this cross-
section is plotted in Figure 1. Misfit values are plotted as triangles and dots on top 
of the tomography model of TXBW. Green box stands for the azimuth range of 
the data plotted in (c). (b) Temperature snapshot of a numerical flow model by 
McNamara and Zhong, [2005] with misfit values plotted on top. (c) Misfits (gray 
crosses) with 30 km wide bin averages (open or filled red circles) are plotted with 
respect to the S wave bottoming depth above the CMB. Open circles stand for 
bins with less than 10 records in it. Solid red lines stand for the misfit 
measurements for the best fitting model shown in (e). (d) Similar with (c), travel 
times (gray crosses) with 30 km wide bin averages (open or filled blue circles) are 
plotted with respect to the S wave bottoming depth above the CMB. Solid blue 
lines stand for the travel time measurements for the best fitting model shown in 
(e). (e) The shear velocity of PREM (black) and the best fitting model (red) is 
plotted relative to the height above the CMB.  
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Figure 2.5. Left panel shows the 3D iso-surfaces of δVs tomography for 3 
different models. From the surface to about 400 km, the iso-surface is at -1.5% for 
the tomography model by Wolfe et al. [2010]. From about 400 km to 2000 km, the 
iso-surface is at -1.0% for the tomography model by Montelli et al. [2006]. At 410 
and 660 km depth, contours (black lines) for the transition zone discontinuity 
topography are also plotted [Schmerr et al., 2010]. Below 2000 km, the iso-
surface is at -0.9% for Grand’s tomography model [Grand, 2002]. Black boxes 
stand for the layer locations shown in the middle panel. The upper plot in the 
middle panel shows the discontinuity topography of 410 and 660, along with 
contours shown in the left panel. The lower plot shows misfit values projected 
onto every point of the lowermost 50 km segments of PREM predicted raypaths. 
Numbers denote the depth of each slice. We smoothed these path segments using 
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a  grid. The smoothed misfit values (open triangles and black dots) 
are plotted on top of the shear-wave velocity perturbations of the tomography 
model TXBW [Grand, 2002]. The right panel shows the isosurface of temperature 
(orange) for the upper 1600 km of the mantle, and isosurface of composition 
(gold) for the rest of the mantle. These isosurfaces are based upon a 
geodynamically derived thermochemical convection model with a couple hundred 
kilometers thick dense layer at the bottom of the mantle [McNamara and Zhong, 
2005]. The map on the surface is the topography of the Hawaii region. We also 
plotted the transition zone thickness in between 410 and 660 km depth. 
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Figure 2.S1. Comparison between different tomography models. Left column is 
the bottom layer of each tomography model. The lateral gradient of each 
tomography model is plotted on the right. Hotspots (pink dots) and past edge 
studies (heavy black lines) are plotted on top of each tomography map. 
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Figure 2.S2. Distributions of sources (stars), receivers (triangles), and the 
lowermost 50 km segments of raypaths (gray line segments) are plotted along 
with the location of the our study region (black box). Red dot stands for the 
Hawaii hotspot.  
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Figure 2.S3. Here are benchmarks of waveforms for different misfit values 
(black) compared with the waveform with zero misfit value (gray). These 
waveforms are obtained by stretch or squeeze the original waveform, which is a 
half of the sinusoid function. 
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Figure 2.S4. Examples of waveforms and measurements of time delays and 
misfits (black crosses) from two events. In each profile, waveforms are aligned to 
the empirical sources (heavy black lines) by cross-correlation. Gray shades 
around the empirical sources denote the standard deviation. Waveform misfits are 
measured within the misfit window automatically determined by our algorithm. 
Travel time delays are plotted relative to the PREM predicted S wave arrival time. 
Circles around some of the misfit measurements are broadened waveforms plotted 
in Figure 2.3.  
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Figure 2.S5. Distribution of misfits and time delays. Waveform misfits and travel 
time delays (gray crosses) of all data are plotted with respect to the S wave 
raypath bottoming depth above the CMB.  Bin averages (blue and red squares) 
and standard deviations (horizontal bars) are calculated for each 30 km interval. 
(a) Misfit. (b) Travel time delays. (c) Waveform misfits are plotted together with 
travel time delays. (d) Number of records within each 30 km bin. 
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Figure 2.S6. Absolute travel times of S wave (gray crosses) are further corrected 
with respect to M1 model [Ritsema et al., 1997] and plotted relative to the 
sampling depth of S wave. Similar with SOM Figure 2.4, Bin averages (red 
squares) and standard deviations (horizontal bars) are calculated for each 30 km 
interval. Blue dots or circles are bin averages of travel times relative to the PREM 
model. The M1 (red) and PREM (blue) velocity models are shown on the right. 
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Figure 2.S7. An example of misfit and travel time measurements of synthetic 
seismograms. (a) The source stack is obtained using the same method as we do 
with data. All displacement seismograms are aligned on the peak of S wave. Blue 
lines denote the misfit measurement time window. Red curve stands for the 
PREM predicted arrival time of ScS.  Red crosses are the arrival time of a phase 
refracting along the top of the model, and red circles denote a phase diffracting 
along the top of the model. (b) Misfit measurements (black crosses) are plotted 
relative to epicentral distances. Distance ranges of ScS refraction, and diffraction 
phases contamination are plotted in orange and blue. (c) Travel time 
measurements of S wave. (d) The synthetic model (red) and PREM model are 
plotted with respect to the height above the CMB in kilometers.  
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Figure 2.S8. Synthetic Tests. Waveform misfits and travel time delays for 
synthetic models are measured using the same method as we do with data. (a) 
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Model description. (b) Misfits and time delays are measured for different LVZ 
models with varying velocity reductions for a discontinuity at 800 km above the 
CMB. (c) With the LVZ velocity reduction fixed at 1.5% and depth at 800 km, 
varying thicknesses of the linear gradient top produce different misfit and time 
delay curves. (d) For discontinuous models (g = 0 km) with the same velocity 
reduction (1.5%), varying thickness of the LVZ shifts the misfit peak locations.   
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Figure 2.S9. Similar with Figure 2.4a, the background model is the lateral 
velocity gradients of TXBW model. 
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Figure 2.S10. To verify that our selection of the cross-section location is feasible, 
we calculated the distance between the bottoming location (colored dots) of each 
raypath and the cross-section. We also plotted the depth error between the 
projected location on the cross-section and the bottoming location of each 
raypath. 
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Figure 2.S11. (a) S wave travel time delays relative to PREM model are projected 
on to the same cross-section as we used in Figure 2.4a. (b) Number of sampling 
raypaths on this cross-section. (c) Standard deviation of misfits. (d) Standard 
deviation of travel time delays. 
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3. FINE-SCALE STRUCTURE OF THE LOWERMOST MANTLE 
BENEATH THE CENTRAL PACIFIC 
Acute horizontal shear velocity (Vs) variations across and within the 
northern margin of the Large Low Shear Velocity Province (LLSVP) beneath the 
central Pacific Ocean are investigated using intermediate-to-deep focus southwest 
Pacific subduction zone earthquakes predominantly recorded by the USArray’s 
Transportable Array network in the United States. Differential travel times 
between S (or Sdiff) on the tangential component of motion and SKS on the radial 
component, and also between ScS and S (both on the tangential component) were 
analyzed. Data display a sudden change in S–SKS differential travel times across 
the northern Pacific LLSVP boundary, consistent with a sharp, near vertically 
dipping LLSVP edge, similar to that proposed in other regions. Data sampling the 
inside of the LLSVP displays a sharp decrease in S–SKS differential times within 
a small azimuth range which can be explained by S waves sped up by a localized 
deep mantle shear velocity increase, consistent with the presence of a lens of post-
perovskite (pPv). In a forward modeling exercise of adjusting shear wave velocity 
variations in a previously published tomographically derived model, we show our 
data are consistent with: (1) a sharp LLSVP edge: a 2% shear velocity change 
across 500 km laterally, or less, which is at least 2 times sharper than the original 
tomography model, consistent with the LLSVP being chemically distinct; (2) a 1–
2% high velocity wedge inside of the LLSVP, roughly 200–400 km wide and a 
few hundred kilometers thick, plausibly related to a lens of pPv; and (3) a very 
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low shear velocity layer (with Vs drop as great as 8%) at the base of the LLSVP, 
possibly an ultra-low velocity zone. 
3.1 Introduction 
Earth’s whole mantle dynamics, chemistry, and evolution may critically 
hinge upon structures and processes in the lowermost mantle. With the largest 
absolute temperature and density contrasts in the Earth, the core-mantle boundary 
(CMB) and the lowermost mantle may contain levels of thermal, chemical, and 
dynamical complexity similar to that seen at the Earth’s surface. Over the past 
couple decades, seismologists have documented heterogeneities in seismic 
properties in the lower mantle over a wide spectrum of scales, e.g., 10’s of km 
and less from body wave studies to 1000’s of km (laterally) from tomographic 
studies. At the longest wavelengths (e.g., 1000+ km), the lower mantle is 
characterized by two nearly antipodal LLSVPs. The LLSVPs, one beneath the 
Pacific Ocean the other beneath Africa and southern Atlantic Ocean, are 
principally imaged by global tomography studies [e.g., Dziewonski and 
Woodhouse, 1987; Grand et al., 1997; Masters et al., 2000; Mégnin and 
Romanowicz, 2000; Gu et al., 2001; Grand, 2002; Ritsema et al., 2011]. Higher-
than-average shear wave velocities in the lowermost mantle are commonly found 
beneath past or present subduction zones surrounding LLSVPs.  
The African LLSVP has been modeled to extend from the CMB 1500 km 
up into the lower mantle from the CMB [Ritsema et al., 1998a; Ni et al., 1999; Ni 
et al., 2002; Ni et al., 2003abc; Wang and Wen, 2007; Simmons et al., 2007], and 
is interpreted as a large-scale plume (commonly referred to as a “superplume”). 
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The vertical extent of the Pacific LLSVP is less documented, but some studies 
have advocated it extending at least 700 km up into the lower mantle in some 
regions [He and Wen, 2009; Tanaka et al., 2009], while it can be as low as 200 
km above the CMB [He et al., 2006]. Additionally, the Pacific LLSVP is nearly 
surrounded by a high seismic velocity ring, which is usually interpreted as 
subducted paleoslabs [e.g., Wysession et al., 1999].   
The nature of LLSVPs remains in question. Tomographic and 
geodynamical analyses suggest elevated lower mantle density in LLSVP regions 
[Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Gurnis et al., 2000; Trampert et al., 2004], as well as an 
anti-correlation between P wave velocity (Vp) and Vs heterogeneity in certain 
LLSVP areas [e.g. Su and Dziewonski, 1997; Kennett et al., 1998; Ishii and 
Tromp, 1999; Masters et al., 2000; Trampert et al., 2004]. One plausible 
explanation is that LLSVPs are chemically distinct [e.g., McNamara and Zhong, 
2005; Tackley, 1998]. Numerical convection simulations predict that dense 
chemically distinct material will be swept laterally by subduction-related 
downwellings and piled, which is consistent with the tomographic maps [Garnero 
and McNamara, 2008].  
Seismic waveform analyses that sample LLSVP margins appear to support 
the hypothesis that LLSVPs are chemically distinct. Seismic wave multipathing is 
well modeled with a 1st-order vertical boundary in shear velocity between the 
LLSVP and surrounding mantle with velocity contrast as large as 3% over only 
50 km laterally [Ritsema et al., 1998a; Luo et al. 2001; Ni et al., 2002; Ni et al., 
2003abc; Ni et al., 2005; Ford et al., 2006; To et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2007; Sun 
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et al., 2009]. However, trade offs are sometimes present between velocity 
reduction and the size of the LLSVP. This hypothesis is further supported by the 
relationship between observed geographic locations of hot spots, reconstructed 
large igneous provinces, and LLSVP margins, which agree with geodynamic 
calculations that predict them to overlie LLSVP edges where the highest 
temperature anomalies reside [Thorne et al., 2004; Burke et al., 2007; Garnero et 
al., 2007; Torsvik et al., 2010; McNamara et al., 2010].  
Within the LLSVP beneath the central Pacific, seismological analyses 
have presented a variety of relatively small scale features, including: strong lateral 
shear velocity variations [Garnero and Helmberger, 1993; Russell et al., 1998; 
Bréger and Romanowicz, 1998; Russell et al., 1999; Wysession et al., 1999; He 
and Wen, 2009], shear-wave anisotropy in D″ [Vinnik et al., 1995; Ritsema et al., 
1998b; Russell et al, 1999; Fouch et al., 2001; Moore et al., 2004], a lens of pPv 
[Lay et al., 2006; Avants et al., 2006a], and small scale ultra low velocity zones 
(ULVZs) [Mori et al. 1995; Kohler et al. 1997; Revenaugh and Meyer, 1997; 
Thorne and Garnero, 2004b; Avants et al., 2006ab; Hutko et al., 2009]. These 
small to intermediate scale structures (e.g., 10’s to 100’s of km) imply thermal, 
chemical and dynamical complexities within the LLSVP.  Figure 3.1 summarizes 
locations and spatial extent of previous seismic studies of sharp edges, pPv lenses 
and ULVZs in this region. These studies illustrate the complexity and dynamics in 
this region, and illustrate the need for further investigation to integrate this 
information into a more cohesive structural framework. 
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Earth’s deep mantle heterogeneities affect both seismic wave arrival times 
and waveforms [Bréger and Romanowicz, 1998; Ritsema et al., 1998a; Ni et al., 
1999; Luo et al., 2001; Ni et al., 2002; Ni and Helmberger, 2003abc; Ford et al., 
2006; He et al., 2006; To et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2007; Wang and Wen, 2007].  
The Pacific LLSVP is well sampled by southwest Pacific earthquakes recorded in 
North America.  Thus there is an opportunity to utilize the recent expansion in 
data for this wave path corridor utilizing USArray data from the US National 
Science Foundation funded EarthScope experiment (see http://earthscope.org). 
Many important questions regarding sharp LLSVP transitions still remain, 
including: (1) What is the origin and nature of LLSVPs?; (2) Are the African and 
Pacific LLSVPs different?; (3) How sharp are LLSVP edges?; (4) Are sharp 
lateral transitions restricted to the tomographically inferred LLSVP perimeter?; 
and (5) How are the pPv lenses distributed relative to the broad LLSVP structure? 
While all of the questions may not be answerable given the current level of 
uncertainties, we are motivated to improve our understanding of these large, 
enigmatic, deep mantle structures.  
In this paper, we utilized the USArray dataset to investigate small-scale 
structure in the vicinity of the northern margin of the LLSVP beneath the Pacific. 
We present our seismic data and method to measure travel time automatically in 
Section 2. A forward modeling experiment that modifies 3D tomographic models 
is described in Section 3. We provide clear evidence for strong small-scale 
heterogeneity within and surrounding the LLSVP in this region. 
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3.2 Data and Measuring Method 
3.2.1 Data 
We collected data from 13 intermediate-to-deep focus Fiji-Tonga 
earthquakes displaying strong signal-to-noise ratios of dominant phases compared 
to the background energy before the first arriving shear wave. These data were 
recorded by densely distributed broadband seismometers deployed by the 
EarthScope project in North America (http://www.earthscope.org/). Table 3.1 lists 
event information from the National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC). We 
obtained displacement seismograms by instrument response deconvolution and 
rotated traces to the great circle reference frame to obtain vertical, radial and 
transverse components of motion. A wide band-pass filter from 1 to 67 sec was 
applied to minimize long period and high frequency signal unrelated to our phases 
of interest. Every record was individually inspected. We did not include records at 
distances where ScS and S merge in time (near 81 deg or so), nor data where S is 
not clearly separated from SKS (near 80-82 deg). Our final data set consists of 
2123 pairs of high quality radial (SV) and transverse (SH) component waveforms 
for S or Sdiff on the transverse component relative to SKS on the radial 
component, and 1473 recordings of ScS referenced to direct S, both on the 
transverse component. The source and receiver geometries of these data are 
displayed in Figure 3.2. The entire data set spans a distance range from 71° to 
109° and densely samples the lowermost 600 km of mantle beneath the central 
Pacific, southeast of the Hawaiian hot spot (Figure 3.2). The 2123 S and 1473 ScS 
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paths illuminate a lowermost mantle volume with dimensions of approximately 
60°×60°×600km, which defines our targeted modeling space. 
3.2.2 Automatic Travel Time Measuring Method 
We developed a new method to automatically measure the onset travel 
time of seismic phases of interest. Due to highly variable, even multi-peak 
waveforms, we pursue travel time measurement of waveform onsets instead of 
peaks. For each event and each seismic phase, our method consists of 4 
processing steps, shown in Figure 3.3: 
(1) For each event, we normalize the phase of interest to their maximum 
amplitude (to unity) and sum them to get a mean shape of the pulses, denoted 
as the “first stack”. 
(2) Each individual record used to make the first stack is then cross-correlated 
with the stack trace to obtain a shift time to the maximum correlation in a 30 
sec time window (from 10 sec in front of the PREM [Dziewonski and 
Anderson, 1981] predicted arrival time to 20 sec after it).  Records are shifted 
to this time and re-stacked to produce a new stack trace (Figure 3.3). During 
stacking, any record with a cross-correlation coefficient below 0.7 was 
discarded. This stacking procedure is conducted iteratively until the stack 
trace waveshape converges. We then treat this stack as the final mean shape 
of the records and refer to it as the empirical source time function for this 
event.  
(3) The empirical source averages many wave shapes, some of which may have 
slightly different onset shapes.  To less subjectively identify the onset of 
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wave energy of the empirical source, we compute its time derivative in 
displacement (to make a velocity trace), which makes the rise of the onset 
sharper, giving more weight to the first half of the displacement pulse’s peak. 
A 20 second time window in front of the peak is defined to assess the 
background noise level, where maximum noise amplitude is evaluated. We 
then evaluate energy amplitude backward in time away from the peak in a 
point-by-point fashion until we locate the point where the amplitude just 
drops below the noise level; this is defined to be the onset time of the 
empirical source. Figure 3.3 illustrates the onset determination process.  
(4) The first half of the waveform of each record is then cross-correlated with the 
empirical source trace in the velocity domain to determine the arrival time of 
our phase of interest, which puts more weight to the first half of waveform to 
avoid uncertainties caused by complicated multi-peak or slow rising wave 
shape in the displacement domain. The onset time from the empirical source 
is then benchmarked to the phase of interest after the shift from cross-
correlation. 
Using this method, we measured the absolute travel times of SKS on the 
radial component, and S and ScS on the transverse component of motion. 
Empirical source stacks and onset determinations for different event can be found 
in Figure 3.S1. A detailed example catalog plot showing travel time picks for 
individual trace is in Figure 3.S2. An example profile of waveforms is plotted 
relative to azimuth and distance in Figure 3.4, along with onsets measured by our 
algorithm. The onset travel times have a much clearer trend with respect to 
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azimuth than relative to distance, implying strong lateral velocity variations in the 
direction orthogonal to the great circle path geometry. 
3.2.3 Travel Times 
We use S and SKS to study the lowermost mantle structures. Differential 
travel times between S and SKS are strongly sensitive to shear velocity variations 
in the lower mantle where the paths depart most from each other.  They have 
therefore been widely used in studies of the lower mantle using global scale 
inversions [e.g., Kuo and Wu, 1997; Castle et al., 2000] to regional forward 
modelings [e.g., Garnero and Helmberger, 1993; Ritsema et al., 1997; Bréger 
and Romanowicz, 1998]. By constructing the differential travel time between S 
and SKS, denoted by TS-SKS, we minimize the effects of upper mantle 
heterogeneities and source mislocations, because S and SKS raypaths are nearly 
identical in the upper mantle (and hence should be affected similarly).  For 
example, S and SKS are less than 250 km apart in the upper 1000 km mantle at 
epicentral distances larger than 80 degrees for a 100 km deep source.  
Tomography models indicate much lower RMS amplitude of lateral heterogeneity 
in the mid-mantle (about 1000-2000 km) [e.g., Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Grand, 
2002]. Moreover, SKS raypaths travel steeply through the lower mantle into and 
out of the liquid, homogeneous outer core, and so they are much less affected by 
lower mantle structure than S wave raypaths, which horizontally propagate 
through the heterogeneous lowermost mantle over much greater distances.  
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We applied ellipticity, tomography and ULVZ corrections to the S-SKS 
travel time residuals to better resolve the lowermost mantle structure sampled by 
S wave. The onset times of S and SKS, picked by our automated method then 
subsequently eye-inspected to ensure accuracy, are then corrected to account for 
Earth's ellipticity [Dziewonski and Gilbert, 1976]. To account for travel time 
differences caused by sampling different structures between S and SKS raypaths 
in the lower mantle, we applied tomographic corrections to both S and SKS. Using 
raypaths predicted by the PREM model, our tomographic correction algorithm 
calculates travel times of those raypaths traveling through a tomography model, 
and differ them with the PREM predicted travel times. This correction removes 
the long wavelength structure's contribution of the tomography model from our 
travel time residuals and enables us to detect structures not predicted by 
tomography model (such as shorter scale length variability, and stronger 
heterogeneity than predicted by the tomographic model). Tomographic 
corrections were made to raypath segments of SKS throughout the whole mantle 
using model TXBW [Grand, 2002], because TXBW was used successfully in 
other studies [e.g., He et al., 2006] and determined from an inversion of a 
combination of many body wave phases [Grand, 2002], which have wavelength 
similar to phases used in this study. Similarly, S wave raypath segments shallower 
than 2291 km (i.e., 600 km above the core-mantle boundary) were corrected to 
exclude the upper mantle structure and preserve the lower mantle structure's 
contribution to the S absolute travel times. Tomography models are smoothed, 
therefore, we investigate here if some regions may result in amplification of the 
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tomography heterogeneity amplitude (as in other studies [e.g., He et al., 2006; 
Bréger and Romanowicz, 1998]). Additionally, because ultra-low velocity zones 
(ULVZs) have been detected beneath parts of the Pacific [Thorne and Garnero, 
2004b; McNamara et al., 2010] close to the locations of our SKS raypaths 
intersecting the CMB, we corrected the absolute travel times of SKS to remove the 
predicted ULVZ effect (using the ULVZ thickness model from Thorne and 
Garnero [2004b], assuming a 30% shear velocity reduction within the ULVZ). 
The residuals of differential travel times are then obtained: 
                      δTS-SKS= [TS-TSKS]obs – [TS-TSKS]prem – δTellip – δTtomo – δTULVZ. 
Here, δTS-SKS  denotes the residual of differential travel time,  TS and  TSKS are 
absolute travel times for S (SH) and SKS (SV), δTellip is the ellipticity correction, 
δTtomo is the tomography correction, and δTULVZ  is the ULVZ correction. 
We similarly measured and corrected the ScS-S differential travel times. 
Using the same technique as the δTS-SKS measurement, we measured 1473 ScS-S 
differential times on the tangential component. The measurements were visually 
inspected to exclude any seismograms with high noise level, irregular wave 
shapes and overlapping of S and ScS. These measurements were also corrected to 
account for the Earth's ellipticity. Tomographic corrections using model TXBW 
were made to the entire raypaths of S wave and raypath segments shallower than 
2691 km (200 km above the core-mantle boundary) of ScS wave. The residuals of 
ScS-S differential travel times are then obtained: 
                      δTScS-S  = [TScS-TS]obs – [TScS-TS]prem – δTtomo - δTellip. 
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Large δTS-SKS residual times can be explained either by late S or early SKS 
arrivals, or some combination. Similarly, large δTScS-S residuals may be due to 
early S or late ScS arrivals. To test this, we plot absolute travel times TS and TSKS 
relative to the residual time δTS-SKS, and TScS and TS relative to δTScS-S in Figure 
3.5. A much better correlation is present between TS and δTS-SKS than that between 
TSKS and δTS-SKS. Similarly, δTScS-S is best correlated with TScS. This indicates that 
the residual time anomalies are mainly due to wave paths bottoming in the deep 
mantle.  
As shown in Figure 3.2, the orientation of all S wave raypaths used in this 
study is very similar. We calculated a relative azimuth for each record by relating 
every S wave raypath's turning point to a single event location (Figure 3.6a). This 
relative azimuth identifies the sampling location of each raypath. According to the 
relative azimuth, we divide our data into different azimuthal corridors, where the 
boundaries of the azimuthal corridors are great circle paths (Figure 3.6a).  
The lateral distribution of travel time residuals indicates strong lateral 
heterogeneity in the lowermost mantle structure of the Pacific LLSVP. In Figure 
3.6, δTS-SKS and δTScS-S are plotted at S wave turning points and ScS reflection 
points, respectively. Figure 3.6b shows the δTS-SKS distribution, which clearly 
highlights sharp transition from large or positive residuals (delayed S arrivals) in 
the southwest portion of this region to small or negative residuals (advanced S 
arrivals) to the northeast. These two distinct data sampling portions are referred to 
as Group 1, which predominantly samples the structure inside of the LLSVP 
(southwest portion with large positive residuals) and Group 2, which samples 
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structure outside of the LLSVP (northeast portion with small or negative 
residuals). Within Group 1, a relatively fast patch (slightly advanced S arrivals in 
green or cyan) in relative azimuth range from 40° to 50° is surrounded by two 
regions with large residuals (in red or yellow). In Figure 3.6c, δTScS-S distribution 
shows similar pattern where a slightly fast region (in green or cyan) is between 
two slow regions.   
Azimuthal profiles of differential travel time residuals show systematic 
trends of sharp changes in δTS-SKS and extremely delayed δTScS-S (Figure 3.7). The 
increase of residual times stands for delayed S or ScS arrival caused by integrated 
low Vs structures of the lower mantle, and vice versa. The δTS-SKS residual times 
are plotted in Figure 3.7a as a function of relative azimuth for each 100 km S 
wave bottoming depth shell. Due to sparse sampling, the residual times of depth 
layer 2375-2425 km are shown in Figure 3.S3. Since S-SKS data Group 2 has a 
distinct sampling region (outside of the LLSVP) and much more advanced 
residual times, it is shown separately in Figure 3.S4. These anomalously advanced 
times serve as important constraints of the velocity gradient along the raypath 
direction when included in the model. The δTS-SKS shows complicated but 
systematic trends with respect to the azimuth (Figure 3.7a). There are 3 significant 
sharp changes of residual times for depth shells 2525~2625 and 2625~2725 km: 
(1) residual times increase from about -2 to 4 sec from 25° to 35°; (2) from 
approximately 37° to 42°, the residual time rapidly diminishes from 4 to 0 sec; (3) 
a fast increase of the residual time from 0 to 5 sec is also observed from 45° to 
60°. At the bottom layer from 2725 to 2825 km, an abrupt increase of travel time 
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delay from 0 to 5 sec is also observed for azimuth range 30° to 35. The global 
tomography model [Grand, 2002] fails to predict these strong small-scale 
azimuthal variations of δTS-SKS, despite that the long wavelength trend matches 
well. These travel time residual variations strongly imply horizontal fine-scale yet 
strong velocity heterogeneities in the azimuthal direction of the LLSVP that is not 
resolved by long wavelength tomography models. Compared with the relatively 
small δTS-SKS times (0-5 sec), δTScS-S shows extremely large residual times as high 
as 10 sec, which is much larger than the tomography predictions. A very low 
velocity basal layer might be necessary to explain the δTScS-S data.  
3.3 Data Modeling 
3.3.1 Modeling Method 
Since a simple 1D or 2D model cannot satisfy both azimuthal and radial 
variations of δTS-SKS and δTScS-S at the same time, we chose to modify 3D seismic 
velocity anomalies of the TXBW tomography model and calculate the travel 
times of S and ScS wave in the lowermost mantle traveling through it using 
raypaths predicted by the PREM model. We focus our effort on resolving the 
lower mantle structure using our δTS-SKS and δTScS-S times by assuming that 
residual times are mainly caused by S (in δTS-SKS) and ScS (in δTScS-S) waves 
traveling through anomalous lowermost 600 km mantle, within which all our S 
and ScS waves turn.  The following indicates our approach: 
(1) We use TXBW as the initial input model. We resampled the model into 60 
layers (50 km per layer) onto a 1°×1° grid for each layer to enable 
depiction of finer-scale mantle structure.  
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(2) We iteratively update tomography velocity cells following these steps: 
a. For each PREM predicted raypath, we locate all sampled model cells 
and calculate the raypath segment length in each of those cells Lij, 
where i stands for the i-th raypath, and j denotes the j-th cell sampled 
by this raypath.  
b. An average TXBW velocity perturbation δVij is obtained by summing 
the velocity perturbations at each 8-corner grid.  
c. A travel perturbation δTij is calculated utilizing the raypath segment 
length (Lij), average velocity perturbation (δVij) and the reference 1-D 
velocity (PREM) (Vpremij) at the cell’s depth:   
€ 
δTij =
Lij
V prem ij (1+δVij )
 
d. The travel time perturbation prediction δTi associated with this raypath 
is obtained by summing all the travel time perturbations in each cell:    
€ 
δTi = δTij
j=1
j=nci
∑  
   where nci is the number of cells sampled by i-th raypath. 
e. The difference δTdiffi between the predicted δTi and observed travel time 
perturbation δTobsi associated with this raypath: 
€ 
δTidiff = δTi −δTiobs 
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f. We distribute this difference to each cell in proportion to the raypath 
segment length in that cell relative to the whole raypath length Li: 
€ 
δTijdiff =
δTidiff
Li
× Lij  
g. Using this travel time perturbation difference, we update the velocity 
perturbation at each grid of this cell with the corresponding velocity 
perturbation mismatch δVdiffij: 
€ 
δVijdiff =
Lij
Vijprem (δTij −δTijdiff )
−1−δVij  
h. If this cell is sampled by multiple raypaths, an average of the velocity 
perturbation (δVcellij) is derived using each raypath’s velocity 
perturbation mismatch (δVdiffij), weighted by each raypath’s segment 
length. 
€ 
δVijcell =
δVijdiff × Lij
i=1
i=np j
∑
Lij
i=1
i=np j
∑
 
    where npj stands for the number of raypaths sampling the j-th cell. 
i. Each sampled grid is updated with a new velocity perturbation to get a 
new tomography model. 
j. To avoid the bias of the non-uniform distribution of raypaths, we smooth 
the new tomography model using a radius-varying Gaussian cap. The 
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radius of the Gaussian cap at each grid is automatically determined to 
be large enough that the number of sampling raypaths within it is more 
than 150 (a tested number that is sufficient to remove the bias of the  
non-uniform distribution).  
k. This Gaussian smoothed model is then used as the input model to repeat 
the above steps.  
l.  The variance (E) between predicted travel time of this smoothed new 
model and observation is calculated for each model updating iteration. 
€ 
E = (δTi
i
i=np
∑ −δTiobs)2  
     where np stands for the number of raypaths. 
m. After roughly 10 loops, the variance does not significantly change, and 
we regard the output as the best fitting model (Figure 3.S5)   
3.3.2 Modeling Test and Result 
To test the impact of the different datasets (S-SKS and ScS-S) on our 
modeling results, we initially only include S-SKS times in the modeling 
procedures, which yields a model we call TXBW1 (Figure 3.S6). This model 
predicts the S-SKS travel time observation extremely well. Compared to TXBW, 
this model possesses much stronger lateral velocity contrast between the LLSVP 
and high velocity mantle northeast of it, and it also shows significant small-scale 
velocity variations within the LLSVP, which are due to the strong azimuthal 
travel time variations (Section 2.3). Including the ScS-S dataset (model TXBW2) 
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causes artifacts of strong low velocity patches at each depth layers above 2700 km 
as shown in Figure 3.8b. Unlike the more distributed sampling of S wave raypaths 
(Figure 3.8d), ScS raypaths have more concentrated layer piercings in some places 
(Figure 3.8e). Combined with significantly delayed ScS-S travel times, these ScS 
sampling patches lead to strong low velocity anomalies (streaking) at shallower 
depth layers.  
To suppress this effect, we applied linear and non-linear weighting (Figure 
3.S7) to the depth sensitivity of ScS raypaths, which yields model TXBW3 
(Figure 3.S6) and TXBW4 (Figure 3.8c), respectively. The low velocity artifacts 
diminish with stronger depth weighting (in TXBW3 and TXBW4). However 
TXBW1, TXBW2, and TXBW3 all predict faster velocity in the bottom 100 km 
of the mantle than the M1 model [Ritsema et al., 1997]. The M1 model is a 1D 
model, obtained by simultaneously modeling approximately 300 S-SKS 
differential travel times (with distance range from 80º to 120º), amplitude ratios of 
S/SKS, and Sdiff waveshapes to constrain the average velocity structure for a broad 
Pacific region covering both LLSVP and the surrounding high velocity mantle. 
We regard velocity perturbations of the bottom 100 km in the M1 model as a 
lower bound for our region. Hence, TXBW4 with non-weighted S raypaths and 
power-law depth weighted ScS raypaths is our preferred model due to the 
diminished streaking along ScS paths at shallower depths. Figure 3.9 shows travel 
time predictions (black triangles) of TXBW4 for both S-SKS and ScS-S datasets 
(circles). Compared with the TXBW prediction in Figure 3.7, TXBW4 fits strong 
small-scale travel time variations very well. 
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3.4 Discussion and Implications 
In TXBW4 (Figure 3.8c), a couple features are noteworthy: (1) compared 
with the reference model TXBW, a stronger velocity contrast is present between 
the LLSVP and the surrounding mantle at depth layers from 2450 to 2700 km, 
and the LLSVP appears to increase in size and velocity reduction with increasing 
depth in our study area; (2) inside the LLSVP, there are strong small-scale 
velocity variations; (3) a very low Vs patch is found in the bottom 50 km of the 
mantle. In the most extreme cases, our model increases Vs perturbations from 3 to 
8%, and additionally we see lateral variations on scales of ~300 km, compared to 
grand which is smoothly varying over ~1000 km. 
 3.4.1 Sharp Edge analysis and discussion 
The best fitting model TXBW4 reveals sharp edges at each depth layer 
with Vs changes > 2% over a short lateral distance < 500 km (Figure 3.10a), more 
than 2 times sharper than the velocity change in the input tomography model 
TXBW. The large velocity contrast across the margin of the Pacific LLSVP is 
comparable to previous 2D forward modeling studies of African LLSVP [Ritsema 
et al., 1998a; Ni and Helmberger, 1999; Ni et al., 2002], and west and southwest 
Pacific LLSVP [He et al., 2006; He and Wen, 2009]. The location of the inferred 
edge in TXBW4 correlates well spatially with sharp edge and velocity variation 
constraints from previous studies in this region [Bréger and Romanowicz, 1998; 
Luo et al., 2001] (Figure 3.10a). However, involving much more data, TXBW4 
covers a broader region yet contains finer scale structures (Figure 3.10b).  
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Contours for +0.2% Vs perturbation, implying the boundaries between 
LLSVP and surrounding mantle, are plotted in Figure 3.10b for each depth layer. 
These contours depict that the LLSVP expands horizontally with increasing 
depth, forming a tilted sharp wall as high as 550 km above the CMB to the 
northeast of the Pacific LLSVP (Figure 3.S9), which appears to resemble the 
thermochemical pile morphology in geodynamic models [McNamara and Zhong, 
2005], although superplume models are not precluded by this resemblance of 
morphology [Davaille, 1999; Forte and Mitrovica, 2001; Davaille et al., 2002, 
2005]. Trade-offs exist between the location of this boundary and the relative Vs 
difference between the LLSVP and surrounding mantle, however these 
boundaries are fairly well constrained due to the distinct travel time differences 
between Group 1 and Group 2 S-SKS data (Figure 3.6). 
The sharp edges and thermochemical pile morphology cannot be 
explained by temperature variations alone, which further suggests the LLSVP is 
chemically distinct. Subducted paleoslab material acts like mantle convection 
“wind” sweeping and focusing the dense primordial layer into ridge-like pile 
structures beneath dominant upwelling center [McNamara and Zhong, 2005]. The 
hottest regions are at edges of the thermochemical pile, consistent with the edge 
being sharp from seismic observations.  Plumes may originate from peaks or 
ridges of the pile and may entrain nominal amounts of primordial material 
[Garnero and McNamara, 2008] that may have been erupted at some hotspot 
volcanoes [e.g., Hofmann, 1997]. Several hypotheses have been proposed to 
explain the origin of the LLSVP. It might be a result of core-mantle chemical 
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reaction products from the CMB [Knittle and Jeanloz, 1991], excess Fe content 
[Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Trampert et al., 2004], primitive dense material, the 
accumulation of mid-ocean ridge basalt-enriched mantle [Christensen and 
Hofmann, 1994; Hirose et al., 2005; Ohta et al., 2007; Konishi et al., 2009], 
cumulates of crystallization from the basal magma ocean [Nomura et al., 2010], 
or some mixture [Tackley and Xie, 2002].   
3.4.2 pPv lens analysis and discussion 
The acute travel time reduction within azimuth range from 38° to 47° 
(Figure 3.11a) might be due to a pPv lens inside of the LLSVP, which would give 
rise to elevated velocities [e.g., Hernlund et al., 2005; Lay et al., 2006]. These 
time reduction trends span from depth layer 2475 km to 2775 km, with largest 
reductions between 2575 km and 2675 km. Horizontally, these time reductions of 
S-SKS correlate well with a local anomaly having ~ 1~2% Vs increase relative to 
the surrounding low velocity structure inside of the LLSVP (Figure 3.11b). 
Moreover, this relatively high velocity patch originates at about 2500 km and 
extends down to about 2750 km depth, immediately below which the model 
becomes strong low Vs structures (Figure 3.11c). This depth range is very similar 
to the pPv lens suggested from an ScS reflectivity study [Lay et al., 2006], which 
mapped the forward and reverse phase transition between Pv and pPv [Oganov 
and Ono, 2004; Hernlund et al., 2005]. We extracted a 1D depth profile of 
velocity variation from the TXBW4 model at the same location as Lay et al., 
(2006) to compare with their velocity profile. As shown in Figure 3.11d, our 
model starts to increase in velocity smoothly at around 2550 km, the same 
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location as in Lay’s model. Similarly, at around 2750km, there is a velocity 
decrease both in our model and Lay’s model. Although the TXBW4 profile shows 
much smoother variations and lower velocity with respect to depth due to the 
nature of our dataset and modeling method, our model shows strong evidence for 
this localized high velocity structure. 
Cross-sections in Figure 3.11f further demonstrate the location and shape 
of this high velocity area inside of the LLSVP in the TXBW4 model (which is 
absent in the TXBW model). On top of high velocity anomaly is a somewhat 
uniform higher velocity layer (about 0.5% to 1% higher than the high velocity 
anomaly), possibly the top of the LLSVP at this cross-section location. This 
anomaly resembles a shape or wedge pointing downward, which might be 
explained by a pPv lens being diminishing laterally downward as temperature 
increases with depth. Lay et al. [2006] suggests that in the great circle path 
direction, the pPv lens vanishes laterally toward the northeast edge of the 
plausibly Fe-rich LLSVP, which might be caused by temperature laterally 
increasing due to internal flow within the LLSVP. Our study, however, shows that 
this interpreted pPv lens vanishes laterally in the direction perpendicular to the 
great circle path, thus it is a disc-like feature in the middle of the LLSVP. It is 
also feasible to ascribe this high velocity wedge to the cold downwelling return 
flow within the LLSVP that might give rise to strong lateral thermal differences 
as shown in numerical (and conceptual) geodynamic models [Tan and Gurnis, 
2005; Garnero et al., 2007].  
3.4.3 ULVZ analysis and discussion 
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A very low velocity patch at the bottom 50 km of our model is present 
(Figure 3.8), with Vs reduction as much as 8%, which might be plausibly 
explained by a ULVZ. The mild velocity reduction of ULVZ in our model is 
probably due to our poor resolution on layer thickness. A -8% 50 km thick ULVZ 
could equivalently be a -30% ULVZ that is 10 km thick due to the trade off 
between the velocity reduction and the layer thickness. The location of this ULVZ 
is consistent with previous ULVZ detections in this region (Figure 3.11d,e) 
[Avants et al., 2006ab; Lay et al., 2006]. Despite smearing effects associated with 
ScS raypaths, the model TXBW4 shows the spatial coverage of the ULVZ to be a 
local patch southeast of the Hawaiian Island, very close to the boundary between 
the LLSVP and mantle. ULVZs might be partial melting and appear to 
preferentially exist beneath low-Vs regions [e.g., Garnero et al., 1998; Williams 
et al., 1998], and at the edges of thermochemical piles [McNamara, et al., 2010]. 
However, further investigation of ULVZ in this region is necessary to constraint 
the thickness, velocity reduction and spatial extent of the ULVZ. 
3.4.4 Uncertainties and errors 
In this study, we did not investigate anisotropy. If it is present, it may 
affect some S and ScS waves, but we do not expect the time delays caused by 
anisotropy to be dominating our results. The anisotropy may introduce time 
delays around 1 sec [Russell et al., 1998], which is much smaller than our 
observed delays up to 10 sec. Nevertheless, the small scatter of the order of ±1 sec 
in azimuthal distribution of δTS-SKS (Figure 3.7), can be a result of small-scale 
heterogeneities in the deep mantle and upper mantle due to the aperture of S and 
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SKS raypaths. As discussed in [Garnero, 1993], a source mislocation for a 500-
km-deep event produces an error in δTS-SKS ±0.5 sec for the distance range 80° to 
110°, which is similar as that used in this study. The S-SKS residual times can also 
be modeled by a much faster outer core model. However, the highly non-viscous, 
laterally homogeneous outer core is not likely to cause SKS travel time variations 
in such small scale, which requires strong laterally varying velocity structure 
[Garnero and Helmberger, 1993]. A ±0.2 sec error is associated with 5 km CMB 
topography uncertainties. All travel times were picked from high quality records 
by our completely automated algorithm, so subjective error can be excluded and 
picking error can be as small as ±0.25, which is 10 times of the sample rate of the 
seismograms from which we calculated the velocity seismogram from the 
displacement. So, in all, a total of ~±1 s error would result, which is of the order 
of the scatter (Figure 3.7). 
In calculating the travel time predictions for tomography models, 
homogeneous Earth model ray paths were utilized. This assumes that raypath 
bending caused by the tomographic heterogeneities contributes negligibly to the 
travel time predictions. We are presently unable to assess the validity of this 
assumption, though the features of the tomographic models are much larger than 
the wavelengths of the seismic waves analyzed. Future work should investigate 
the effects of 3D ray paths on the solution model. 
3.5 Conclusion  
We developed an automated algorithm to measure the differential travel 
times of S-SKS and ScS-S from broadband seismograms of deep-focus Fiji-Tonga 
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events recorded by dense North America seismic networks. The forward 
modeling of S-SKS and ScS-S differential travel times map sharp edges with 
velocity contrast >2% over less than 500 km laterally between the LLSVP and 
surrounding mantle beneath the central Pacific. This velocity contrast is consistent 
with a denser, chemically distinct LLSVP. The 3D morphology of the LLSVP 
resembles a thermal chemical pile with a broadly extended base and titled wall. 
Additionally, the acute azimuthal variations of S-SKS travel time residuals suggest 
a 3-D wedge like pocket with 1-2% higher Vs existing within the hot, plausibly 
Fe-rich LLSVP. This anomaly is < 400 km wide, and a couple hundred kilometers 
thick, which might be explained by a pPv lens.  However, relatively cold 
downwelling convective flow within the pile causing strong thermal and chemical 
differences laterally might also be the cause. A very low velocity patch (< -8% 
δVs reduction), possibly a ULVZ, is also found in the bottom 50 km of the mantle 
to account for the extremely delayed ScS-S arrivals. This study favors the existing 
hypothesis that the LLSVP is chemically distinct from the rest of the mantle. The 
model also provides seismic evidence for a highly variable interior of the LLSVP.  
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Table 3.1. Event list 
Date Latitude (deg) Longitude (deg) Depth (km) Mag. 
02 Feb. 2006 -17.83 -178.28 599 5.8 
07 Aug. 2006 -15.80 -167.79 150 6.8 
26 Aug. 2007 -17.46 -174.34 127 6.0 
05 Oct. 2007 -25.19 179.46 509 6.0 
16 Oct. 2007 -25.77 179.53 509 6.0 
15 Jan. 2008 -21.98 -179.54 597 6.0 
03 Jul. 2008 -23.37 -179.78 581 6.0 
19 Jul. 2008 -17.34 -177.31 391 6.0 
22 Oct. 2008 -18.42 -175.36 233 6.0 
04 Nov. 2008 -17.14 168.46 206 5.7 
08 Nov. 2008 -15.20 -174.20 121 5.4 
26 Apr. 2009 -30.35 -178.51 131 6.5 
22 Nov. 2009 -17.79 -178.43 522 5.7 
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Figure 3.1. Lowermost-mantle Vs perturbations from model TXBW at 2700 km 
depth [Grand, 2002], along with locations where seismic studies have inferred: 
(a) distinct edges to the large low shear velocity provinces; (b) post-perovskite 
lenses; and (c) ultra-low velocity zones (ULVZs). Red rectangle on the globe 
insertion shows the location of the map region. 
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Figure 3.2. (a) ScS (solid black) and S (solid gray) raypath geometry computed 
for PREM model [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] for a 500 km deep source at 
epicentral distances of 60, 70, 80 and 90 degrees. The lower panel shows 1473 S 
wave great circle paths (gray lines) connecting 6 Fiji-Tonga earthquakes (stars) 
and seismic stations (triangles) in North America. Black crosses stand for 
locations of the raypath reflection points for ScS wave. (b) S (solid black) and 
SKS (solid gray) raypath geometry computed for PREM model for a 500 km deep 
source at epicentral distances of 80, 90, 100 and 110 degrees. The lower panel 
shows 2123 S wave great circle paths (gray lines) connecting 8 Fiji-Tonga 
earthquakes (stars) and seismic stations (triangles). Black crosses stand for 
locations of the raypath turning points for S wave. Thick gray lines are the plate 
boundaries. 
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Figure 3.3. Onset determination procedures for a seismic trace recorded at station 
V12A of the Transportable Array (TA) network for the event 07 August 2006. All 
traces are aligned on PREM predicted time of S wave. (a) Empirical source 
construction. Gray shade stands for the standard deviation associated with the 
SKS stack in displacement. (b) The onset of the source is determined on the 
velocity seismogram of the SKS source stack. (c) Each trace of the data (gray 
trace) is cross-correlated with the source (dashed and solid black trace) to locate 
the onset. (d) The displacement of data (gray trace) and source (black trace) are 
aligned after the cross-correlation.  
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Figure 3.4.  (a) For an event on 05 October 2007, 118 traces of transverse 
component with S wave raypath bottoming depth between 2691 and 2791 km are 
aligned on the PREM predicted arrival time of S wave and plotted with respective 
to azimuth. Waveform amplitude is normalized to the S peak amplitude. Bracelet 
stands for the azimuth range where a sudden change of S wave arrival time 
occurs. The travel time differences (gray crosses) relative to the PREM model, 
pick by our automated onset-picking algorithm along with average value (black 
dots) for each 1 degree bin are plotted with respective to azimuth. Error bars are 
standard deviations in each bin. Bins with number of records less than 3 are 
plotted as open circles. (b) Same traces are plotted with respect to distance. The 
bin average of travel times is calculated for each 0.2 degree bin. 
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Figure 3.5. (a) Absolute travel times of S relative to the residual times of S-SKS 
in the upper panel. Absolute travel times of SKS (black dots) are plotted relative 
to the residual times of S-SKS in the lower panel. Gray rectangles in both panels 
denote the location for group 2 data of the S-SKS travel times. (b) Absolute travel 
times of ScS relative to the residual times of ScS-S in the upper panel. Absolute 
travel times of S (black dots) are plotted relative to the residual times of ScS-S in 
the lower panel.  
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Figure 3.6. (a) Global map shows location of the map region (green rectangular) 
shown in b and c, and tomography model at 2770 km depth with -1.1% contours 
 120 
(black solid line). The white great circle raypaths denotes relative azimuths shown 
in b and c. (b) S-SKS residual times are smoothed with a cap radius of 0.5˚ and 
plotted at the S turning points. The great circle paths (white dashed lines) are 
boundaries of different relative azimuth bins. Solid white rectangulars stand for 
locations of different dataset groups due to their distinct sampling region and 
travel time residual values. (c) ScS-S residual times are smoothed with a cap 
radius of 0.5˚ and plotted at the ScS reflection points at the CMB. The great circle 
paths (white dashed lines) are boundaries of different relative azimuth bins. 
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Figure 3.7. (a) S-SKS differential travel time residuals (gray crosses) for group 
1are plotted with respect to the relative azimuth for each 100 km S wave 
bottoming depth shell. Bin averages of the data (open circles) are calculated 
within each 2 degrees distance bin, and the vertical bar indicates the standard 
deviation within each bin. Bins with less than 5 records are plotted as crosses. 
Black triangles stand for the bin averages of the tomography predicted S-SKS 
travel time residuals. Open triangles denote bins with less than 5 records. (b) S-
ScS travel time residuals and tomography predictions.  
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Figure 3.8. (a) Depth slices of Grand’s tomography model TXBW for the same 
region shown in Figure 3.1. Circles denote the location of the Hawaii hotspot. (b) 
Depth slices of TXBW2. (c) Depth slices of model TXBW4. (d) Depth slices of 
the hitcount of the S wave raypaths. (e) Hitcount of the ScS raypaths. 
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Figure 3.9. (a) Bin averages of the S-SKS residual times (gray dots) for every 2 
degrees are plotted with respect to the relative azimuth for each 100 km S wave 
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bottoming depth shell. The vertical bar indicates the standard deviation within 
each bin. Bins with less than 5 records are plotted as gray crosses. Black triangles 
stand for the bin averages of the model TXBW4 predicted S-SKS travel time 
residuals. Open triangles denote bins with less than 5 records. (b) S-ScS travel 
time residuals and TXBW4 predictions.  
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Figure 3.10.  (a) Grid map shows the TXBW4 model at 2600 km depth. Green 
lines stand for the 0.2% contour line for this layer. Violet lines are edge locations 
from previous studies in this region. The black line denotes the location of the 
profile shown below. (b) Velocity profiles extracted from TXBW (black) and 
TXBW4 (red) model at the cross-section location shown in (a) are plotted with 
respect to the relative distance to the lower left end of the cross-section. (b) 0.2% 
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contours for each depth layer of the model TXBW4 are plotted on top of each 
other with colors corresponding to depth.  
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Figure 3.11. (a) Lines connecting bin averages of the S-SKS residual times (black 
dots) for every 2 degrees are plotted with respect to the relative azimuth for 
different S wave bottoming depth shells. Bins with less than 5 records are plotted 
as open circles beneath lines. Gray box across a, b, and c denotes the azimuth 
range for the sharp travel time reduction. The line of depth layer 2375 is plotted 
thinner than other lines, is because it is not as well sampled as other layers. (b) 
Velocity profiles (color lines) of layer 2600 km of TXBW4 for different cross-
section locations shown in e are plotted with respect to relative azimuth. (c) 
Velocity profiles (color lines) of TXBW4 at different depths for the cross-section 
location staring at 173º latitude shown in e. (d) Velocity profiles from different 
models are plotted relative to depth. The profile of TXBW4 is extracted at the 
location denoted as a red triangle in f.  (e) Grid color map shows the cross-section 
locations (white and dark red dash lines), the azimuth range with anomalous time 
reduction (gray box), and the pPv lens location (green circle) [Lay et al., 2006]. 
(f) Maps show the velocity variations for model TXBW4 (upper) and TXBW 
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(lower) at the cross-section location starting at 173º latitude shown in e.  Gray 
brackets denote the azimuth range with anomalous time reduction. Dark red 
triangle stands for the location where the 1D depth profile of TXBW4 is extracted 
in d.  
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Figure 3.S1. (a) Empirical source stack of S in displacement on transverse 
component (dashed black trace), along with the standard deviation (gray shade) of 
it is plotted relative to time. Solid black trace stands for the gradient of each 
source stack. Red tick line is the onset location determined by our automated 
algorithm. Blue lines denote the noise evaluation time window.  (b) Empirical 
source stack and onset determination of SKS on radial component.  
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Figure 3.S2.  A catalog shows example waveforms of S on transverse component 
and SKS on radial component. They are aligned on S and SKS PREM predicted 
travel time respectively. Gray traces are the gradients of the displacement traces 
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(black). Blue and Red tick stands for SKS and S onset time picked by our 
algorithm. Station and network information lists to the right of waveforms. 
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Figure 3.S3. (a) S-SKS differential travel time residuals (gray crosses) and 
TXBW predictions are plotted with respect to the relative azimuth for S wave 
bottoming within depth shell 2325-2425 km. Symbols are the same in Figure 3.7. 
(b) Bin averages of S-SKS differential travel time residuals and TXBW4 
predictions are plotted with respect to the relative azimuth for S wave bottoming 
within depth shell 2325-2425 km. Symbols are the same in Figure 9.  
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Figure 3.S4. (a) S-SKS differential travel time residuals of group 2 for event 
10/22/2008 and TXBW predictions are plotted relative to azimuth. Symbols are 
the same as in Figure 3.7. (b) S-SKS differential travel time residuals of group 2 
for event 10/22/2008 and TXBW4 predictions are plotted relative to azimuth. 
Symbols are the same as in Figure 3.9.  
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Figure 3.S5. Variance (red crosses) is plotted for each loop time for model 
TXBW4. 
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Figure 3.S6. (a) Depth slices of Grand’s tomography model TXBW for the same 
region shown in Figure 3.1. Circles denote the location of the Hawaii hotspot. (b) 
Depth slices of TXBW1. (c) Depth slices of model TXBW3. 
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Figure 3.S7. Depth weighting functions are plotted with respect to the depth. 
Linear weighting function (Gray) is applied to TXBW3 model. And power-law 
weighting function (Black) is applied to TXBW4 model. 
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Figure 3.S8. 1-D averages of the velocity perturbation in our study region are 
calculated for different model: TXBW1, TXBW2, TXBW3, and TXBW4. They 
are compared with the M1 model (black) and PREM model (gray). 
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Figure 3.S9. Depth slices of TXBW4 are plotted with contours at 0.2%. Contour 
colors correspond to color scale in Figure 3.10. 
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4. INTERMITTENT AND LATERAL VARYING ULVZ STRUCTURE AT 
THE NORTHEASTERN MARGIN OF THE PACIFIC LLSVP 
Thin patches of ultra low velocity zones (ULVZs) have been proposed to 
be partially molten with elevated density that might serve as plume roots. They 
are sparsely detected due to the limitation of source-receiver distribution and 
seismic phases. Here we developed a new ScS stacking approach that 
simultaneously utilizes ScS pre- and post-cursor energy to uniquely probe the thin 
ULVZs. We stacked source-deconvolved ScS waveforms within 1.5 degree 
geographic bins to extract ScS pre- and post-cursor energy, if present, with ScS 
effectively removed. Bins possessing similar ScS stacks are grouped into clusters 
to produce a more robust representation of possible ULVZ arrivals, due to 
enhancing the signal to noise ratios. Synthetic seismogram experiments 
demonstrate the amplitude and time of the stacked ULVZ arrivals are sensitive to 
the thickness and the internal velocity structure of the ULVZ. We processed 
13,850 1D synthetic models with various ULVZ thicknesses and internal 
properties using the identical method as with the data. A best fitting model was 
found for each geographical bin cluster using an amplitude sensitive cross-
correlation algorithm. We found strong lateral variations of ULVZ thicknesses 
and properties across the large low shear velocity province (LLSVP) margin, 
where ULVZs are thicker and stronger within the LLSVP than outside of it, 
consistent with that predicted by numerical convection algorithms with 
chemically distinct LLSVP structures. Inside hypothesized LLSVP edges, ULVZs 
appear to distribute unevenly, suggesting 3D variations of convection currents 
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that might relate to the isotopic variability of hotspots. 
4.1 Introduction 
Over almost 2 decades since the ULVZ discovery [Garnero et al., 1993; 
Mori and Helmberger, 1995], increasing seismic evidence has been put forth for 
ULVZs at the bottom of the mantle (see, for example, review by Thorne et al., 
2004; McNamara et al., 2010). ULVZs are observed to have up to 10% VP 
reduction and 30% VS reduction, and varying thicknesses from 5 to 40 km 
[Thorne and Garnero, 2004; Garnero et al., 1998]. A density increase as large as 
10% has also been noted [Reasoner and Revenaugh, 2000; Havens and 
Revenaugh, 2001; Rost et al., 2005; Idehara et al., 2007].  Although less than half 
of the CMB area has been probed, ULVZs are observed to be isolated patches and 
preferentially located in lower than average velocity regions (Figure 4.1a). Most 
ULVZs appear to be in close vicinity of the Large Low Shear Velocity Province 
(LLSVP) margins (Figure 4.1a). In our study region, various seismic evidence has 
shown the presence of ULVZ structures (Figure 4.1b).  
ULVZs are seismically extremely anomalous patches between the solid 
rocky mantle and molten metallic outer core. They might hold the key for us to 
understand chemical reactions between the core and mantle, the early earth 
differentiation, the origin of plumes and hotspots, and LLSVP dynamics. For the 
origin of ULVZs several hypotheses have been proposed (see, for example, 
review by Thorne and Garnero, 2004). They might be due to partial melting of 
the deep mantle material [Williams and Garnero, 1996; Berryman, 2000], 
accumulated silicate sediments from the core [e.g., Buffett et al., 2000], subducted 
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rocks containing banded iron formations [e.g., Dobson and Brodholt, 2005], iron-
enriched post-perovskite [e.g., Mao et al., 2006], iron-rich (Mg,Fe)O [e.g., Wicks 
et al., 2010], segregated mid-ocean ridge basalt from subduction [e.g., 
Christensen and Hofmann, 1994], or even zones of intense core mantle interaction 
[e.g., Knittle and Jeanloz, 1991; Garnero and Jeanloz, 2000a]. Recent mineral 
physics experiments also suggest ULVZs might be remnants of the basal magma 
ocean from the early earth differentiation process [Nomura et al., 2011]. 
However, so far, no consensus has been reached due to the limitation in our 
understanding of ULVZ distribution, ULVZ properties, and ULVZ morphology, 
especially related to surrounding structures (e.g., LLSVP and surrounding 
mantle).  
Core-side layering has also been noted to manifest ULVZ-like seismic 
properties. Previous theoretical considerations [Buffett et al., 2000] and seismic 
studies [Rost and Revenaugh, 2001] suggest that there might be very thin rigid 
zones with positive VS underneath CMB topographic highs filled by light core 
materials. Anomalous SPdKS, commonly modeled by ULVZ structures, might be 
explained by some form of core-mantle transition zones (“fuzzy” zones) as well, 
which could be ascribed to chemical contamination of the lowermost mantle by 
the core [Garnero and Jeanloz, 2000a, 2000b], or by double diffusive boundary 
effects of the core and mantle [Buffett, 2010]. 
The distribution of ULVZs appears to statistically correlate with the 
surface locations of hotspots [Williams et al., 1998], which might indicate 
hotspots originate from whole mantle plumes with minimal deflection by mantle 
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convection. Additionally, many ULVZs locate near the margins of the LLSVPs, 
which geographically correlate with the surface eruption of most Phanerozoic 
kimberlites [Torsvik et al., 2010], which further implies the ULVZ might be the 
plume generation zone at the edges of the LLSVPs [Williams et al., 1998; Burke 
et al., 2008]. Recently, it has also been noted in high resolution geodynamic 
modeling that vigorous convection currents inside lowermost mantle 
thermochemical piles are able to focus and support these dense ULVZs locally at 
the boundaries of the piles [McNamara et al., 2010], consistent with seismic 
observations. If ULVZs are composed of partially molten dense material, dense 
melt might be suspended due to stirring within ULVZ driven by viscous coupling 
to convective currents in the overlying mantle, which would result in a positive 
gradient with depth in VS velocity [Hernlund and Jellinek, 2010], i.e., ULVZ shear 
velocity being most decreased at the top of the ULVZ.  But at present, incomplete 
CMB coverage in ULVZ investigations precludes certainties in constraint of their 
origin and dynamics. 
Three families of probes have been utilized to detect ULVZs: 1) 
precursors to PcP and ScP which reflect off the top of the ULVZ [Vidale and 
Benz, 1992; Mori and Helmberger, 1995; Kohler and Vidale, 1997; Revenaugh 
and Meyer, 1997; Garnero and Vidale, 1999; Castle and van der Hilst, 2000; 
Reasoner and Revenaugh, 2000; Havens and Revenaugh, 2001; Persh et al., 
2001; Rost and Revenaugh, 2001, 2003; Rost et al., 2005, 2006, 2010a, 2010b; 
Idehara et al., 2007; Rost and Thomas, 2010]; 2) scattering of PKP and SKS 
waves from ULVZ structural complexities [Vidale and Hedlin, 1998; Wen and 
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Helmberger, 1998a; Thomas et al., 1999; Stutzmann et al., 2000; Wen, 2000; Ni 
and Helmberger, 2001a; Niu and Wen, 2001; Zou et al., 2007]; and 3) travel time 
and/or waveform anomalies modeling of ScS [Ni and Helmberger, 2001b, 2003; 
Wen, 2001; Simmons and Grand, 2002; Avants et al., 2006a, 2006b; He et al., 
2006; Lay et al., 2006; He and Wen, 2009], SPdKS [Garnero et al., 1993; 
Garnero and Helmberger, 1995, 1996, 1998; Helmberger et al., 1996, 2000; Wen 
and Helmberger, 1998b; Rondenay and Fischer, 2003; Thorne and Garnero, 
2004], P and Pdiff [Xu and Koper, 2009], PcP [Simmons and Grand, 2002; Hutko 
et al., 2009], PKP [Bowers et al., 2000; Luo et al., 2001], and PKKP [Rost and 
Garnero, 2006].  
Short period data such as PcP and ScP have proven invaluable in detecting 
fine-scale layering at the CMB. However, short period data typically require high 
quality signals and dense sensor networks, which limits the number of places the 
CMB can be probed compared to single-station methods. SPdKS accounts for the 
greatest amount of ULVZ detections due to the increased global sampling, 
however, similar with the scattering studies of the PKP phase, severe trade-offs 
exist in constraining ULVZ geographic location unless crossing ray path coverage 
is present or high resolution waveform modeling is conducted [e.g, Rondenay and 
Fischer, 2003]. Additionally, travel time and forward waveform modeling of ScS 
relative to S has proven effective for constraining ULVZ structures, despite their 
lower lateral resolution and non-uniqueness associated with integrated effects 
along the ScS raypath.  
Consequently, a more complete geographical coverage is essential to 
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further understanding the relationship of ULVZs and other phenomena, such as 
plume generation, the dynamics of LLSVPs within the lowermost mantle, and the 
very origin of ULVZs. If the ULVZ is truly geographically focused to edges of 
thermochemical piles by strong convection flows as predicted by convection 
calculations [McNamara et al., 2010], it might be the source for plume generation 
due to its excessive temperature and partially molten composition [Rost et al., 
2005]. However, the current knowledge of ULVZ distribution and fine-scale 
lowermost mantle structure is not adequate to constrain the geographical 
correlation between ULVZs and LLSVP edges. To expand the ULVZ detection 
coverage, new probes are desired to compensate for limitations of the data quality, 
coverage, and trade-offs with the current family of seismic probes. 
In this study, we developed a new kind of probe to take advantage of the 
fast growing broadband USArray network deployed by EarthScope project in 
North America, which holds potential for greatly increasing CMB coverage for 
ULVZ investigation. This chapter is devoted to develop and validate a unique 
new probe using the common and typically high amplitude phase ScS, referenced 
to the direct S wave, to constrain locations and seismic properties of ULVZ 
structures. We present our method and method validation in Section 2; procedures 
of data processing and geographical bin stacking are introduced in Section 3; a 
first order 1D reflectivity forward modeling approach is described in Section 4. In 
the sections that follow, clear evidence for the lateral distribution of ULVZ 
structures at the LLSVP margin beneath the northeast Pacific is established. 
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4.2 ScS Stripping Method and Validation  
We use ScS, a core-reflected shear wave, as our reference phase to search 
for signals reflected by layers immediately above the CMB. As shown in Figure 
4.2a, around the main arrival ScS, a ULVZ layer produces a pre-cursor (SdS) by 
reflection off the top of the ULVZ, and a post-cursor (ScscS), a double internal 
reflection between the ULVZ top and the CMB. 1D reflectivity synthetic 
seismograms [Fuchs and Müller, 1971; Müller, 1985], calculated at epicentral 
distance 70° for ULVZ models with -30% δVS, -10% δVP, +10% δρ, and various 
thicknesses, and indicate that the SdS and ScscS arrivals have similar waveshapes 
but opposite polarity (Figure 4.2b). Their predicted travel times relative to the ScS 
are indistinguishable for models with thin ULVZ layers (Figure 4.2c). This 
symmetry of pre- and post-cursor arrival time is valid for flat ULVZ structures up 
to 100 km thick under the fundamental condition when the distance between the 
ULVZ entry and exit locations of ScscS is roughly 2 times of that of ScS. For a 
typical thickness for ULVZ, e.g., 15 km, the distance of intersection locations 
between the ScscS raypath and the top of ULVZ is about 53 km, smaller than the 
100 km lateral extent inferred from other seismic observations [Rost et al., 2006]. 
In addition, error bars in Figure 4.2c show that, the relative travel time 
discrepancy for SdS over 15° distance range is smaller than 1 sec for ULVZ 
thicknesses less than 50 km. For thicker ULVZ models, the discrepancy increases. 
Hence we take the precaution of avoiding stacking records spanning big distance 
ranges larger than 15°.  
Given the symmetric characteristics of pre- and post-cursors (i.e., 
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symmetric arrival time relative to ScS and similar waveforms with opposite 
polarity), we employ a new method to enhance the ULVZ-generated energy if 
present: the Flip-Reverse-Stack (FRS) technique (Figure 4.3). We define a 
symmetry axis in time at the peak of ScS and cut the trace in half. We flip the 
polarity and reverse the time of the first half of the trace to add to the second half, 
which results in a stacked residual trace (FRS residual). This technique effectively 
removes the ScS waveform and enhances the ULVZ reflected energy (Figure 
4.3a): SdS+ScscS, a clear positive pulse, which significantly improves our ability 
to detect ULVZ. Similarly, for a data record, the FRS technique also works to 
strip the ScS signal, leaving a FRS residual with clear evidence for a ULVZ pulse 
(Figure 4.3b).   
According to 1D reflectivity models, the amplitude and peak time of FRS 
residuals are extremely sensitive to the ULVZ thickness and fairly sensitive to the 
VS reduction. To test the sensitivity of FRS residuals to ULVZ structures, we 
apply the FRS method to synthetic seismograms for a range of 1D models with 
different shear velocity variations δVS, P wave velocity variations δVP, density 
changes δρ, and thicknesses. Figure 4.4a shows the peak time and amplitude 
variations of FRS residuals with respect to δVS while other ULVZ parameters are 
fixed: thickness=15 km, δρ =10%, and δVP =-10%. The peak time of FRS 
residuals increases gradually from about 2 sec to 4 sec, as δVS decreases from -2% 
to -30% (the first column of Figure 4.4a). Amplitude ratios between FRS residuals 
and ScS, however, show a dramatic increase from 0.2 to 0.5 as δVS decreases from 
-2% to -10%, after which, the ratio remains at around 0.6 while δVS decreases 
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from -10% to -30% (the second column of Figure 4.4a). The third column of the 
Figure 4.4a shows FRS residual traces of synthetic seismograms at 70º for 
different δVS. As expected, the FRS residual for the PREM model [Dziewonski 
and Anderson, 1981] has no signal at all. The amplitude ratio increases linearly 
with increasing δρ while the peak time stays the same (Figure 4.4b). We also test 
FRS residual variations relative to ULVZ thicknesses (Figure 4.4c). The peak 
time increases sharply from 0 to 10 sec as the ULVZ thickness increases from 2 to 
30 km. The amplitude ratio variation with increasing thickness behaves similarly 
to decreasing δVS, where the ratio increases dramatically for the first 10 km and 
stays flat at around 0.7 after that. FRS peak time and amplitude do not depend on 
the VP structure of the ULVZ (Figure 4.4d).  
From the above tests, we see that the peak time of the FRS residual is 
sensitive to both shear velocity reduction and ULVZ thickness, which is the 
classic trade-off. However the relative travel time of SdS is more sensitive to the 
ULVZ thickness (Figure 4.5). We calculate SdS differential travel times relative 
to ScS for a suite of ULVZ thicknesses and shear velocity reductions. Travel time 
contour lines have smaller slopes (more flat) for low velocity structures ranging 
from -2% to -10%, but larger slopes for ultra-low velocity structures with velocity 
reductions larger than 20%, which stands for larger sensitivity to ULVZ 
thickness. 
4.3 Dataset and Processing  
4.3.1 Data Collection and Pre-processing 
We collected shear wave data from 6 intermediate to deep focus Fiji-
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Tonga events displaying strong signal to noise ratios of dominant phases 
compared to the background energy before the first arriving shear wave (Figure 
4.6). The majority of our dataset is recorded by densely distributed broadband 
seismometers of USArray network in North America deployed by EarthScope 
project (http://www.earthscope.org). Table 4.1 lists event information from the 
National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC). Initially, we obtain 
displacement seismograms by instrument response deconvolution and rotate 
traces to the great circle reference frame to obtain vertical, radial and transverse 
components of motion. A band-pass filter from 1 to 67 sec was applied to 
minimize long period noise induced by instrument deconvolution (Figure 4.7b). 
This bandpass filter gives rise to the long-period negative amplitude signal before 
S and ScS (Figure 4.7a), which might affect the FRS processing. Consequently, 
we choose to deconvolve the instrument response to obtain the velocity 
seismograms, which show much less deconvolution-induced long-period noise 
(Figure 4.7c), so that the bandpass filter is avoided to minimize the waveform 
distortion. Every record is then individually inspected. We do not include records 
at distances where ScS and S merge in time (near 81 deg or so). Our final data set 
consists of 984 recordings of ScS referenced to direct S on the transverse 
component. The entire data set spans a distance range from 71° to 84°, and 
densely samples the bottommost mantle beneath the central Pacific, southeast of 
the Hawaiian hotspot (Figure 4.6).  
To ensure that sources are the same between ScS and S, we calculate 
radiation patterns for P and SH component of motion using the Centroid Moment 
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Tensor (CMT) solution for each event obtained from the global CMT database at: 
http://www.globalcmt.org. For each event, we calculate the piercing locations 
between the PREM predicted raypaths of S and ScS and the lower hemisphere of a 
hypothesized sphere around the source, and plot them on the SH radiation pattern 
(Figure 4.6c). It is obvious that for every event, the sources of S and ScS are in the 
same radiation quadrant without crossing the nodal plane, which indicates: 1) 
there are no significant source differences between S and ScS, and 2) no source 
complications, i.e., polarity and source waveform change over the dataset of each 
event, are predicted associated with both phases. 
4.3.2 Empirical Source Construction and Deconvolution 
Empirical sources of S and ScS are separately constructed for each event 
through an iterative stacking technique, where the phase of interested is aligned 
by cross-correlation and summed iteratively to produce an estimate of the source 
wave shape. The S and sS phases are masked (zeroed in amplitude) to preclude 
their possible interference during ScS source constructing. Similarly, ScS and sS 
phases are masked for S source construction. One challenge of using velocity 
seismograms is that the waveshape is complicated other than a single pulse like a 
Gaussian shape (Figure 4.8a). However, source deconvolution would be able to 
remove this complication. ScS is commonly much weaker than direct S and may 
contain the ULVZ signal. Thus to minimize upper mantle structure, lower mantle 
attenuation, and possible source effects, we stretch or squeeze the S empirical 
source in the time domain to best correlate with the ScS empirical source, to find 
the best effective ScS source shape (Figure 4.8b). This procedure also avoids 
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removing the ULVZ signal that may be hidden in ScS source shape. We 
deconvolve the stretched (or squeezed) S empirical source shape from the S and 
ScS using the water-level deconvolution method [Clayton and Wiggins, 1976; 
Stefan et al., 2006] with chosen parameters that are discussed below. The 
deconvolved source shapes of both S and ScS become simple Gaussian-like pulses 
(Figure 4.8c) that are essential for our FRS technique.   
The deconvolution process is critical because it enables us to remove 
source effects of different events to yield a uniform population of Gaussian-like 
waveforms, which ensures stacking waveforms from different events is 
appropriate. However, it is difficult to find one pair of best-fitting parameters for 
all the events. The water-level deconvolution has two parameters: a cut-off 
frequency water-level (WL) to avoid zero-division of the spectrum and a 
Gaussian waveshape with varying full width at half maximum (FWHM). We tried 
combinations of both parameters and found that parameters WL=0.01, FWHM=3 
are optimal for most events in our dataset (Figure 4.9a). However, these 
parameters result in large noise level increase for the event 2008/11/08 (Figure 
4.9b); thus for this event we choose a broader FWHM at 4.5 sec to suppress noise, 
but with the sacrifice of getting broader resultant waveforms that might limit the 
radial and lateral resolution of ULVZ detection. 
4.3.3 Geographic Bin Stacking 
We divide the ScS CMB reflection locations into overlapping bins with 
1.5º radius. Bin locations are adjusted automatically to maximize the number of 
records in each bin (Figure 4.10a). Within each bin, we stack the deconvolved and 
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normalized ScS trace using both the phase-weighted [Schimmel and Paulssen, 
1997] (power=2) and linear stacking algorithms to obtain a reference ScS shape. 
However, the phase-weighted stacking technique causes severe distortions of 
waveforms, so the phase-weighted stacks are only used to compare with linear 
stacks to ensure a reasonable concordance. For the linear stacking process, each 
trace is automatically aligned to the stack trace using cross-correlation and 
weighted by its signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), cross-correlation coefficient (CCC) 
and Gaussian weight, which is a Gaussian function of distance between ScS 
bounce location and the bin center. Records with low SNR and CCC are 
discarded. We apply the FRS technique to each aligned ScS trace to obtain the 
FRS residual with the ScS signal removed and the reflected signal due to the 
ULVZ structure enhanced. Then, we linearly stack these FRS residuals using 
weights derived before. A bootstrap resample (n = 200) of seismograms within 
each bin is also performed to evaluate uncertainties associated with each stack 
(Figure 4.10b). Energy of every bin falling above the bootstrap 95% confidence 
interval is displayed in Figure 4.10c. The bootstrap test shows robust and strong 
positive energy in the southwest and southeast regions, negative energy in the 
adjacent northwest region, and relatively flat signals elsewhere. Strong waveform 
similarities are observed for a few clusters of bins with high-amplitude FRS 
residual stacks. Consequently, we group bins with similar FRS residual stack 
waveforms into 7 clusters and stack again using the same bootstrap-stacking 
algorithm (Figure 4.10d). This grouping enables us to understand the geographical 
correlation between different bins and enhance the robustness of each stack.  
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4.4 Modeling 
To fully understand the velocity structure suggested by these stacks, we 
cross correlate the FRS residual stack for each cluster with 13,850 synthetic 
models calculated by 1-D reflectivity method [Fuchs and Müller, 1971; Müller, 
1985]. These models are in 4 categories: (1) a single ULVZ layer; (2) a two- layer 
system: a ULVZ and an overlying low velocity zone (LVZ) in the mantle above 
it; (3) a three-layer system: a ULVZ, an overlying high velocity zone (HVZ), and 
a LVZ that overlies the HVZ; and (4) a single HVZ layer.  For each category, four 
different ULVZ impedance contrasts are assumed: (1) -30% δVS, -10% δVP, 
+10% δρ; (2) -45% δVS, -15% δVP, +10% δρ;  (3) -15% δVS, -5% δVP, +5% δρ; 
and (4) -10% δVS, -10% δVP, +10% δρ. Linear transitions of velocity change are 
also explored for ULVZ structures, since it affects the amplitude of reflections. 
The velocity structure assumed for the HVZ is -3% δVS, -1% δVP, and +1% δρ. 
Three different LVZ velocity properties are assumed: (1) -3% δVS, -1% δVP, 0% 
δρ; (2) -5% δVS, -2% δVP, +1% δρ; and (3) -7% δVS, -3% δVP, +1% δρ. The 
majority of all the models have thickness increments of 2 km. For each model, 
synthetic seismograms are calculated for every 1° distance. 
We process these models following exactly the same procedures as we do 
data. We convert the synthetic seismograms from displacement to velocity by 
taking the time derivative. The empirical sources of S and ScS are produced in the 
same way as for data. We then utilize the stretched/squeezed S source shape to 
deconvolve with each seismogram using the water-level method and the same 
deconvolution parameters. Since there are strong distance dependence of pre/post-
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cursor time associated with HVZ and LVZ models and distance dependent 
amplitude variation of ULVZ models (Figure 4.S1), for each bin cluster, we stack 
FRS residuals of synthetic seismograms matched to each data trace by the closest 
epicentral distance synthetic. In addition, the weighting parameters (SNR, CCC, 
and Gaussian weight) of each data trace within each cluster are applied directly to 
the distance matched synthetic seismogram to account for the possible amplitude 
difference introduced by weighting scheme.  
Then, we search for the best-matching model for every cluster. Since both 
amplitude and waveform of FRS residual stacks contain essential information of 
the thickness and impedance contrast of the ULVZ structure, we develop an 
amplitude sensitive cross-correlation algorithm to efficiently find the best 
matching synthetic model. We cross correlate the FRS residual stack of each 
synthetic model with the corresponding cluster stack and weight the cross-
correlation coefficient by the relative waveform difference of area under the curve 
and the relative peak/trough amplitude difference between the synthetic waveform 
and data, so that the waveform, peak/trough amplitude, and time are accounted 
for, rather than that only the waveform is matched in traditional cross-correlation 
algorithms. 
The resultant best-matching velocity models for all the clusters are 
displayed in Figure 4.11. For clusters 1, and 2, models with 20 km thick ULVZ 
are found to match stacks very well in terms of peak location and amplitude. 
Trade-offs between ULVZ thickness and velocity reduction exist. ULVZ models 
with linearly decreasing velocity at the top matches the data fairly well, 
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suggesting a range of possible impedance contrast at the top of the ULVZ. In 
contrast, just to the east of clusters 1 and 2, clusters 3, 4, 5, and 6 are modeled to 
have ULVZs with thicknesses ranging from 8 to 14 km, indicating lateral 
variation of ULVZ thicknesses. One common characteristic among these best-
fitting models is a high velocity layer above the ULVZ, which accounts for the 
slight downswing immediately after the ULVZ-induced positive peak. 
Interestingly, just to the north of clusters 1 and 2, cluster 7 has as a strong 
negative peak, which is best-matched by a model with a high velocity layer on top 
of a negligible thin ULVZ.  
Our mapping of the ULVZ distribution shows a clear evidence for lateral 
thickness variations across the presumable edge of the LLSVP (Figure 4.12). 
Since the trade-off between velocity reduction and thickness of ULVZ exists, for 
cluster 5, we plot the ULVZ thickness for a 30% VS reduction instead of 45%, the 
best fitting model. To the first order, ULVZs are mainly found in the close 
vicinity of the tomography-inferred LLSVP edge. More specifically, thick ULVZs 
in cluster 1 and 2 appear to be inside of the LLSVP, where temperature is 
presumably higher than outside of it, while no/thin ULVZ is detected outside of 
the LLSVP edge, immediately northward of cluster 1 and 2. Even inside of the 
hypothesized edge, spatial variations of ULVZ thicknesses are strong. The 
distance between the center of cluster 2 and 4 is only about 300 km on the CMB, 
over which the estimated thickness of the ULVZ changes from 20 km to 14 km. 
In fact, the ULVZ thickness change appears to be more acute by comparing 
individual bin 14 and bin 15 (Figure 4.10b), between which the distance is less 
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than 100 km, comparable with the lateral thickness variation inferred from the 
ScP study [e.g., Rost et al., 2005]. 
4.5 Discussion and Implications 
4.5.1 Discussion 
In this paper, we developed a new method to strip out the ScS pulse to 
enhance the ULVZ-generated reflected energy and to assign best fitting 1-D 
models to FRS residual stacks according to geographic bin clusters. Our main 
focus has been to detect anomalous ULVZ structures on top of the CMB. While 
this data set and method greatly improve earlier efforts, several uncertainties are 
still present. In this section we discuss important sources of uncertainties 
associated with data processing and modeling. 
One source of uncertainty comes from the deconvolution process. Since 
every seismogram has a unique frequency content, the deconvolution process may 
cause amplification of a certain frequency band, which manifests higher noise 
level after deconvolution (Figure 4.9). Seismograms with lower ScS amplitude 
appear to have much higher noise level after deconvolution than those before 
deconvolution. However, we optimized deconvolution parameters to suppress 
noise while making the resultant waveform narrow. We also suppressed biases 
brought by these deconvolution effects by weighting each seismogram by a signal 
to noise ratio measured after deconvolution.   
Strong lateral variations of ULVZ thickness might give rise to complicated 
waveforms of FRS stacks of large bin clusters. The typical lateral length scale of 
our bin clusters is about 300 km, approximately 2 times larger than the ~100 km 
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lateral extent inferred from ScP forward modeling underneath east of Australia 
[Rost et al., 2005]. If significant ULVZ thickness changes or tilted ULVZ surface 
are present within the bin cluster, the pre-cursor and post-cursor would fail to be 
symmetric about ScS, which would result in a broader or even multi-peak FRS 
with weaker amplitude than that of a flat ULVZ layer. The resultant best-fitting 
model would have a weaker and thinner ULVZ leading to underestimation of 
ULVZ properties. This might be evident in cluster 3, where a broader but weaker 
FRS stack might be due to a strong tilted ULVZ surface that is between a 20 km 
ULVZ of cluster 1 and 2, and a relative thin, 14 km ULVZ of cluster 4, and 5. 
Furthermore, clusters 3, 4, 5 and 6 have very complex 3-layer velocity structures 
for the lowermost 100 km, where a ULVZ is overlaid by a HVZ and LVZ. These 
complex velocity structures might be caused either by complex layering of 
chemical heterogeneities on top of the CMB, or by drastic 2D lateral velocity 
variations along the ScS raypath that mimics a complex 1D structure. In addition, 
the edge of the ULVZ might give rise to multipathing [Idehara et al., 2007; Rost 
et al., 2006], causing complex FRS stack waveform and coda to the main peak, 
which might manifest a complex velocity model on top of the ULVZ layer too. 
These complications could be justified by conducting extensive fine-scale 2-D 
wavefield modeling that is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Although positive peaks in clusters 1 and 2 associated with ULVZ 
structure are fitted very well by synthetic models, the strong down-swing 
immediately after those are poorly predicted. Possible causes include, but are not 
limited to, the limited parameter space for velocity structures above the ULVZ, 
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and unaccounted complex yet strong 2-D or even 3-D heterogeneities along the 
raypath. The former might be resolved by exploring a more complete parameter 
space with larger range of velocity increase and thickness of HVZ. The latter 
requires 2-D or 3-D wavefield modeling, which might be explored in future 
studies. 
The uncertainty associated with the ULVZ thickness of our best fitting 
models is estimated to be within ±2 km due to the high sensitivity of the FRS 
peak time to the ULVZ thickness (Figure 4.4c). The average noise level relative 
to ScS amplitude is about 0.15 across our whole dataset. Hence, we estimate the 
detection threshold of our technique for ULVZ thickness to be 5 km, below 
which, the amplitude of FRS is comparable to the noise level of our data. 
Since the classic trade-off between the thickness and velocity reduction as 
noted by [Garnero et al., 1998] exists by this study, the velocity reduction of the 
best-fitting ULVZ models is not uniquely constrained. For example, for cluster 1, 
a ULVZ model with 45% VS reduction and smaller thickness fits the data fairly 
well too (Figure 4.11). However, a ULVZ model with 15% VS reduction and 
greater thickness results in much lower FRS amplitude that fails to fit the data 
stack of cluster 1. 
Seismic anisotropy is not considered during the data processing and 
modeling of this study. Lateral variations of anisotropic shear-wave polarization 
directions have been documented for the lowermost mantle structures in this 
region [Russell et al., 1998]. Thick ULVZs are implied to be beneath strong 
upwelling flow manifesting azimuthal anisotropy, while thin ULVZs locate 
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underneath lateral mantle current inducing vertical transverse isotropy. The 
vertical transverse isotropy would introduce splitting time of ScS between radial 
and transverse component of motion, which should not affect the FRS stripping 
technique on the transverse component only. Azimuthal anisotropy would affect 
ScS arrival on the radial component to differ from that on the tangential [Garnero 
et al., 2004; Maupin et al., 2005; Wookey et al., 2005; Wookey and Kendall, 
2008]. If given the proper orientation, the azimuthal anisotropy may be capable of 
introducing extra arrivals around ScS which should not be dominating the FRS 
residuals since they are not symmetric about ScS. Upper mantle anisotropy might 
have effects on waveforms, but not uniquely on the pre- or post-cursors to ScS. 
However, if significant anisotropy is present inside of the ULVZ due to lateral 
alignment of chemical inclusions of partial melting material, then ULVZ 
thickness estimates might be in error in our modeling process. Over scale lengths 
of 500 km, the estimated change in the velocity ratio VSH/VSV is 2-3% [Russell et 
al., 1998], which might increase the uncertainty of ULVZ thickness by additional 
±2 km. 
The relative lateral location between ULVZ and LLSVP edges is critical 
for constraining the nature of ULVZs. The approximate location of edges in long 
wave-length tomography model [Grand, 2002] is illustrated by the -1% contour 
line at 2750 km depth in Figure 4.12. However, the exact location of the LLSVP 
edge on top of the CMB in this region is poorly constrained. Furthermore, the 
precise locations of ULVZs are also subjected to variations due to raypath 
deflections associated with the strong 3D LLSVP structures above ULVZs. This 
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uncertainty could be explored with 3D ray tracing combined with detailed 
knowledge of mantle velocity structures [e.g., Zhao et al., 1994]. If ULVZs all 
reside inside of the LLSVP edge, the common hypothesis of partial melting of 
mantle LLSVP material would be plausible to explain the origin of ULVZ 
[Williams and Garnero, 1996]. But if some of the ULVZs are located outside of 
the LLSVP, other hypotheses should be explored, e.g., subducted rocks 
containing dense banded iron formations [Dobson and Brodholt, 2005], iron-
enriched post-perovskite [Mao et al., 2006], segregated mid-ocean ridge basalt 
from subduction [Christensen and Hofmann, 1994], and iron-rich (Mg,Fe)O 
[Wicks et al., 2010]. This would imply that ULVZs are not restrained to regions 
with lower than average velocities or higher than average mantle temperatures. 
4.5.2 Implications 
We interpret our mapping of distribution of ULVZs in the context of 
whole mantle convection. Geochemical evidence shows that ocean island basalts 
have more incompatible elements than mid-ocean ridge basalt, suggesting a 
primitive mantle reservoir in the lowermost mantle feeding hotspot activities via 
whole mantle plumes [e.g., Hofmann, 1997; Courtillot et al., 2003; Weis et al., 
2011]. LLSVPs beneath Pacific and Africa might be thermochemical piles serving 
as primitive mantle reserviors [McNamara and Zhong, 2005] suggested by their 
lower than average shear wave velocities [e.g., Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 
1987; Grand et al., 1997; Masters et al., 2000; Mégnin and Romanowicz, 2000; 
Gu et al., 2001; Grand, 2002; Ritsema et al., 2010], elevated density [Ishii and 
Tromp, 1999; Gurnis et al., 2000; Trampert et al., 2004], as well as an anti-
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correlation between VP and VS  [e.g. Su and Dziewonski, 1997; Kennett et al., 
1998; Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Masters et al., 2000; Trampert et al., 2004]. If the 
nature of ULVZs is partial melt as suggested by the 3-to-1 reduction of δVS to δVP  
[Williams and Garnero, 1996; Berryman, 2000], they should be present at 
thermochemical pile edges that are the hottest regions as predicted by geodynamic 
models [McNamara and Zhong, 2005; Tan and Gurnis, 2005], which is consistent 
with several seismological observations [Rost et al., 2005; Lay et al., 2006]. 
Recent high resolution geodynamic modeling also shows dense partially molten 
material can be swept to the edges of thermochemical piles forming thick ULVZs 
[McNamara et al., 2010]. Strong correlations between surface hotspots and 
ULVZ structures [Williams et al., 1998], between hotspot locations and the 
strongest lateral gradients in δVS [Thorne et al., 2004], and between kimberlites 
and LLSVP edges [Torsvik et al., 2010] have been noted. Although whole mantle 
plumes are likely to be deflected by mantle convection [e.g., Steinberger et al., 
2004], the degree of deflection is not currently resolved, and certainly depends on 
the flow direction in mantle convection, which is not constrained in any way at 
present. Hence, it is plausible to connect ULVZs at the CMB to the surface 
hotspot volcanism via mantle plumes. In addition, ULVZ might be enriched in 
incompatible elements due to its partial melting nature. Thus, episodic 
entrainment of ULVZ material into mantle plumes initiating at the top of 
thermochemical piles might explain the hotspot isotopic signature [Hofmann, 
1997].  
However, our study suggests that ULVZs are not uniformly distributed 
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along the LLSVP edge. Thick patches of ULVZs are found in clusters 1 and 2, 
while relatively thin ULVZs locate in clusters 4 and 5. In between these patches, 
cluster 3 shows complicated FRS waveforms that might be caused by 
multipathing at ULVZ edges (Figure 4.11). In addition, very weak ULVZ signals 
are present in bin 7 and 15, suggesting thin or no ULVZ there (Figure 4.10). This 
non-uniform distribution of ULVZs might be caused by 3D internal convective 
motion strength variations along edges of compositional reservoirs [McNamara et 
al., 2010]. At topographic peaks of these reservoirs, plumes might initiate with 
entrainment of ULVZ material from edge regions [Garnero et al., 2007]. LLSVP 
edge regions with thick ULVZs might result in hotspots with significant amount 
of incompatible elements, while regions with thin or no ULVZs might give rise to 
hotspots with indistinguishable isotopic signatures. Hence the uneven ULVZ 
distribution at the edge of the compositional reservoir might explain the different 
isotopic signature of neighboring surface hotspot volcanism [Hofmann, 1997; 
Courtillot et al., 2003; Weis et al., 2011]. Furthermore, the evolution of ULVZs 
with respect to time might also explain the isotopic variability along the track of 
one particular hotspot [Weis et al., 2011]. 
The significant impact of this study is that the development of this new 
ULVZ probe would greatly expand detection of ULVZs on CMB. ScS is a 
common and strong phase that covers a large distance range with little 
interference and overlapping with other phases, which would enable us to survey 
larger areas on the CMB than other probes (e.g. SPdKS). Mainly using the 
transverse component of motion, this new probe directly provides constraints on 
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VS structures of ULVZs without dependence on VP, compensating for the 
incapability of other probes in constraining VS structures. Future work should 
assess the utility of this method with PcP too. With the constantly expanding of 
the global seismic networks, a global distribution map of ULVZs on CMB might 
be within reach in the near future. 
4.6 Conclusion 
We developed a new ULVZ probe to flip-reverse-stack source-
deconvolved ScS waveforms within 1.5-degree radius geographic bins to 
simultaneously strip out the ScS wave and enhance reflected energy associated 
with ULVZ structure. Geographic bins with similar FRS residual stacks are 
grouped into clusters to produce robust stack waveshapes. A bootstrap stacking 
technique was conducted to test the robustness of each stack. The amplitude and 
time of the stacked FRS residuals are sensitive to the thickness and the velocity 
structure of ULVZ according to synthetic tests.  This new probe holds the promise 
to help us expand the current ULVZ detection on CMB to a more complete global 
coverage in the near future. 
The physical properties of the ULVZ are inferred from forward modeling 
of FRS stacks of geographical bin clusters. Our amplitude sensitive cross-
correlation algorithm searches for a best fitting model out of 13,850 1D synthetic 
models with various ULVZ thicknesses and properties for each cluster. These best 
fitting models depict a map of ULVZ thickness distribution, which indicates 
strong lateral variations of ULVZ thicknesses and properties proximal the 
hypothesized LLSVP edges. ULVZs appear to be thicker within the LLSVP than 
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outside of it, consistent with the thermochemical nature of the LLSVP and strong 
viscous flow along its edges. Inside of the LLSVP edges, a thick (~20km) ULVZ 
patch is located near the southwest corner of our study region, and a thin (~14) 
patch is close to the southeast corner, with no or very thin ULVZ in-between 
them. This non-uniform distribution suggests strong spatial variations of viscous 
flow strength along the LLSVP edges, and also may explain the diverse isotope 
signature of hotspots.  
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Table 4.1. Event list 
Date Latitude (deg) Longitude (deg) Depth (km) Mag. 
02 Feb. 2006 -17.83 -178.28 599 5.8 
26 Aug. 2007 -17.46 -174.34 127 5.9 
19 Jul. 2008 -17.34 -177.31 391 6.4 
22 Oct. 2008 -18.42 -175.36 233 6.4 
08 Nov. 2008 -15.22 -174.23 121 5.4 
22 Nov. 2009 -17.79 -178.43 522 5.7 
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Figure 4.1. (a) Global distribution of ULVZs modified from [McNamara et al., 
2010]. Black box denotes the region of this study shown in (b). (b) Previous 
ULVZ detections in our study region are shown in black lines with numbers 
corresponding to: 1. Mori and Helmberger [1995]; Kohler et al. [1997]; 2. 
Revenaugh and Meyer [1997]; 3. Avants et al. [2006a]; Lay et al. [2006]; 4. Hutko 
et al., [2009]; 5. Courtier et al., [2007]. Background is the VS tomography model 
at 2750 km depth [Grand, 2002]. Contours for the -0.8% δVS are drawn in orange.  
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Figure 4.2. (a) Raypath geometry at 70° epicentral distance for ScS, pre-cursor 
(SdS) and post-cursor (ScscS) is predicted for a 15 km thick ULVZ with 30% VS 
reduction model.  (b) Synthetic seismograms at 70° are calculated for ULVZs 
with different thicknesses using reflectivity method. Thick gray lines highlight the 
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time variation of SdS and ScscS relative to ULVZ thickness. (c) Travel times of 
SdS and ScscS relative to ScS are calculated for ULVZ thicknesses up to 100 km, 
which illustrates the symmetry between pre-cursor and post-cursor relative to ScS. 
Gray error bar stands for the time difference of SdS between 70° and 85° to 
illustrate the pre-cursor time variation with respect to distance for different 
models.  
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Figure 4.3. Examples of the flip-reverse-stack (FRS) technique. (a) Application 
of FRS to a synthetic seismogram from a 20 km ULVZ model produces a FRS 
residual with a simple positive peak that is twice the amplitude of individual pre- 
or post-cursor. We divide the seismogram into front (gray dash line) and back 
(black solid line) parts using ScS peak. We then flip the polarity and reverse the 
time of the front part to add with the back part, which yields the FRS residual 
(thick black line) with ScS stripped out. (b) Similar with (a), we apply the FRS to 
a data record from an event on 19 July 2008, which also gives us a FRS residual 
with a positive peak but very close to time zero, suggesting a very thin ULVZ 
layer. 
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Figure 4.4. Tests of FRS residual peak time and amplitude variations with respect 
to ULVZ δVS, δρ, thickness, and δVP. (a) ULVZ δVS model tests. We applied FRS 
technique to synthetic seismograms from ULVZ models with varying δVS, but the 
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same δρ, δVP, and thickness at 10%, -10% and 15 km respectively. We measured 
the peak time and amplitude of FRS residuals at 70° distance. The left and middle 
panels show the variation of FRS peak time and amplitude with respect to δVS, 
respectively. The right panel shows the FRS residuals corresponding to PREM 
model and ULVZ models with different δVS. (b) FRS tests for ULVZ δρ models 
with δVS, thickness, and δVP fixed at -30%, 15 km and -10% respectively. (c) FRS 
tests for models with different ULVZ thickness but same δVS, δρ, and δVP at -
30%, 10%, and -10% respectively. (d) FRS tests for ULVZ δVP models with δVS, 
thickness, and δρ fixed at -30%, 15 km, and 10% respectively. 
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Figure 4.5. Trade-off relationship between ULVZ δVS and thickness. We 
calculate the arrival times of SdS relative to ScS at 70° for ULVZ models with 
different δVS and thickness. Contours are plotted in black lines with SdS relative 
time labeled respectively. 
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Figure 4.6. (a) Phases used in this study. (b) Raypaths predicted by PREM model 
connecting events (stars) and stations (black triangles) are plotted in gray. Small 
diamond shape dots stand for ScS reflection locations on CMB. Black lines denote 
the plate boundaries. (c) P and SH radiations patterns (color beach balls) are 
plotted for each event (stars). S and ScS piercing locations (black crosses) are 
plotted on SH radiation patterns for each event.  
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Figure 4.7. (a) S and ScS stacks (black lines) of displacement seismograms are 
plotted for the same event with arrows pointing out the artifact introduced by 
bandpass filtering process. Gray shade stands for the standard deviation 
associated with each stack. (b) Tests of instrument deconvolution effects. An 
example of the non-instrument deconvolved trace is plotted in black aligned on S 
wave arrival time predicted by PREM model. Arrival time of ScS from PREM 
prediction is also plotted in dashed black line. Instrument deconvolution to 
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displacement and velocity tests are conducted using transfer command in SAC. 
Line colors correspond to different low-pass shoulder frequency, assuming the 
same low-pass cut-off frequency, high-pass shoulder frequency, and high-pass 
cut-off frequency at 0.001, 1e+5, and 1e+6 HZ, respectively. 
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Figure 4.8. (a) Empirical source stacks (black solid lines) of velocity 
seismograms for S and ScS are plotted for an event on 26 August 2007. Gray 
shades are standard deviation associated with stacks. Numbers on the right denote 
number of records used to construct empirical sources. (b) S empirical source 
(dash line) is stretched by 112% to fit the ScS empirical source (solid black line). 
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The stretched S (gray solid line) is then used to deconvolve with each trace.  (c) 
Empirical source shape (black solid line) of deconvolved seismograms for S and 
ScS are plotted with respect to time. Gray shades and numbers on the right have 
the same meaning as in (a).  
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Figure 4.9. (a) Examples of water-level deconvolution for different FWHM 
widths. We deconvolve the stretched S source shape (black dash line) from the 
whole trace (thick gray solid line). The resultant deconvolved traces are plotted 
with respect to time. Thin gray solid lines are the original trace for comparison. 
(b) Water-level deconvolution for a problematic event on 8 November 2008.  
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Figure 4.10. (a) Geographical bins (black circles), bin centers (blue crosses), and 
ScS reflection locations on CMB (gray dots) are plotted in our study region. (b) 
Bootstrap stacks (black trace) with 95% confidence levels (gray trace) are plotted 
for all bins with bin number shown beside the bin center (blue crosses).  (c) 
Positive energy below the 95% confidence level and negative energy above the 
95% level are also plotted for each bin. (d) Bins with similar bootstrap stacks are 
grouped into clusters. Colors of bin circles correspond to clusters. The black cross 
stands for the center of each cluster. Numbers are cluster names. Bootstrap stacks 
and confidence level are also plotted similarly with (b).  
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Figure 4.11. Bootstrap stacks (thick black lines) of FRS residuals for all clusters 
are plotted with respect to time on left column. Thin black lines denote the 95% 
confidence level. Thick red lines are the best fitting models while thin gray lines 
are good fitting models with weighted cross-correlation correlations within 90% 
of that of the best fitting model. Numbers on the upper right corner are cluster 
names. Velocity models of PREM (black), best fitting model (red), and good 
fitting models (gray) are plotted with respect to the height above the CMB on the 
right column for different clusters.  
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Figure 4.12. ULVZ thickness distribution map of this study. The red triangle 
stands for the current location of Hawaii Island. Thick black line is a contour line 
of -1% δVS of Grand’s tomography model at 2750 km deep. Colors of circles 
stand for thickness of ULVZs.   
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Figure 4.S1. (a) Travel times of SdS and ScscS relative to ScS are calculated for 
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LVZ models with thicknesses up to 100 km and δVS=-3%, δVP=-1%. Gray error 
bar stands for the time difference of SdS between 70° and 85° to illustrate the pre-
cursor time variation with respect to distance for different models. (b) Travel 
times of SdS and ScscS relative to ScS for HVZ models with varying thickness 
and δVS=3%, δVP=1%. (c) FRS residual amplitude ratio relative to ScS is plotted 
with respect to distance for a model with 15 km thick ULVZ with parameters at: 
δVS=-30%, δVP=-10%, and δρ=10%. 
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5. USING SKKS TO INVESTIGATE CMB TOPOGRAPHY AND 
OUTERMOST CORE VELOCITY STRUCTURE 
The seismic velocity structure above and below the core–mantle boundary 
(CMB) is studied beneath the Pacific Ocean using the seismic wave SKKS. A 
data set consisting of 1643 SKKS waveforms was utilized. Differential travel 
times of SKKS-SKS, amplitude ratios of SKKS to SKS, and SKKS wave shape 
anomalies were measured on radial component seismograms following 
deconvolution of empirical sources built using the SKS phase. SKKS-SKS 
differential travel times are corrected by predicted effects of mantle heterogeneity 
from tomographic models, and also ultra-low velocity zones (ULVZs) and 
referenced to predictions from 1D reference models to establish SKKS-SKS travel 
time residuals. A geographic trend of SKKS-SKS residuals is apparent: slow-to-
fast SKKS waves trend from southwest-to-northeast, respectively, which 
correlates with a high-to-low relative SKKS/SKS amplitude ratio trend. SKKS 
waveforms, especially at epicentral distances where SKKS is first observed near 
85-90 degrees, are variable, with some records displaying an anomalously low 
amplitude downswing after the initial upswing of the SKKS waveform. SKKS 
waveform anomalies exhibit a cohesive spatial pattern when plotted at the SKKS 
underside CMB reflection locations, where anomalous data reflect beneath the 
edge of the tomographically inferred large low shear velocity zone (LLSVP). 
Synthetic seismograms made using the 1D reflectivity method suggest that high 
velocity layering on either the mantle- or core-side of the CMB can match the 
observed SKKS anomalies. SKKS wave shapes are modified by this structure 
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through destructive interference with a wave that continues into the mantle at the 
CMB underside reflection location, reflects from the underside of the thin layer, 
and continues back into the core to complete the SKKS path. However, high 
velocities in the lowermost mantle are unlikely in this region, since our data 
mainly sample beneath the LLSVP. The fact that our SKKS wave shapes are 
normal in some regions and anomalous in others precludes the outer core as a 
solution, because laterally varying seismic properties in a low viscosity core fluid 
are not feasible. Various CMB topography models are investigated using 2D 
wavefield simulation code and show that CMB topography can strongly influence 
SKKS waveforms. Hence, we argue that the complicated geographic distribution 
of SKKS anomalies might be related to CMB topography, though this explanation 
is non-unique. 
5.1 Introduction                                                                                                                                                                        
The topographical relief on the core-mantle boundary (CMB) as well as 
fine scale layering above and below the CMB relate to important core processes, 
such as Earth’s geodynamo [e.g., Helffrich and Kaneshima, 2004; Braginsky, 
2006], and coupling between the core and mantle, which can affect Earth’s 
rotation [e.g., Le Moüel et al., 1981]. These structural features might also hold the 
key to better understanding the core formation and Earth’s evolution history. 
However, our detailed knowledge of the seismic structure is limited. Nonetheless, 
strong evidence exists for departures in outermost core velocity structure from 
standard reference Earth models [e.g., Table 5.1; Lay and Young, 1990; Souriau 
and Poupinet, 1991; Garnero et al., 1993; Tanaka and Hamaguchi, 1993; Souriau 
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et al., 2003; Tanaka, 2004, 2007; Eaton et al., 2006; Helffrich and Kaneshima, 
2010].  But there is significant divergence in published structures. Past models of 
CMB topography are quite long wavelength [e.g., Boschi and Dziewonski, 2000; 
Sze and van der Hilst, 2003] and similarly disparate. 
The CMB is the most significant thermal and chemical boundary within 
the Earth, where chemical interaction is probable, and heat and momentum 
transfer take place [e.g., Loper and Lay, 1995]. The correlation of angular 
momentum variations between the mantle and core [e.g., Le Moüel et al., 1981] 
suggests hydromagnetic and topographic coupling between mantle and core. The 
topographic coupling, firstly proposed by Hide [1969],  is capable of generating 
strong torques to explain the angular momentum variations [e.g. Kuang and 
Bloxham, 1997;  Asari et al., 2006]. The topography of the CMB might be 
responsible for fluid motion at the core surface that causes decadal variations of 
the geomagnetic field. On the other hand, since the topography at the CMB has 
been shown to depend critically upon the style of mantle convection [e.g., Hide 
and Horai, 1968; Hager and Richards, 1989; Forte and Peltier, 1991; Lassak et 
al., 2007, 2010], much may be gained from investigating the thermal, chemical 
and dynamical structures of the lowermost mantle [Steinberger and Holme, 2008; 
Yoshida, 2008].  
The existence of CMB topography has been inferred from a variety of 
types of observations. Nutation studies suggest a small excess ellipticity of the 
outer core of a few hundred meters [e.g., Gwinn et al., 1986]. Mantle density 
anomalies implied from geoid anomalies could result in kilometers of long 
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wavelength topography relief [e.g., Hager et al., 1985]. There have been 
numerous efforts to directly image CMB topography using seismic methods, 
mainly through inversions of travel times of CMB reflected and refracted phases, 
as well as regional undulations (see Table 5.1 for a summary). Global long 
wavelength models of spherical harmonic degree 4 to 6 appear to diverge on the 
relief of CMB topography; a large range of possible CMB relief, from ±1.5 km 
[Sze and van der Hilst, 2003] to ±6 km [Morelli and Dziewonski, 1987] is 
inferred. A higher resolution model suggested very large relief as high as ±9 km 
[Boschi and Dziewonski, 2000]. In addition, regional observations [Neuberg and 
Wahr, 1991; Poupinet et al., 1993; Castle and van der Hilst, 2000] suggest ±1.5 
to ±4 km of CMB relief for horizontal scale lengths of hundreds of kilometers. 
However, at a scale length of 7 to 10 km, only a couple hundred meters of CMB 
relief is inferred on the basis of scattered waves [Doornbos, 1980; Earle and 
Shearer, 1997], elucidating its statistical nature or localized features.  
Light elements in the outer core and the core mantle chemical interaction 
might give rise to a stratified layer at the top of the outer core [Verhoogen, 1961; 
Braginsky, 1963; Loper, 1978, 1991; Gubbins et al., 1979; Braginsky and 
Roberts, 1995; Lister and Buffett, 1995] which would affect Earth’s core 
evolution history [e.g., Lister and Buffett, 1998]. The outer core contains about 10 
wt % light elements, commonly assumed to be O and Si [e.g., Birch, 1952; 
Stevenson, 1981; Poirier, 1994; Anderson and Isaak, 2002]. Theoretically, it is 
possible for these light elements to accumulate at the top of the core forming a 
compositionally stratified layer [Fearn and Loper, 1981; Ito et al., 1995; Franck, 
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1982; Helffrich and Kaneshima, 2004; Braginsky, 2006]. Recent mineral physical 
experiments suggest the outer core is undersaturated in Si and O [e.g., Ozawa et 
al., 2009; Takafuji et al., 2005], which results in chemical disequilibrium between 
core and mantle that might produce chemical interactions at the CMB [Knittle and 
Jeanloz, 1991]. Reaction products on the core side of the CMB might remain at 
the top of the core forming a buoyant layer [Buffett and Seagle, 2010]. 
Stable stratification at the top of the core has previously been proposed on 
the basis of geomagnetic [Whaler, 1980] and geodetic [Braginsky, 1984] 
observations. However, mainly using SmKS travel time measurements, 
seismological studies [Lay and Young, 1990; Souriau and Poupinet, 1991; 
Garnero et al., 1993; Tanaka and Hamaguchi, 1993; Souriau et al., 2003; 
Tanaka, 2004, 2007; Eaton et al., 2006; Helffrich and Kaneshima, 2010]  result in 
different interpretations. It is difficult to uniquely discriminate the outermost core 
structure from strong D" heterogeneities [e.g. Garnero and Helmberger, 1995]. 
The “whispering” gallery phase family of SmKS waves (m=2-5), waves that 
traverse the mantle as S waves converting to P-waves in the core and reflecting 
(m-l) times on the underside of the CMB [Choy, 1977], are well-suited to 
investigate small scale D" heterogeneities [e.g., Sylvander and Souriau, 1996; 
Tanaka, 2002] and the outermost core seismic properties. However, solely using 
differential travel times of SmKS to constrain the outermost core structure is 
insufficient due to incomplete knowledge of the strong small-scale heterogeneities 
in D" region that could significantly affect SmKS differential travel times, e.g. 
ULVZ [see a review by Thorne and Garnero, 2004; McNamara et al., 2010], 
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lateral velocity variations [e.g., Bréger and Romanowicz, 1998; Ford et al., 2006; 
He et al., 2006; Luo et al., 2001; Ni et al., 1999, 2002; Ritsema et al., 1998a; Sun 
et al., 2006; Wang and Wen, 2007; He and Wen, 2009], and anisotropy [Garnero 
and Lay, 1998; Niu and Perez, 2004; Restivo and Helffrich, 2006] although it 
could be more promising when using higher order multiples [e.g., Helffrich and 
Kaneshima, 2010]. As the separation of the raypaths on the mantle side for higher 
order SmKSs gets smaller (Figure 5.1), the differential travel times become more 
sensitive to outermost core rather than mantle structure as shown in (Figure 5.2). 
However, higher order multiples are hard to separate from earlier multiples, and 
when they become observable, their sensitivity depth below the CMB appears to 
be sampling outside of the proposed thin outermost core layer thickness [e.g., 
Garnero et al., 1993; Lay and Young, 1990; Helffrich and Kaneshima, 2010]. On 
the other hand, the lower order multiple pairs like S2KS-SKS, observable at very 
small distances, might be sufficient to constrain the elastic properties of the 
outermost core (Figure 5.1). While the differential travel time of S2KS-SKS is 
non-unique to infer the outermost core structure, we attempt to include the 
waveform anomalies in addition to travel times to investigate the top of the core. 
However, the waveform anomalies might be strongly affected by CMB 
topography due to the possible focusing/defocusing effect of S2KS and SKS 
raypaths. Hence it is integral to investigate the effect on SmKS waveforms of both 
entities in a hope to discriminate them. 
In this study, we choose SKKS and SKS to investigate the outer core 
structure and CMB topography, because SKKS is the only SmKS that we are able 
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to clearly observe at its birth distances around 85-90 degree. It is unique that 
SKKS would be sensitive to the outermost core structure at the birth distances 
(Figure 5.1). Hence it would provide invaluable information of outer core and 
CMB to study the SKKS travel times as well as waveform systematics. Further 
more, recent densely deployed USarray broadband seismic network by 
EarthScope project provides us the perfect distance range and dense dataset to 
study the SKKS at its birth distance unprecedentedly. Here, we will explore the 
effect of the CMB topography on SKKS waveforms with the aim to constrain the 
outermost core structure and fine-scale CMB topography variations. 
5.2 Data 
5.2.1 Dataset 
We collected shear wave data from 16 intermediate to deep focus Fiji-
Tonga events displaying strong signal to noise ratio. The majority of our dataset is 
recorded by densely distributed broadband seismometers of USArray network in 
North America deployed by EarthScope project. Table 5.2 lists event information 
from the National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC). We choose to 
deconvolve the instrument response to obtain the velocity seismograms to avoid 
deconvolution-induced long-period noise. Then we rotate traces to the great circle 
reference frame to obtain vertical, radial and transverse components of motion. A 
low pass filter with corner at 1 HZ is applied to suppress high frequency noise. 
Every record is then individually inspected. We do not include records smaller 
than distances where SKKS and SKS merge in time (near 85 deg or so). Our final 
data set consists of 1634 recordings of SKKS referenced to SKS on the radial 
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component. The source and receiver geometries of these data are displayed in 
Figure 5.3. The entire data set spans a distance range from 85° to 120°, and 
densely samples the outermost core beneath central Pacific. 
5.2.2 Source Deconvolution 
Empirical sources of SKS are constructed for each event through an 
iterative stacking technique, where the SKS wave is aligned by cross-correlation 
and summed iteratively to produce an estimate of the source wave shape ±15 sec 
around SKS peak. In order to avoid possible interference of SKKS and S, the 
distance range is limited to be larger than 93 degree. We deconvolve the SKS 
empirical source from the SKS and SKKS using water-level deconvolution method 
[Clayton and Wiggins, 1976; Stefan et al., 2006] with parameters that are 
extensively tested to suppress the noise without sacrifice of the high frequency 
signals. The deconvolution process is critical because it enables us to remove 
source effects of different events to yield a uniform population of Gaussian-like 
waveforms, which ensures stacking waveforms from different events is 
appropriate. The water-level deconvolution has two parameters: a cut-off 
frequency water-level (WL) to avoid zero-division of the spectrum and a 
Gaussian waveshape with varying full width at half maximum (FWHM). After 
trial and error, we found WL=0.01, FWHM=3 to be best suited for our dataset. 
The deconvolved SKS becomes simple Gaussian-like pulse (Figure 5.4), 
illustrating the effect of source removement. 
5.2.3 Travel Time and Amplitude Ratio 
We measure the differential travel times of SKKS-SKS using a cross-
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correlation method. We cross-correlate the SKS source shape with each source-
deconvoloved trace to locate the time of SKS peak to obtain TSKS. We then apply 
hilbert transform to that trace and flip the polarity, so that SKKS is in the phase as 
SKS. Hence, the SKKS peak can be located by cross-correlating with the SKS 
source shape, TSKKS. Simultaneously, the peak amplitude ratio between SKKS and 
SKS is also measured. The travel time and amplitude ratio measurements were eye 
inspected to exclude any seismograms with high noise level, irregular wave 
shapes and overlapping of phases.  
We applied tomography and ULVZ corrections to the SKKS-SKS travel 
time residuals to better resolve the outer core structure sampled by SKKS wave. 
Using raypaths predicted by the PREM model [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981], 
tomographic correction algorithm calculates travel times of those raypaths 
traveling through a tomography model [Grand, 2002], and differ them with the 
PREM predicted travel times. Since extensive ULVZs have been documented 
beneath the Fiji-Tonga subduction zone [see review in McNamara et al., 2010], 
where SKS and SKKS enters the outer core,  the differential times might be 
severely contaminated. Hence we calculated the time difference caused by ULVZ 
using PREM predicted raypaths of SKS and SKKS to correct for the ULVZ effect. 
Now, we obtain the differential travel times of SKKS-SKS by: 
δTSKKS-SKS= [TSKKS-TSKS]obs - [TSKKS-TSKS]prem - δTtomo - δTULVZ 
where δTSKKS-SKS  stands for the residual of differential travel time,  TSKKS and  TSKS 
are absolute travel times for SKKS and SKS, δTtomo is the tomography correction, 
and δTULVZ  is the ULVZ correction. The differential travel times and corrected 
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residuals are plotted in Figure 5.5 with respect to source depth corrected distances 
according to PREM predicted travel time curves of SKS and SKKS for a 500 km 
deep source. Although the trend of average travel time residuals is very close to 
PREM, significant scattering suggests strong lateral or regional velocity 
heterogeneities that need to be investigated in geographic locations.  
The amplitude ratios of SKKS to SKS (Rdata) are corrected for radiation 
pattern and geometric spreading. We calculate radiation patterns for SV 
component of motion using the Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) solution for each 
event obtained from the global CMT database at: http://www.globalcmt.org. For 
each event and station pair, the predicted SKKS/SKS amplitude ratio (Rradi_data) are 
calculated by tracing the PREM predicted raypaths the lower hemisphere of a 
hypothesized sphere around the source, where the radiation amplitude is 
calculated from the CMT solution. We compute the 1-dimensional synthetic 
seismograms using reflectivity method [Fuchs and Müller, 1971; Müller, 1985]. 
To obtain the geometric spreading correction for the amplitude ratio, we then 
process the synthetic seismograms the same as we did with data. We 
deconvoloved the SKS source from velocity seismograms with the same 
deconvolution method and parameters. The amplitude ratios of SKKS/SKS for 
PREM synthetic seismograms are then measured (Rsyn), while the radiation 
predictions are also computed for the synthetic source (Rradi_syn). Then the 
corrected SKKS to SKS amplitude ratio (δR) is obtained by: 
€ 
δR = Rdata Rradi _ dataRsyn Rradi _ syn
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5.2.4 SKKS Waveform Anomaly 
The SKKS waveform may contain critical information about the outermost 
core structure, however, its behavior is highly variable at its birth distances in our 
data. After closely inspecting each seismogram, we notice a systematic 
complication of the SKKS waveform, where the upswing part of the SKKS is very 
weak and often missing, compared with the hilbert transformed SKS waveform 
(Figure 5.6). To analyze the geographic distribution of the anomalous SKKS 
waveforms, it is desirable to quantitatively and subjectively characterize each 
SKKS waveshape. Consequently, we developed an algorithm to automatically 
measure the SKKS waveform behavior. Since the peak times of both SKS and 
SKKS have already been measured, we align the hilbert transformed SKS with 
SKKS (Figure 5.6). We then scale the SKS amplitude so that the amplitude of the 
front downswing matches that of SKKS. We define the parameter, positive-peak 
ratio (PR), to be the amplitude ratio of the upswing between SKKS and the scaled 
SKS. Figure 5.6 shows two example traces with the SKKS phase window enlarged 
for each category of SKKS waveforms. Waveforms with PR values close to 1 are 
regarded as normal waveforms, while those with PRs smaller than about 0.7 are 
complex SKKS waveforms. In Figure 5.7a, where the SKKS PR values are plotted 
with respect to distances, the distance bin averaged PR values increases slightly 
with distances, similar with the trend of PREM synthetic seismograms measured 
by the same algorithm (Figure 5.7b).  We subtract the PR values of PREM 
synthetic seismograms from the data, after which the trend appears to be close to 
0 with little fluctuation. However, the strong scattering implies lateral variations, 
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which would be addressed by projecting PR values on the SKKS entry, bounce, 
and exit locations at the CMB.  
5.2.5 Geographic Distribution of Measurements 
Consequently, we project the SKKS waveform anomaly, corrected 
differential travel time residuals, and corrected amplitude ratio residuals onto the 
entry, bounce, and exit regions of SKKS at the CMB to attempt to interpret them 
together. Figure 5.8 displays the geographic distribution of the three 
measurements for each region, along with tomographic contour lines. The entry 
region of the SKKS into the CMB is inside of the large low shear velocity 
province (LLSVP) as imaged by tomography model [Grand, 2002], while the 
bounce region locates right at the margin between LLSVP and surrounding 
mantle, where sharp lateral velocity variations have been inferred [Bréger and 
Romanowicz, 1998; Luo et al., 2001]. However, the exit region is outside of the 
LLSVP, sampling a region with higher than average shear velocity.  
To the first order, the travel time and amplitude ratio distributions 
correlate with each other, where slow SKKS (red in Figure 5.8b) corresponds to 
SKKS with higher amplitude, and fast SKKS corresponds to lower amplitude 
SKKS, which might suggest the possible focusing and defocusing effect by a 
localized heterogeneity with low or high shear velocity, respectively, at either the 
entry or exit region. The long wavelength tomography model, however, favor the 
exit rather than entry region, which is completely within the LLSVP, where only 
low shear velocity is expected.  
However, the distribution of the SKKS waveform anomaly appears to be 
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the most regular at the bounce region, where linear trend of complex (red) to 
normal (blue) and back to complex is observed to be parallel to the velocity 
contours of tomography model. The structures that give rise to anomalous SKKS 
waveforms are unclear. Hence we attempts to further understand the SKKS 
waveform using wavefield modeling tools in both 1D and 2D model space.  
5.3 Modeling SKKS Waveforms 
To investigate the cause of the anomalous SKKS waveforms, we explored 
3 categories of models: high velocity mantle and outermost core models, low 
velocity mantle and outermost core models, and ULVZ models. Mantle models 
have linearly decreasing/increasing VS relative to PREM from top of the layer 
down to the CMB, while outermost core models have linearly 
decreasing/increasing VP from bottom of the layer up to the CMB. ULVZs are 
modeled to be a thin discontinuous layer with -30% VS, -10% VP, and +10% 
density change at mantle side of the CMB. Series of models with different 
thicknesses and velocity changes of the anomalous layers are calculated for each 
category. Following the same procedure as we did with data, we deconvolve the 
SKS source from velocity seismograms. Example synthetic seismograms at 90° 
distance for each model category are plotted in Figure 5.9. We find that high 
velocity mantle and outermost core models are both capable of slightly distorting 
the SKKS waveform by making the upswing part weaker (Figure 5.9b and 5.9d), 
similar as we observed in data. Low velocity outermost core models enhance the 
upswing energy and split the downswing energy of the SKKS waveform (Figure 
5.9c), which is inconsistent with our anomalous SKKS waveforms. However, the 
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low velocity mantle models have miniscule effect on SKKS waveforms. ULVZ 
models do not have a direct effect on SKKS waveforms, but an SKS multiple 
reflected within the ULVZ interferes with SKKS when the ULVZ is very thick 
(>30km) (Figure 5.10), which is probably unrealistic [Thorne, 2004].  
On the mantle side, the strong positive velocity variation (300 km thick, 
+3% VS ), required to produce the anomalous SKKS waveform, is contradicting 
the fact that the entry and exit region of the SKKS raypaths of our dataset are 
within or in the close vicinity of the LLSVP, which has strong lower than average 
shear velocities up to -3% in tomography models [Grand, 2002]. However, the 
anomalous SKKS waveforms could be also produced by a 100 km thick layer at 
the top of the core with 2% VP increase (Figure 5.9), close to the value inferred 
from theoretical calculations [Buffett and Seagle, 2010], but not consistent with 
previous seismic studies [Lay and Young, 1990; Souriau and Poupinet, 1991; 
Garnero et al., 1993; Tanaka and Hamaguchi, 1993; Souriau et al., 2003; 
Tanaka, 2004, 2007; Eaton et al., 2006; Helffrich and Kaneshima, 2010], where a 
slow velocity outermost core with VP reduction about 1.5% is inferred. Although 
the high velocity outermost core models produce anomalous SKKS waveforms as 
we observed in data, the complex geographic distribution of the location of these 
anomalous waveforms appears to preclude a simple 1D outer core model.  
Subsequently, we investigated 5 types of CMB topography models using 
PSVaxi [Igel and Weber, 1996], a 2.5D finite element code updated for 
supercomputer architectures [Jahnke et al., 2008] simulating wave propagation, as 
shown in Figure 5.11. As illustrated in Figure 5.11, different styles of undulation 
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with various peak height and wavelength are approximated with single or series of 
sinusoids at the bounce locations of the SKKS raypaths. We found that the upwarp 
and downwarp topography models have little effect on SKKS waveforms. 
Although producing a post-cursor, the ULVZ warp models cannot affect SKKS 
waveform either. The wavy all models, where the whole CMB is undulated, have 
devastating effects on SKKS waveforms, especially when the period of the 
undulation is small (<300 km). The severe scattering due to high frequency 
topography undulations probably causes this. However, the wavy bounce models, 
where undulations are only at the SKKS bounce locations, have a mild effect on 
SKKS waveforms and may produce anomalous SKKS waveforms as we observed, 
if given the right undulation height and period, e.g., 4 or 8 km high relief with a 
half period of 2 degree, which is about 130 km on the CMB.  
Furthermore, we also investigated the effect of a series of geodynamically 
derived CMB undulation models on SKKS waveforms. A profile of CMB 
topography is extracted from a 3D global model predicted by the thermochemical 
mantle convection simulation [Lassak et al., 2010], where fine-scale CMB 
undulation is predicted to be intensified at the edges of the upwelling 
thermochemical piles, similar with the bounce region sampled by SKKS raypaths 
of our data. The extracted CMB undulation profile is then used as the input to our 
SKKS wavefield simulation. We change the period of CMB undulation by 
squeeze/stretch the input undulation profile by different amount. Figure 5.12 
displays the corresponding synthetic seismograms corresponding to each 
squeezed or stretched model, compared with PREM predictions. We find that 
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these CMB undulation models have minimal effect on SKKS waveforms, and fail 
to produce the anomalous SKKS waveform behavior in data.  
5.4 Discussions and Implications 
In this paper, we closely examined differential travel time, amplitude ratio, 
and waveform anomaly of SKKS at its birth distances. We developed a new 
method to quantitatively characterize the SKKS waveform anomaly, so that a 
systematic geographic comparison between different measurements is possible. 
Our main focus has been to analyze SKKS to attempt to constrain the CMB 
topography and outermost core structure. While this data set and method greatly 
improve earlier efforts, several uncertainties are still present. In this section we 
discuss important sources of uncertainties associated with data processing and 
modeling. 
Deconvolution process may result in waveform distortion and noise 
amplification. Since every seismogram has different frequency content, the 
deconvolution process may cause amplification of a certain frequency band, 
which manifests higher noise level after deconvolution. Waveforms may be 
severely distorted if the deconvolution parameter is not appropriate. We 
optimized deconvolution parameters to suppress noise while making the resultant 
waveform narrow, with the goal to obtain stable simple Gaussian-like pulses. We 
also try to avoid biases brought by these deconvolution effects by weight each 
seismogram by a signal to noise ratio measured after deconvolution. We carefully 
exclude those seismograms with higher noise level after deconvolution by eye 
inspection.  
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We assume the anisotropy effect does not play a significant role in the 
δTSKKS-SKS times. The source mislocation effect, as well as upper mantle anisotropy 
and heterogeneity might be greatly suppressed in differential travel times due to 
the fact that the raypath separation between SKS and SKKS at shallow depths is 
small. Nevertheless, the small scatter as large as ±2 sec in distance distribution of 
δTSKKS-SKS as seen in Figure 5.5, can be a result of small-scale heterogeneities in 
the deep mantle due to the aperture of SKS and SKKS raypaths. All travel times 
were picked from high quality records by our completely automated algorithm, so 
subjective error can be excluded and picking error is only subjected to the 
variation of SKS and SKKS waveforms, which might bring ±1 sec error to the 
peak location.  
In calculating the SKKS-SKS predictions for tomography models and 
ULVZs, the assumption was made that the ray paths are for a laterally 
homogeneous Earth model. We are assuming that raypath bending caused by the 
tomographic heterogeneities and ULVZs contributes negligibly to the travel time 
predictions. We also suffered from the incomplete ULVZ detection; hence the 
ULVZ effects are not fully accounted, which might bring error to differential 
travel times and amplitude ratios. We are not able to assess the validity of the 
raypath assumption, though the features of the tomographic models are much 
larger than the wavelengths of the seismic waves analyzed. A 3D ray tracing 
technique is necessary to assess the validity of this assumption. 
Strong lateral D" heterogeneities have been observed in both the entry and exit 
regions of SKKS raypaths of our data, which may be the cause of the observed 
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variations of differential travel time residuals and amplitude ratios (Figure 5.8). 
For entry regions of this study, abrupt lateral velocity variations up to -5% within 
a few hundred kilometers above the CMB have been inferred underneath 
southwest of the Pacific from forward travel time and waveform modeling of the 
observed direct S, Sdiff, ScS, SKS, and SKKS phases [He and Wen, 2009]. Close to 
the exit regions, a localized high velocity structure in the lowermost mantle with 
shear velocity increase up to 5% has also been inferred from S-SKS differential 
travel times [Bréger and Romanowicz, 1998]. These sharp lateral velocity 
variations might be the source for the observed geographic distribution of SKKS-
SKS differential travel time residuals and the amplitude ratios. Furthermore, 
ULVZ structures may significantly elevate SKKS/SKS amplitude ratios through 
focusing effect [Zhang et al., 2009]. 
Since the travel time anomalies of SKKS-SKS, and amplitude ratios of 
SKKS/SKS are unable to uniquely constrain the outermost core structure, it 
appears to be difficult to separate the CMB topography and outermost core 
structure effects solely by using SKKS waveform anomalies. Additionaly, 
although long wavelength CMB topography models have been constrained 
globally [e.g., Boschi and Dziewonski, 2000; Sze and van der Hilst, 2003], fine-
scale global models with wavelengths comparable to our study are unavailable. 
Hence, we are unable to discriminate the effect of the CMB topography and 
outermost core structure by our SKKS waveform anomaly measurements. Future 
studies involving multiphase analysis (e.g., using ScS and S to constraint he 
lowermost mantle velocity structure of the entry and exit locations of the SKKS 
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data) would present an opportunity to isolate mantle heterogeneities from the 
CMB topography and the outermost velocity structure.  
As shown in Figure 5.8a, the geographic distribution of anomalous SKKS 
waveforms appears to be more patternized at SKKS bounce locations, where strips 
of anomalous SKKS waveform measurements seems to be parallel to the 
hypothesized LLSVP edge, The LLSVP beneath Pacific, principally imaged by 
global tomography studies [e.g., Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1987; Grand et al., 
1997; Masters et al., 2000; Mégnin and Romanowicz, 2000; Gu et al., 2001; 
Grand, 2002; Ritsema et al., 2011], appear to have elevated density [Ishii and 
Tromp, 1999; Gurnis et al., 2000; Trampert et al., 2004], an anti-correlation 
between P wave velocity (VP) and VS heterogeneity [e.g. Su and Dziewonski, 
1997; Kennett et al., 1998; Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Masters et al., 2000; Trampert 
et al., 2004], as well as sharp edges [Bréger and Romanowicz, 1998; Luo et al. 
2001; Ford et al., 2006; To et al., 2006]. One plausible explanation is a 
chemically distinct origin to the LLSVP [e.g., McNamara and Zhong, 2005; 
Tackley, 1998], which might be thermochemical piles formed by chemically 
distinct material laterally swept by subduction-related downwellings [Garnero 
and McNamara, 2008]. Strong CMB undulation along the edge of 
thermochemical piles would be induced by vigorous upwelling mantle flow 
[Lassak et al., 2010], which is consistent with the present of strong anisotropy in 
the lowermost mantle beneath central Pacific [Vinnik et al., 1995; Ritsema et al., 
1998b; Russell et al, 1998, 1999; Fouch et al., 2001; Moore et al., 2004].  
Additionally, within seismically constrained range of the CMB undulation 
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amplitude [e.g., ±9 km in Boschi and Dziewonski, 2000], 2D synthetic tests of 
CMB topography shows that CMB topography at the bounce location of SKKS is 
capable of causing anomalous SKKS waveform as we observed in data (Figure 
5.11e). Hence it is possible that the observed geographic distribution of 
anomalous SKKS waveform is due to the CMB topography along the edge of the 
LLSVP beneath the Pacific. Further more, thick ULVZs, inferred from our ScS 
study, locates closely to regions associated with strong SKKS waveform 
anomalies (Figure 5.13). Recent high resolution geodynamic modeling shows 
thick ULVZs could be formed at the edges of themochemical piles, and 
dynamically supported by the strong upwelling current [McNamara et al., 2010]. 
Consequently, this positive correlation between ULVZ and CMB topography 
suggests strong mantle flow at the bottom of the mantle that both perturbs the 
CMB and concentrates dense ULVZ melt.  
5.5 Conclusion 
We analyzed a regional data set sampling the CMB underneath Pacific at 
SKKS birth distances to investigate the CMB topography and the seismic velocity 
structure of the outermost core. With respect to epicentral distance, the 
tomography and ULVZ corrected SKKS-SKS differential travel time residuals, and 
radiation pattern and geometric spreading effect corrected SKKS/SKS amplitude 
ratios yield PREM-like 1D trend. However, the geographic distribution maps 
display slow to fast SKKS wave trend from southwest to northeast, which 
correlates to high to low relative amplitude ratios trend. This correlation might 
suggest strong lateral velocity variations are present at either the entry or the exit 
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locations of SKKS raypaths, as inferred from previous seismic studies.   
We define the SKKS waveform anomaly as a quantitative parameter of the 
upswing amplitude ratio between SKKS and hilbert transformed SKS waveshape. 
1D reflectivity synthetic models suggest high velocity structure core side may be 
capable of producing the observed SKKS anomaly. However, the complex 
geographic distribution of SKKS anomalies, which shows stripes of anomalous 
SKKS waveforms are parallel to tomography inferred LLSVP edges at the SKKS 
bounce locations, implies the 1D homogeneous high velocity outermost core 
might be not the only cause. Various styles of CMB topography models are 
investigated using the PSVaxi wavefield simulation code, which suggest CMB 
topography has strong influence on SKKS waveforms. Preferably, the wavy 
bounce models with the sinusoidal undulation at the SKKS bounce locations have 
a mild effect on SKKS waveforms and may produce anomalous SKKS waveforms 
as we observed, when the undulation height and half period are 4 or 8 km high 
and 2 degrees respectively. Hence we conclude that the complicated geographic 
distribution of SKKS anomalies might be resulted from a combination of CMB 
topography and high velocity outermost core.  
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Table 5.1. Previous seismic studies 
Study Reference Phase Used Region Relief  Wavelength 
  Tomography Models  
1 Creager and Jordan [1986] PKPAB, PKIKP Global 20 km* Degree 2 
2 Morelli and Dziewonski [1987] PcP, PKP, PKIKP Global ±6 km Degree 4 
3 Doornbos and Hilton [1989] PcP, PKKP Global ±4 km Degree 4 
4 Li et al. [1991] Normal Mode Global ±3 km Degree 4 
5 Rodgers, A., Wahr, J. [1993] PcP, PKP Global ±12 km* Degree 6 
6 Obayashi and Fukao [1997] PcP, P Global ±1~2 km Degree 2 
7 Ishii and Tromp [1999] Normal Mode and Geoid Global ±5 km Degree 6 
8 Garcia and Souriau [2000] PcP, PKKP Global ±1.5-4 km 1200 -300 
km 
9 Boschi and Dziewonski [2000] PcP, PKP, PKIKP, P Global ±9 km 5º by 5º 
10 Sze and van der Hilst [2003] PcP, PKP, PKKP Global ±1.5 km Degree 4 
11 Tanaka [2010] P4KP-PcP Global ±2km Degree 4 
Other analyses 
12 Neuberg and Wahr [1991] PcP, P North of 
Australia 
≤2-3 km 50-400 
km 
13 Poupinet et al. [1993] PKPAB, PKIKP Regional <±4 km Degree 4 
14 Doornbos [1980] PKKP precursors Global 100-200 m 10-20 km 
14 Earle and Shearer [1997] PKKP precursors Global 250-350 m 7-10 km 
15 Murphy et al. [1997] PcP, P Eastern Pacific 40 km* 700 km 
16 Castle and van der Hilst [2000] ScP Gulf of Alaska ~1.5 km 100 km 
17 Koper et al. [2003] PKiKP-PcP Australia, 
Southeast Asia, 
North America   
 
±2 km ~2000 km 
* they prefer to explain their data with mantle side heterogeneities. 
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Table 5.2. Earthquake information 
Date Latitude (deg) Longitude (deg) Depth (km) Mb Records 
29 May 2007 -4.6 151.8 132 5.9 104 
5 Oct. 2007 -25.2 179.5 509 6.0 106 
16 Oct. 2007 -25.8 179.5 509 6.2 174 
31 Oct. 2007 18.9 145.4 223 6.2 39 
19 Nov. 2007 -21.2 -178.8 558 6.2 23 
15 Jan. 2008 -22.0 -179.5 598 5.8 51 
6 Sep. 2008 36.5 70.9 192 5.5 25 
21 Nov. 2008 -8.9 159.6 118 5.8 8 
25 Dec. 2008 5.8 125.4 206 6.0 5 
26 Apr. 2009 -30.4 -178.5 131 6.5 168 
18 Aug. 2009 -26.0 -178.4 270 5.5 131 
25 Oct. 2009 -23.1 -178.8 398 5.6 53 
31 Oct. 2009 -11.0 166.3 122 5.9 8 
22 Nov. 2009 -17.8 -178.4 531 5.7 225 
30 Jun. 2010 -23.2 179.3 581 5.8 342 
8 Jul. 2010 -24.0 -179.8 490 5.4 171 
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Figure 5.1. (a) Raypath bottoming depths below the CMB for SmKS (m≤5) are 
calculated for PREM model with a 500 km deep source. The start of each curve 
denotes the distance where the time separation between SmKS and its precedent 
multiple is larger than 5 seconds. Gray shaded area stands for a hypothesized 50 
km thick core stratified layer. (b) Lateral distances between SmKS and its 
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precedent multiple at their CMB entry locations are plotted relative to epicentral 
distances for PREM model with a 500 km deep source. Similar with (a), the start 
of each curve stands for the distance where the time separation between adjacent 
phases is larger than 5 sec. Gray shaded area denotes a hypothesized 200 km wide 
ULVZ. 
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Figure 5.2. (a) Solid lines stand for differential travel time residuals of SKKS-SKS 
relative to PREM predictions, calculated for models with linearly increasing 
velocity profile within a 50 km thick layer at the top of the outer core. Colors of 
the solid lines correspond to the maximum velocity perturbation at the CMB 
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relative to PREM. Dash lines are residuals calculated for models with linearly 
decreasing velocity profile within a 300 km thick layer on mantle side of the 
CMB. Colors of dash lines correspond to the maximum velocity perturbation at 
the CMB relative to PREM. (b) Similar with (a), the travel time residuals of 
S3KS-SKKS for mantle and core side low velocity layer models are plotted with 
respect to epicentral distances. (c) Travel time residuals of S4KS-S3KS.  
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Figure 5.3. (a) Phases used in this study. (b) Raypaths predicted by PREM model 
connecting events (stars) and stations (cyan triangles) are plotted in gray. Black 
diamond shape dots stand for SKS entry and exit locations on the CMB. Blue 
diamond shape dots stand for SKKS entry and exit locations on the CMB, while 
green diamond shape dots are SKKS bounce locations on the CMB.  
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Figure 5.4. (a) Empirical source stacks (black solid lines) of SKS for velocity 
seismograms and seismograms after source deconvolution are plotted for an event 
on 29 May 2007. Gray shades are standard deviation associated with stacks. 
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Numbers on the right denote number of records used to construct empirical 
sources. (b) Source deconvolved seismograms for the same event in (a), are 
plotted with respect to epicentral distances. They are aligned to the source shape 
plotted in (a) by cross-correlation and their amplitudes are normalized to their 
peak.  
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Figure 5.5. (a) Differential travel times (gray crosses) of SKKS-SKS relative to 
PREM predictions of all events are plotted with respect to epicentral distances 
corrected to distances corresponding to a 500 km deep source. Solid black dots 
are mean values for 1 degree distance bins, while open circles are bins with less 
than 10 samples. The error bar denotes the standard deviation for each distance 
bin. (b) Similar with (a), tomography and ULVZ model corrected travel time 
residuals (gray crosses), and bin averages are plotted relative to epicentral 
distances. Color solid and dash lines are travel time predictions of low velocity 
mantle and core models, the same as in Figure 5.2a.  
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Figure 5.6.  (a) Two example source deconvolved seismograms with normal 
SKKS waveforms are aligned on SKS peak times. Short black lines in the middle 
of the shaded area stand for locations of SKKS peak after hilbert tranformation 
and polarity flip. Gray shaded area stands for the ±5 sec time window around 
SKKS time.  Thin gray lines are PREM predicted arrival times of S. On the right 
of each seismogram, SKKS waveforms (thick black line) are plotted for the 
enlarged time window corresponding to the gray shaded area on the left. The 
hilbert transformed SKS waveforms (thick gray lines) are aligned with SKKS time. 
The amplitude of the downswing in the front part of the SKS waveform is 
normalized to that of the SKKS. The PR values stand for the amplitude ratio of the 
upswing between the SKKS and transformed and normalized SKS. Station 
information is also shown below the PR value, where station name and network 
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name is displayed. The distance (dist) and azimuth (az) of the station for each 
seismogram are below the station name. (b) Similar with (a), two seismograms 
with anomalous SKKS waveforms with weak or no upswing energy are plotted 
along with PR values.  
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Figure 5.7. (a) SKKS waveform anomaly measurements (gray crosses), which are 
PR values, are plotted with respect to source depth corrected epicentral distances. 
Distance bin averages (black dots) are calculated for 0.5 degree bins. Bins with 
less than 10 samples are plotted in circles. The error bar stands for standard 
deviation within each bin. (b) Similar as (a), SKKS waveform anomaly 
measurements of PREM synthetic seismograms (gray crosses), and a slow 
velocity outermost core model with -2% decrease of VP relative to PREM within a 
100 km thick layer model (black crosses), are plotted with respect to distances. (c) 
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Same as (a), the corrected SKKS waveform anomaly measurements (gray crosses) 
are obtained by subtracting measurements of PREM model from that of the data.  
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Figure 5.8. (a) Geographic distributions of SKKS waveform anomaly 
measurements. Upper panel shows the map with anomaly measurements projected 
on to the entry locations of SKKS raypaths into the core.  The measurements are 
averaged by geographic bins with 1 degree radius. Similarly, the middle panel 
shows the distribution of anomaly measurements at the underside bounce 
locations of SKKS raypaths of our dataset. The smoothed map for the exit location 
is displayed in the lower panel. Contour lines for different VS perturbations, 0% 
(dotted lines), -0.5% (dashed lines), -1% (thin solid lines), and -1.5% (thick solid 
lines), are extracted from a tomography model [Grand, 2002]. (b) Geographic 
distributions of tomography and ULVZ model corrected differential travel time 
residuals of SKKS-SKS at entry (upper panel), bounce (middle panel), and exit 
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(lower panel) locations. (c) Geographic distributions of radiation pattern and 
geometric spreading corrected amplitude ratios of SKKS/SKS. 
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Figure 5.9. (a) Synthetic seismograms of SV component of motion are calculated 
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for mantle side models with δVS=-3% and various thicknesses. The velocity 
perturbation is 0% relative to PREM at the top of the layer, and linearly decreases 
to -3% at the CMB. These source deconvolved synthetic seismograms at 90° 
epicentral distance are aligned at the PREM predicted SKKS arrival time. The 
amplitudes of seismograms are normalized to SKS peak. The PREM model 
synthetic seismogram is shown as the top trace. (b) Similar as (a), synthetic 
seismograms at 90° are calculated for a high velocity layer with δVS=3% at the 
mantle side of the CMB. (c) Synthetic seismograms for a core side structure with 
linearly increasing velocity perturbation, where the velocity perturbation is -9% 
relative to PREM at the CMB, and linearly increases to 0% at the bottom of the 
layer. (d) Similar as (c), synthetic seismograms at 90° are calculated for a high 
velocity layer with δVP=2% at the core side of the CMB. 
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Figure 5.10. Similar as Figure 5.9, synthetic seismograms at 90° are calculated 
for ULVZ models containing a ULVZ layer at mantle side of the CMB with -30% 
δVS, -10% δVP and +10% density increase.  
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Figure 5.11. (a) PSVaxi syntheic models and seismograms. The top panel shows 
the CMB undulation model with an upwarping part of the sinusoid function. The 
half period is denoted as t in degree. The peak height of the upwarp is h in 
kilometers. The peak of the upwarping undulation is placed at the 42º epicentral 
distance. The lower panel shows source deconvolved synthetic seismograms at 
90º distance. Seismograms are aligned at the PREM predicted arrival time of 
SKKS, and normalized to SKS peak amplitude. Synthetic seismogram of PREM 
model is shown as the top trace for comparison. Gray box denotes the time 
window for enlarged SKKS waveforms inserted on the right. The parameters of 
undulation are shown to the right of enlarged SKKS waveforms. (b) Downwarping 
CMB undulation model and synthetic seismograms. (c) Upwarping CMB 
topography model with a sinusoidal ULVZ on top of the undulation. (d) The 
whole CMB has sinusoidal undulation everywhere. (e) CMB undulation models 
with a section of sinusoidal undulations at the bounce locations of SKKS 
raypaths. The start of the sinusoidal undulation section is at 42º distance.  
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Figure 5.12. (a) CMB undulation profile (black line) extracted from the 
topography model predicted by the 3D themochemical mantle convection model 
[Lassak et al., 2010], are plotted with respect to epicentral disances. Undulations 
after 84 degree is masked (zero in amplitude). The gray line denotes the baseline 
(zero in topography). (b) Synthetic seismograms at 90º calculated by PSVaxi for 
different CMB undulation profiles (black lines) are plotted to compare with the 
PREM synthetic seismogram (gray lines). Normalized to SKS peak, seismograms 
are all aligned on PREM predicted SKKS arrival time.  
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Figure 5.13. (a) The ULVZ thickness distribution inferred from our ScS study. 
The red triangle stands for the current location of Hawaii Island. Thick black line 
is a contour line of -1% δVS of Grand’s tomography model at 2750 km deep. 
Colors of circles stand for thickness of ULVZs. (b) Similar as Figure 5.8a, SKKS 
waveform anomaly measurements are plotted at SKKS underside bounce location, 
which coincides with the region of our ScS study. Gray circles stand for bins with 
ULVZ thicknesses larger than 14 km, which are orange and red circles in (a).  
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